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U.C.B. Computer Center 

Geoffrey A. Dorn 

ABSTRACT 

Engineering Geoscience 

H. F. Morrison 
Chairman, Thesis Committee 

Theoretical modelling of the radiation impedance and radiation patterns of torsionally 

vibrating seismic sources provides physical insight into the phenomena of vibrator-earth interac-

tion. These studies also suggest methods of using impedance measurements to determine 

material properties of the medium beneath the baseplate. 

The torsional radiation impedance is the torque per unit area divided by the mean angular 

velocity beneath the baseplate. The radiation pattern is the displacement magnitude as a func-

tion of angle from the vertical at a constant dist.ance from the source. Both require the solution 

of the elastodynamic wave equation for an arbitrary torsional source on a plane-layered anelastic 

medium. Specifying a stress boundary condition at the source results in a differential equation 

for the displacement which is' solved using Hankel transform techniques. For a displacement 

source condition, the resulting dual integral equation is converted, using Abel operators, into a 

Fredholm integral equation of the second kind which is solved by representing the unknown as 

a finite series of normalized Legendre polynomials. 

The torsional radiation impedance for a half-space model oscillates with a period that 

depends on the ratio between baseplate radius and seismic wavelength. This oscillation, result-

ing from the interaction of horizontally travelling SH body waves and the baseplate, has an 
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amplitude which decreases as frequency increases because less seismic energy is radiated hor-

izontally. The shape of the impedance function at low frequencies is independent of source 

behavior, although the magnitude is affected. A minimum in the impedance occurs at a fre-

quency which depends on the baseplate mass. The half-space oscillations and the minimum due 

to baseplate mass provide methods of deriving the shear wave velocity from impedance meas-

urements. 

In the presence of a surface' layer, the impedance curve oscillates around the half-space 

response. These oscillations are resonances caused by reflections within the surface layer. Both 

the resonance period and amplitude are inversely proportional to layer thickness. The resonance 

amplitude increases with increasing acoustic impedance contrast and decreasing material damp-

ing. The amplitude decreases as frequency approaches zero because the preferred radiation 

direction is horizontal. The layer resonance period provides a reliable estimate of the thickness 

of the surface layer. Due to the combined effects of material damping and thickness, impedance 

measurements over a weathered layer with a quality factor of 10 and a thickness greater than 5 

baseplate radii will show only a half-space response. 

The low frequency torsional radiation pattern in a half-space has a maximum horizontally. 

Lobes develop at the surface with maxima gradually occurring at angles closer to the vertical as 

frequency increases. The radiation pattern approaches that predicted for the far field at distances 

in excess of 5 baseplate radii. Although the shape of the radiation pattern is independent 'of the 

baseplate stress distribution at low frequencies, the directions and widths of the lobes are func-

tions of the source stress at high frequencies. ,. 
-... 

In the presence of a layer the radiation pattern develops a lobe-like, structure associated 

with constructive and destructive interference of direct, reflected and refracted waves. The sur-

face layer acts as a wave guide trapping much of the radiation as Love waves. The displace-

ment magnitude just below the layer interface is nearly zero due to the combined effects of 

refraction and total internal reflection. If the acoustic impedance contrast between layers is due 

to a density rather than a velocity contrast, a smaller proportion of the radiation is trapped in 
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the surface layer due to the lack of refracted waves, total internal reflection and Love waves. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Problem Definition 

During the last two decades the vibrating seismic source, or Vibrosei~ has become an 

increasingly important tool in seismic exploration on land. A significant amount of progress 

has been made over that period of time in data collection, processing and analysis for vibrator 

surveys. There has been relatively little progress, however, toward understanding the interac-

tion of vibrators and the earth. 

The vibrator-earth interaction problem is comprised of several aspects including vibrator 

design, vibrator-earth decoupling effects, and the interaction of a vibrating baseplate and the 

medium to which it is coupled (i.e. a baseplate which does not decouple as it vibrates). It is the 

latter of these aspects, baseplate-medium interaction for perfect bonding, that is the general 

subject of this dissertation. 

The work in this thesis is directed toward achieving two goals. First, an effort is made to 

develop an understanding of the interaction of a torsional vibrator and the medium to which it 

is bonded in terms of physical phenomena occurring in the vicinity of the baseplate. From this 

analysis methods are suggested for using source related measurements to determi'ne some phy-

sical parameters of the medium on which the vibrator rests. Second, the effective penetration of 

signals from a torsional source is assessed. From the results obtained in these studies, and cer-

tain published results, some of the conclusions are extended to apply to vertical and horizontal 

vibrators. 

The study is conducted by calculating the radiation impedance and radiation patterns of 

vibrating torsional sources over plane-layered anelastic media. 

The radiation impedance may be thought Qf as the load the vibrator experiences as it radi-

ates energy into the medium. An analogy may be drawn between the radiation impedance and 

®Vibroseis is a Trademark of Conoco, Inc. 
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the impedance of an electric circuit. The circuit impedance, the load on the current source, is a 

function of the components used in the circuit. The seismic radiation impedance, the load on 

the vibrator, depends on the components in its "circuit", which includes the baseplate and the 

medium on which it rests. It is a quantity that is measured at the source as a function of fre

quency. 

The radiation pattern is a measure of the strength of the signal from the source as a func

tion of the angle below the surface at a fixed radial distance from the source. It is a measure of" 

the directionality of the vibrating source, and is a function of the source type, material proper

ties, frequency and distance from the source. 

Decription of Previous Research 

The problem of calculating the radiation impedance is usually considered in two parts: 

first, the determination of the static (zero frequency) solution, and second, the calculation of 

the dynamic response. It is the second problem, the dynamic response, that is of primary 

interest in this dissertation. However, the static solution is considered as an integral part of the 

dynamic problem, so a brief survey of the literature on the static problem is p'resented first. 

Reissner and Sagoci (944) apparently were the first to obtain a solution to the problem of 

the static rotation of a rigid baseplate on the surface of an elastic half-space. The static problem 

for a rigid torsional source is usually referred to as the Reissner-Sagoci problem. They obtained 

an exact solution to the problem using oblate spheroidal coordiantes. 

In most other solutions a circular cylindrical coordinate system is used. In such a coordi

nate system, with a displacement boundary condition at the source and a stress boundary condi

tion elsewhere on the free surface, the mixed boundary value problem can be expressed in 

terms of a dual integral equation. Sneddon (1947) derived the appropriate integral equation for 

the problem of a rigid source on the surface of an elastic half-space, and obtained a solution for 

the static case. This solution was extended to include an arbitrary displacement distribution at 

the source by Sneddon (966). The method used by Sneddon (966) for a static half-space 
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problem is very similar to the technique used in this thesis for the dynamic problem. 

Several authors have extended the static solution for a rigid baseplate to media in which 

the shear modulus is a continuous function of depth (Kassir, 1970; Chuaprasert and Kassir, 

1973) in a half-space, a continuous function of depth in a layer Over a half-space (Dhaliwal and 

Singh, 1978), and a function of both depth and radius (Singh, 1973). In each of these cases the 

authors used Hankel transform techniques to express the mixed boundary value problem in 

terms of a dual integral equation. This was then either solved directly or was further reduced to 

a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind, which was then solved. 

As is the case for the static problem, most of the research on the response of a dynami-

cally vibrating torsional source has been directed toward solving the mixed boundary value 

problem for a rigid source (displacement boundary condition at the source). Relatively little 

published literature is available on the solution of the simpler boundary value problem that 

involves a stress condition' at the source. 

Apparently, the earliest solution for the radiation impedance of an oscillating rigid source 

was obtained by Sagoci (1944) using oblate spheroidal coordinates. tIe derived an exact solu-

tion in terms of infinite series of spheroidal functions. He also suggests a method of using the 

phase angle between torque and displacement to obtain an estimate of the shear modulus 

independent of the density. 

Although it is exact for a rigid source on the surface of a half-space, the solution obtained 

by Sagoci (1944) is h~merically somewhat intractable. Most of the research on torsional 

impedance functions between 1944 and 1970 was devoted to finding approximate solutions for 

this half-space problem appropriate for various ranges of frequency. 

Collins (1962) derived approximate solutions for the problem of a rigid baseplate vibrat-

ing on the surface of an elastic half-space and an elastic stratum that are valid at low dimen-
. . 

sionless frequencies (ao ~ 0.5 where ao = wa / vs , w is the angular frequency, a is the baseplate 

radius, and Vs is the shear wave velocity). Awojobi and Grootenhuis (1965) used a different 

mathematical technique to derive the same series expansion for low frequencies. However, 
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Awojobi and Grootenhuis (I965) carry out the expansion to higher powers of dimensionless 

frequency. Robertson (I967) has also derived the same series expansion for low frequencies 

. using a third mathematical approach. Robertson (I967) also suggests a method of obtaining the 

shear modulus of the elastic half-space asuming that an estimate of the density can be made. A 

similar method was described .previously by Awojobi and Grootenhuis (1965) to obtain 

Poisson's ratio from the response of a vertical vibrator. 

Stallybrass (962) used variational techniques to derive expansions for the rigid source 

over an elastic half-space valid at low dimensionless frequencies (ao < 2.0), and another expan

sion for high frequencies (ao> 5.0). Stallybrass (I967) has also used asymptotic approxima

tions to derive a somewhat different expansion valid for high frequencies (ao > 4.0). Another 

high frequency expansion has been presented by Thomas (I968) using methods devised to 

solve problems involving diffraction of high frequency waves by a circular disk. His solution is 

valid for dimensionless frequencies in excess of 2.5. 

Miller and Pursey (I954) have calculated the torsional radiation impedance for an elastic 

half-space with a stress boundary condition at the source in which stress is proportional to radial 

distance (,) under the source. They" present results at a few discrete dimensionless frequencies 

between 0 and 0.5. Th.e impedance at low frequencies for a stress proportional to ,. (I - (2) 1/2 

has been calculated by Arnold et al. (1955) for a half-space, and by Bycroft (I956) for a half

space and an elastic stratum. This is the stress distribution that occurs under a statically rotated 

rigid disk. In order to approximate more closely the results due to a dynamically rotating rigid 

disk using this stress distribution, Bycroft (I956) has used a weighted averaging scheme in cal

culating the radiation impedance for this. stress distribution. 

Several of the papers that contain solutions for the radiation impedance of a torsional 

source also present solutions for vertical and horizontal sources. The paper by Miller and Pur

sey (1954) includes an asymptotic solution valid at low frequencies for a vertical vibrator with a 

constant stress under the baseplate. Bycroft's (I956) paper and the paper by Arnold et al. 

(1955) include solutions for the stress boundary value problem for both vertical and horizontal 
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vibrators as well as the torsional case mentioned previously. Awojobi and Grootenhuis (965) 

derive an asymptotic power series expansion for the low frequency radiation impedance of a 

rigid vertical vibrator for a half-space model. 

Although there appear to be no published radiation impedance results for a torsional 

vibrator over a layered medium, there have been several studies of the response of vertical and 

" .. horizontal vibrators over layered media. Prominent among these are those by Luco (1974, 

1976), Kashio (1970) and Wei (1971). Luco (1974) presents results for vertical, horizontal and 

rocking rigid vibrators for an elastic half-space and a single layer over a half-space. In 1976, 

Luco extended his results to allow for anelastic media. Kashio (1970) stud.ied the impedance 

for a vertical vibrator on the surface of a half-space and a single layer over a half-space. He 

includes results for both stress and displacement boundary conditions at the source using a 

Green's function approach. Wei (1971) used a similar approach applied to the problem of a 

horizontal vibrator. 

There is very little literature available on the radiation patterns of vibrating seismic 

sources. Miller and Pursey (1954) derive the radiation pattern for the far field low frequency 

limit for both vertical and torsional vibrators on an elastic half-space. Cherry (962) used a 

similar method. to calculate the far-field low frequency radiation pattern for a horizontal vibrator. 

on a half-space. Field studies of vibrator radiation patterns have also been presented for a hor-

izontal vibrator (Robertson et ai, 1979) and for multiple phased vertical vibrators (Arnold, 

1977). 

Since most of the research on radiation impedance functions has been directed toward 

determining the response of vibrating foundations, there has been little effort to interpret the 

response in terms of physical processes occurring in the medium (exceptions to this are the stu-

dies of Kashio, 1970, and Wei, 1971). Similarly, there has been no extensive study of the 

effects of varying material properties or source parameters on the impedance. There also 

appears to be no published literature on vibrator radiation patterns over layered anelastic media, 

or for high as well as low frequencies. 
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Description of Present Research 

The first step in calculating either the radiation impedance or the radiation pattern of a 

torsional vibrator is the solution of the elastodynamic wave equation. In Chapter 2 this equation 

is solved for the displacement anywhere in a plane-layered anelastic medium for an arbitrary 

torsional source. The solution is obtained using Hankel transform techniques to take advantage 

of the cylindrical symmetry inherent in the problem. The solution is derived for either stress or 

displacement boundary conditions at the source. 

In Chapter 3 the torsional radiation impedance is formally defined and the results of 

Chapter 2 are used to formulate the equations for the impedance. The numerical implementa

tion of the solution for the stress boundary condition at the source involves performing 'an 

inverse Hankel transform numerically using an adaptive quadrature scheme. The mixed boun-

dary, value problem (displacement boundary condition) is solved by expressing the problem in 

terms of a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind, which is then solved numerically. 

Chapter 4 contains a parametric study of the torsional radiation impedance. The study 

consists of three major sections: half-space models, asingle layer over a half-space and multiple 

layers. The effects of changing material properties, layer thickness and source type are analyzed 

in an effort to determine the physical phenomena- giving rise to the effects and to obtain 

methods of deriving material properties from impedance measurements. 

The equations used to calculate the radiation pattern and their numerical implementation 

are the subject of Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 the effects on the radiation pattern due to damping, 

source type, frequency and distance are determined for a half-space, and the effects of layer 

thickness and acoustic impedance contrast are assessed for a single layer over a half-space. 

Chapter 7 is devoted to a summary of the major observations presented in Chapters 4 and 

6, and to a discussion of the interraction of the radiation impedance and radiation pattern. 

,0 
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Notation 

In order to avoid redundant explanations in the text of the thesis, the notation used is 

defined below. The first portion of the list consists of a definition of the variables used. The 

mathematical notation employed is described in the second portion . 

Definition of Variables 

This list does not include all the parameters used in this dissertation. It does include all of 

the variables that are frequently referred to. Those variables that are not included in this list 

occur only briefly in the text and are defined where they occur. 
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a - baseplate radius 

ao= kosi - dimensionless frequency, dimensionless wave number in 

the first layer 

A - magnitude of the torsional radiation impedance 

Alii - coefficient for the displacement of the downgoing wave in 

the ml" layer 
f • 

Bm - coefficient for the displacement of the upgoing wave in 

the m I" layer 

BI - zero frequency limit of the imaginary part of the radiation 

impedance 

f - frequency 

f (r) - stress distribution under the baseplate 

J (g) - Hankel transform of the stress under the baseplate 

g (r) - displacement distribution under the baseplate 

g (x) - Abel transform of the displacement under the baseplate 

hill - thickness of the ml" layer 

i-square root of -1 

I - equivalent stiffness coefficient 

k s"" kpIII - Sand P wave numbers in the ml" layer 

P,:, -set of normalized Legendre polynomials 

QIII - quality factor in the mIlt layer 

r - radial distance. iri cylindrical coordinates 

R - .equivalent damping coefficient 

t - time 

Um - displacement in the ml" layer 

Vm" vpIII - Sand P wave velocities in the ml" layer 

ZIII - depth below the top interface of the 11/1" layer, positive down 



2, - torsional radiation impedance 

2, - vertical radiation impedance 

.. 
8/11 - Kronecker delta function 

B/II 
')'/11 = A 

/II 

r - total torque 

r (v) - Gamma function 

A/II - Lame's constant in the m'" layer 

Ji-/II - shear modulus in the m'" layer 

w - angular frequency 

1J - azimuth in cylindrical coordinate system 

'I' II; - damping constant in the m'" layer 

Pm - density in the m'" layer 

T rb: - stress, subscripts indicate component of stress tensor in 

cylindrical coordinates 

(} - phase of the torsional radiation impedance 

em - specific dissipation constant in the m'" layer 

~ - Hankel transform variable 
(1 

\1 - gradient operator 

\1 2 - Laplacian operator 

The following subscripts are commonly used: m refers to the m'" layer, s refers to shear 

waves, p refers to p waves and 0 indfcates that the parameter is dimensionless. 

All parameters with units of distance or inverse distance are normalized by the baseplate 

radius. All parameters with units of stress are normalized by the shear modulus in the surface 



Mathematical Notatiol/ 

1. Hankel Transform: 

2. Fourier Transform: 

a. Sine transform: 

00 

Hi!E(r,z);~} = J E(r,z) r Ji(~r) dr 
o 

00 

Fs!i(t};x} = .J2/7T J jet) sin(xt) dt 
o 

b. Cosine transform 

00 

FcLr(t);x} = .J2/1T J j(t) cos(xt) dt 
o 

A finite range transform will be shown by: 

3. Abel Operators: 

where: 

a 

. [Hj!E(r,z);~}r~a] = J E(r,z)rJj(~r)dr 
o 

Adj(t);x} = .J2/1T J ~ 
o X - t 

~Joo jet) dt 
A 2!i(t);x) = "\I2/1T x ~ 

Ajl!i(t);X} = D.\.Adtj(t);x} 

Ail!i(t);x} = -D.\.A2(tj(t);x} 

. d 
D =

x dx 

10 



Introduction 

CHAPTER 2 

Solution of the Elastodynamic Wave Equation 

for a 

Torsional Source 

11 

In order to calculate either the radiation impedance or radiation pattern due to a particular 

source, it is necessary to solve the elastodynamic wave equation for the displacement produced 

by the baseplate motion. In this chapter the solution of the equation is obtained for a torsional 

source on the surface of an anelastic plane-layered medium. 

The torsional source is considered in detail in this thesis because such a vibrator on the 

surface of a plane-layered half-space pr~duces only horizontally polarized shear (SH) waves. 

There are no· compressional (P) waves, and no mode conversions at the interfaces between 

layers. As a result the theory is somewhat simplified, and the impedance curves are simpler in 

form and more easily interpreted than those due to a vertical or horizontal vibrator. The obser

vations made concerning the relationship between the vibrator impedance function and the pro

perties of the medium can be extended to the vertical and horizontal impedance functions. 

The model consists of a vibrator baseplate welded to the surface of an N layered anelastic 

medium. The baseplate has the shape of a circular disk and rotates about a vertical axis through 

its center. A circular cylindrical coordinate system (,. ,4>,z) (Figure 1) is used, which is centered 

in the baseplate with z positive down. Most of the theory and calculations are made with a 

massless baseplate, but the effect of baseplate mass is also discussed. 

In this chapter the elastodynamic wave equation is solved for the displacement in any 

layer of a plane-layered elastic half-space. This solution is obtained for two general cases. First 

the source behavior is defined by specifying the stress under the baseplate which results in a 

boundary value problem that is solved using transform techniques. Second the displacement of 

the source is specified, resulting in a mixed boundary value problem. The method of including 
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x 

y 

z 

Figure 1: Circular cylindrical coordinate system (r,1>,z) centered beneath the baseplate. 
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damping or anelasticity in the medium is also presented. 

General Solution for an Arbitrary Torsional Source 

In a source-free region, the homogeneous elastodynamic wave equation describes elastic 

wave motion: 

(2.1) 

, In order to calculate either the radiation pattern or the radiation impedance, it is necessary to 

solve this equation for the displacement Ii. For a torsional vibrator in a plane-layered medium: 

since 

u,. = u: = 0 . 

This reduces the vector differential equation (2.1) to a scalar differential equation that must be 

solved for uq,. For convenience the subscript 1> will be dropped for the remainder of this 

chapter. 

Assuming a time-harmonic displacement u (r ,z, t) = u (r ,z) e iWI
, and using the definitions 

for shear wave velocity, VS ' and shear wave number, ks' presented in Chapter 1, the homogene-

ous differential equation becomes: 

a
2
u + ~[l a(ru) [ + k} u = 0 . 

az2 ar r ar 
(2.2) 

/ 

It is convenient to rewrite equation (2.2) in a completely dimensionless form. Using the sub-

script 0 to indicate a dimensionless parameter, and scaling all distances to the baseplate radius, 

a, equation (2.2) may be rewritten in the scaled form: 

a2Uo a . [1 a(rouo) [ 2 0 -- + - - + ko lIo = 
aZ6 aro ro aro . s 

(2.3) 

where kos is the dimensionless shear wave number defined in Chapter 1. 

Now, define the Hankel transform of the displacement as: 

(2.4) 

Applying this transform to equation (2.3) reduces the problem to the solution of an ordinary 



differential equation: 

d2-
Uo 2 2 -

--2 + (kOs - gO)UO = ° . 
dzo 
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(2.5) 

In the m'll layer of the N-layered medium shown in Figure 2, equation (2.5) has a solu-

tion of the form: 

(2.6) 

where: 

{3 - ({;2 k 2 )1/2 Om - \'0 - Osm 

kOsm = wa/vsm . 

Both coefficients, A Om and B om , are functions of the transform variable go, and ZOIll is shown in 

Figure 2. On the right hand side of equation (2.6) the first term represents the down-going 

wave, the second term represents the up-going wave. 

At each interface in the medium, the displacement and the stress must be continuous: 

UO Il1 ('o,h om ) = UO m+1 ('0,0) (2.7) 

OUOm ('o,hom ) OUOm +1 ('0,0) 
J.Lm = J.Lm+1 

OZo OZo 
(2.8) 

When the Hartkel transform, H], is applied to equations (2.7) and (2.8), UO m and '0 are simply 

replaced by uOm and go, respectively: 

UO m (go,h om ) = UO III +1 (go,O) (2.9) 

oUom (go,h om ) OUOm+1 (go,O) 
J.Lm = J.Lm+1 

C1Zo OZo 
(2.10) 

Substitution of the transformed displacement, from equation (2.6), into equations (2.9) and 

(2.10) results in an expression for the ratio of the coefficients for the upgoing and downgoing 

waves in the m'll layer: 

where: 

_ BOm aOm + KO mYOm+1 
YOm'-:- A = + 

Om KOm aOmYOIII+1 

aO Ill = (1 - EOIII +1) 

KOIII = (I + EOm+1) 

. J.Lm+1 ./30111+1 
. EOm+1 = ---{3-- . 

J.L 111 Om 

1 (2.11) 
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o 
hOI 1_---r1_zo_1 __ U_OI ___ _ 

h 1z UO'" 02 02 6 

----------------~-------2 

1 

Uom 

t
-----I~--------------------m 

ho~ _____ Z_om_+_I ____ U_o_m_+_' ______ _ 
m+1 

--1..,..----------- N -1. 
h -...... ZON UON OH- ........ 

Figure l. : The N layered elastic medium. The N'h layer is the lower half-space, hQm and ZOm 

are the. scaled (dimensionless) thickness of and depth in the m'h layer, and UOm is the dimen
sionlessdisplacement in the m'h layer. 
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In an N-Iayered medium, where the NIh layer is the lower half-space, YOY = 0 because 

there is no upgoing wave in the lower half-space. Starting with Yo.y, the 

Yo),j=N-1,N-2,"',1 may be calculated recursively using equation (2.11). Each YOj is a 

function of the transform variable ~o, and of the material properties of the medium. 

In order to calculate A OJ and B o) for each layer from the ratios YO), it is necessary to 

know the stress distribution beneath the vibrator baseplate. As mentioned previously, two 

approaches may be taken to solve this problem. First, the stress beneath the baseplate may be 

specified as the boundary condition at ZI=O. This results in a boundary value problem which 

may then be solved directly for the displacement. Second, the displacement beneath the 

baseplate may be specified as the boundary condition at ZI=O. In this case, a mixed boundary 

value problem must be solved for the stress distribution beneath the baseplate before the dis-

placements in the medium can be calculated. Application of each of these types of surface 

boundary conditions is discussed later. in this chapter. Once the stress under the baseplate is 

known, the solution for the displacement proceeds in the following manner. 

Suppose we have either specified (approach 1) or determined (approach 2) the stress dis-

tribution beneath the baseplate to be some function fer), known either analytically or numeri-

cally. Then the stress boundary condition at the free surface, for a torsional source, is given by: 

If(r) r~a 
T",:(r,O) = 0 r>a' (2.12) 

As was the case with equation (2.2), it is useful to express this boundary condition in a dimen-

sionless form. The shear stress is related to displacement by: 

oUI(r,O) 
T "'z (r ,0) = J.L I OZ 

If the dimensionless stress is defined by TO",: = T "') J.L I, this equation may be rewritten in the 

dimensionless form: 

( 0) 
_ OUOI(ro,O) 

TO",: ro, - n 
uZo 

(2.13) 

In view of this normalization of TO",:, the function fer), whic~ has units of stress, may be writ-

ten in the form: 
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fer) = fLIPofo(ro) 

where the magnitude. of the stress is given by fLIPO, where Po is arbitrary and unitless, and the 

stress has some functional dependence on scaled radius, roo Using these definitions, the dimen-

sionless form of equation (2.12) is: 

(2.14) 

For the remainder of the derivation, let Po= l. The effect of Po on the displacement solu-

tion is simply that of a multiplicative factor. The impedance function is independent of Po. This 

is discussed further in Chapter 3. 

Applying the HI Hankel transform to the stress in equation (2.l4) I obtain: 

(2.l5) 

Applying the same transform to equation (2.l3), the relation between transformed stress and 

displacement at the free surface is given by: 

(2.l6) 

Substituting for UOI using equation (2.6) it can be shown that: 

-A ol + B01 = Jo(~o)/f3ol . 

From equation (2.11) we also have: 

Aol'Yol = BOI . 

These two equations may be solved for the two unknowns, AOI and Bol : 

(2.l7.1) 

(2.17.2) 

Starting with equations (2. 9) an~ (2.l 0), and employing an approach similar to that used 

to derive equation (2.11), solve instead for AOm+1 and BOm+1 in terms of Aom and BOm: 

K e - f3o","o", A - a ef3o",ho", B 
A - Om Om Om om 

Om+1 - 2 
EOm+1 

(2.18.1) 

-a e-f3o","o", A +,;. ef3o","o", B 
Om Om ROm Om 

BOm +1 = 
2Eom+1 

(2.l8.2) 
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Once AOl and BOl have been determined using equations (2.17), the coefficients AOj and B oj , 

)=2, ... ,N may be calculated recursively using equations (2.18). 

Formally, the dimensionless displacement in the mill layer is then found by applying the 

inverse Hankel transform to uOm : 

UOm = Hduom(~o,zOm);ro) . (2.19) 

The unscaled displacement is then given by: 

um(r,Zm) = aPO UOm (ro,ZOm) 

where the term Po has been re-introduced to allow for Po~ 1 in equation (2.14). 

Solution with Stress Boundary Condition at the Source 

The first and most straightforward method of determining the H I transform of the stress 

under the baseplate, Jo(~o), is to specify the behavior of the source by defining the stress 

beneath the baseplate: 

TO"'z (ro,O) = 1 o(ro) ro~ 1 . 

Once the stress has been defined as some analytic function of dimensionless radius, 1 o(ro), the 

term Jo(~o) is calculated using equation (2.15). The solution then proceeds as described in the 

ptevious section. 

Typically, the function 10(ro) that is chosen will not be a true representation of the actual 

stress distribution beneath a dynamically vibrating rigid baseplate. This problem is best treated 

by specifying the displacement under the baseplate as the boundary condition, an approach dis

cussed in the next section of this chapter. Because of this, the specified stress distribution 

results in a baseplate which flexes. However, since a wide range of functions may be chosen for 

10(ro), a wide variety of baseplates may be modelled using this approach. 

There are two constraints I apply to the choice of the function 10(ro). First, for a torsional 

source, 10(ro) = ° at ro= 0. Second, I must be able to calculate the transformed stress 10(~0) 

analytically. The first constraint is required by the physics of the problem. The second con-

straint makes the proble"m somewhat more manageable numerically. 

r 



I consider two general stress distributions which meet these constraints: 

fo,("o) = "oO.:...,.J)" 

f (,.) = ,. (1-,.2)"12J (b '1"=7T) . 02 0 0 0 ,,-v 1-"0 . 
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(2.20) 

(2.21) 

In both equations I' > -1, and in equation (2.21) b is arbitrary. The H, transforms may be cal-

culated analytically (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1965; p. 688, 6.567 #1; p. 707, 6.598): 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

These stress distributions have several important features. First, since the parameter I' 

may take on any value greater than -1, a variety of stress distributions is possible. This selec-

tion is further increased by the presence of the Bessel function in f02("0)' Since "0 varies from 

o to 1, thearguement of the Bessel function in equati()O (2.21) varies from b to O. As b 

increases, the number of cycles of the Bessel function that are included on the baseplate 

The stress distributions represented by equations (2.20) and (2.21) are shown in the three 

plots on the left side of Figure 3. The graph in the upper left corner is a plot of fo,("o) as a 

function of "0 for various values of 1'. For I' = -1/2, the stress distribution exhibits a singularity 

at '0 = 1. For any value of I' between -1 and 0 the stress becomes infinite at "0 = 1. For I' = 0 

the stress varies linearly over the disk from 0 in the center to 1 at the edge. For I' > 0 the 

stress at '0 = 1 is O. 

The middle plot in the left column of Figure 3 is f02('O) graphed as a function of '0 for 

various values of I' with b = 5. Again, the stress is singular at '0= 1 for -1 < I' < O. For I' = 0 

the stress is 1 at '0 = 1, and for I' > 0 the stress is 0 at the edge of the disk. The values of I' in 

this plot were chosen so that, aside from the Bessel function in f02("0), the functional depen-

dence of fo,('o) and f02("0) on "0 would be the same (with the exception of 1'=-0.5). The 

graph in the lower left corner of Figure 3 is a plot of f02('O) as a function of '0 for various 

values of b with I' = O. Iri this plot the effect of changing b. is readily apparent. As b increases 

from 1 "to 20, more cycles of the Bessel function are included on the disk. 
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Figure 1. : The scaled stress and the H I transform of the stress for various baseplates. 
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For v = -0.5, f 01 ("0) is the stress distribution beneath a statically rotated rigid disk. None 

of the stresses represented by equations '(2 .. 20) and (2.20 is that of a dynamically rotating rigid 

disk. Thus, these stress distributions represent sources which flex when they are dynamically 

rotated. The manner in which they flex and the phase difference between the stress and the dis

placement are both functions of frequency. 

The graphs in the right column of Figure 3 are plots of the HI transforms of the stress 

distributions shown in the left column. The amplitude of the oscillations in the Hankel 

transform of the stress increases as the discontinuity in stress at the edge of the disk becomes 

more pronounced. A comparison of the top two graphs in the right hand column shows that 

when the Bessel function is included in the stress distribution, the oscillations in the transform 

of the stress are much lOwer in amplitude .than when the Bessel function is not present. The 

plot in the lower right corner of Figure 3 shows that increasing b decreases the amplitude of the· 

oscillations in the transform of the stress distribution. 

Solution with Displacement Boundary Condition at the Source 

An alternative method of determining the function lo(~o) is to specify the source 

behavior by defining the displacement beneath the baseplate. The stress that gives rise to this 

displacement must then be calculated to obtain lo(~o). 

At the surface of the medium, Z 1 = 0, the following boundary condition is specified: 

ul(r,O) = g(r) r~a 

T <l>z (1',0) = 0 r > a 

where g (r) is some known function of r . 

Converting equations (2.24) to dimensionless parameters, 

g(r) = aPogo(ro) 

(2.24.1) 

(2.24.2) 

where Po is again arbitrary and unitless. Using the definition of dimensionless stress, equations 

(2.24) become: 

UOI (ro,O) = Pogo(ro) ro~ 1 

TO<l>= (ro,O) = 0 ro> 1 

(2.25.0 

(2.25.2) 
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where go(ro) is some known function of 1'0. Again, let Po= 1 because it simply acts as a scali\lg 

factor on the final calculated displacement. 

Using the definition of the Hankel transform, and the definition of the stress, 70<1>=, in 

terms of displacement, equations (2.25) maybe rewritten: 

uOI(ro,O) = Hduol(~o,O);ro} = go(ro) ro~1 (2.26.0 

I dUOI (~0,0) I . 
70<1>: (ro,O) = HI dz

o 
;ro = 0 ro> 1 . (2.26.2) 

It is understood in equation (2.26.2) that the derivitive is taken before ZOI is set equal to O. 

Using equations (2.6) and (2.11), the transformed displacement and its derivitive with respect 

to zo may be written in terms of the unknown coefficient, AOI(~O)' of the downgoing wave in 

the first layer: 

UOI(~O'O) = 0 + I'ol)Aol(~o) 
dUor(~o,O) 

d. = ,8ol(I'ol-OAoI(~o) 
Zo 

Substituting equations (2.27) into (2.26) results in a set of dual integral equations: 

UOl(rO,O) = HdO + I'ol)AoI(~o);ro} = go(ro) ro~1 

-TO<l>:(ro,O) = Hd,8010-I'01)Aol(~0);ro} = 0 ro>1 

(2.27.1) 

(2.27.2) 

(2.28.1 ) 

(2.28.2) . 

where equation (2.28.2) has been multiplied by -1 for convenience since 1'01 < 1. In order to cal-

culate the displacement in any layer, the dual integral equations (2.28) must be solved for the 

stress beneath the vibrator: 

Using the definitions: 

DOl (~o)= ,801 0 - I'ol)A 01 (~o) 

I 0 + 1'01) ~ 0 I 
HOI(~o) = 0 - 1'01) ,801 -·1 , 

equations (2.28) are reduced to the standard form: 

Hd~ol[I+Hol(~o)lDol(~o);ro} = go(ro) ro~1 

HdDol(~o);ro} = 01'0>1 . 

(2.29) 

(2.30.0 

(2.30.2) 

This ~et of dual integral equations will be solved by reducing it to a Fredholm integral equation 

of the second kind using a method described in detail by Gladwell (I 980). 

-, 
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First the Abel operators All and A2 defined in Chapter 1 are applied to equations (2.30.1) 

and (2.30.2), respectively, to produce: 

xoIAll(roHI[~ol(l + HOI(~o»Dol(~o);ro];xo} = 

F 5 ([1 + HOI (~o)] DOl (~~) ;xo} 

xOA 2(H dDol (~o) ;ro];xo} = F 5 (DOl (~o) ;xo} . 

Consider equation (2.3.1.2) first. If the functions t/Jo and Co are defined by: 

and: 

co(ro) = HI[Dol(~O);ro] , 

(2.31.1) 

(2.31.2) 

then co(ro)=O for ro> 1 because of the boundary condition on TOd>:, and t/Jo(xo)=O for xo> 1. 

Equation (2.31.2) may then be written: 

IF 5 (DOl (~o) ;xo} xo~ 1 
t/Jo(xo) = 0 xo> 1 . 

Applying the Fourier sine transform to t/Jo(xo), DOl (~o). can be recovered: 

Now consider equation (2.31.1). Defining the functions go(xo) and ko(ro): 

go(xo) = xOI !:If) Adroko(ro);xo} 
uXo 

ko(ro) = roHd~ol O+HOI (~o»Dol (~o);ro} 

and using the definition of the All operator, then equation (2.31.1) becomes: 

go(xo) = F 5 ([1 + HOI (~o)] DOl (~o) ;xo} . 

Referring to equation (2.30.1) it is apparent that: 

ko(ro) = rogo(ro) ro~ 1 . 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

Substituting this result into equation (2.34) provides an expression for go(xo) in terms of 

known quantities: 

(2.36) 

Expanding the right hand side of equation ( 2.35): 

(2.37) 
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Using equations (2.32) and (2.33), and interchanging the order of integration in the last term 

of the equation, this becomes: 

I 

go(xo) = tPoC"(o) + f tPo(yo) Mo(xo,yo) dyo 
o . 

(2.38.1) 

Mo(xo,yo) = 1- ] HOI (~o)sin(~oYo)sin(~oxo)d~o 
~ 0 . 

(2.38.2) 

xo~ 1 , ro~ 1 . 

Thus, for ro~l and xo~l, go(xo) is known from equation (2.36), Mo(xo,yo) is known 

from equation (2.38.2), and equation (2.38.1) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second 

kind which may be solved for tPo(xo). Once tPoexo) has been determined, the stress beneath the 

baseplate is given by equation (2.29). 

Substituting equation (2.33) into equation (2.29), the stress can be written in terms of the 

'TO<l>: (ro,O) = -HdFs \tPo(xo);~o};ro} 

xo~ 1 ro~ 1 

A general result obtained by Gladwell (980) is: 

HI[A (~o);ro] = Ail\tol Fs\A (~o);to};ro} , 

(2.39) 

where A (~o) is an arbitrary function of ~o. In the case of equation (2.39), A (~o), is the 

Fourier sine transform of tPo(xo), so that: 

Fs\A (~o);to}=tPo(to) . 

Using this expression in equation (2.39) results in an expression for the stress beneath the 

baseplate in terms of the unknown of the integral equation (2.38):. 

'TO<l>: = -Ail/xOI tPo(xo);ro} 

xo~l ro~l . 

(2.40) 

In order to calculate the coefficients of the up- and down-going waves in each layer, the 

transformed stress, 

(2.41) 

is required. Substituting for 'TO(i>; (ro,O) from equation (2.40) and rewriting the expression in 

terms of standard integral notation, equation (2.41) becomes: 



where: 

and 

, ') d9(ro) 
9 (r 0 = -----''

dro 
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(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

If equation (2.43) is integrated by parts, using the fact that 9 (ro) = 0 at ro = 1, and if we substi-

tute for 9(ro) using equation (2.44), equation (2.43) becomes: 

(2.45) 

The next step is to interchange the orders of integration in equation (2.45): Since the 

lower limit of the integration over Xo is the variable of the integration over ro, the order of 

integration must be interchanged carefully. Using the diagram shown in Figure 4: 

(2.46) 

Now the integral over ro may be performed analytically (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1965; p. 688, 

6.567, #1) resulting in an expression for I that involves only an integral over Xo: 

(2.47) 

Substituting equation (2.47) into equation (2.42) produces an expression for Jo(~o) in terms of 

the unknown function t/!o(xo): 

(2.48) 

Since, 
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1 

1 

Figure 1 : Methods of integration in the 'OXo plane. The double integrals in equations (2.45) 
and (2.46) are performed over the area of the upper left triangle. The solid lines indicate the 
order of integration in equation (2.45); the short dashed lines represent the order in equation 
(2.46). 
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the transformed stress is simply related to the Fourier sine transform of the unknown function 

(2.49) 

Equations (2.17) may now be used to calculate A oland BOh equations ( 2.18) to calculate 

AOm+1 andB'om +h and equation (2.19) may be used to calculate the displacement in any layer. 

As in the previous section of this chapter, where the boundary condition is the stress 

beneath the vibrator, numerous functions go(ro) could be chosen as the displacement boundary 

condition. The one condition that all such functions must satisfy for a torsional source is: 

gO(rO) = 0 ro = 0 . 

For ease of calculation, I also require that go(ro) must be of such a form that go(xo), defined by 

equation (2.36), can be calculated analytical.1y. 

Five possible displacement distributions are represented by: 

gov(rO) = ro II = 1, ... ,5 

The corresponding expressions for go(xo) are: 

gOI(XO) = 2~XO 
g02(XO) = l r; xJ 

2 -VT 
.() 8~3 g03 Xo = - - Xo 

3 1r 

() 15 -if 4 g04 Xo = - -Xo 8 2 

() 16 f2 5 
g05 Xo = 5 -V-'; Xo 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

The displacement distributions given by equations (2:50) are shown in Figure 5 for 

II = 1,3,5. For II = 1 the displacement is that of a perfectly rigid disk. For the remaining values 

of II the disks rotate more toward the outer rim than toward the center. The stress distribution 

beneath these sources, and the phase difference between the applied displacement and the 

resulting stress, are both functions of frequency. 
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Damping 

For a general problem which includes both compressional (P) and shear (S) waves, the 

effect of absorption or damping may be included by allowing the shear modulus and Lame's 

constant to be complex valued quantities, the imaginary part of which is a function of fre-

quency. Since the torsional problem involves only shear waves, it is necessary only to consider· 

the complex shear modulus. 

The complex shear modulus in the mIl, layer, J..I.,;' is defined as: 

J..I.,:, = J..I./II (1 + j0/11) , (2.52) 

where J..I. /II is the real shear modulus, and 0/11 is the specific dissipation constant. The specific 

dissipation constant is defined by: 

Vs I I I
i 

0/11 = '1'/11 ao-- . 
VS/1/ 

(2.53) 

where '1'/11 is a damping constant, independent of frequency, ao is the dimensionless frequency 

(aO=wa/vSI = kOsi), and VsI and VS/II are the shear wave velocities in the first and ml" layers, 

respectively. The frequency dependence of the damping is specified by the factor (aovsII vs",)i 

where j is arbitrary. The specific dissipation constant, 0/11' is inversely related to the quality fac-

tor: 

.. Q/II = 1/0/11 (2.54) 

By allowing the value of j to change for different frequency bands any behavior of Q as a func-

tion of frequency can be modelled. 

In thepreceeding theoretical development in this chapter, it is necessary to change J..I./II to 

J..I.,;' to allow for absorption. In all equations, J..I./II occurs either explicitly, or in terms of kOs/II' 

The complex shear wave number k~s/II is given by: 

- -~ kOs/II - -1/2 a 
J..I./II 

Substituting for J..I.,:, using equation (2.52) this becomes: 

_ kOs/II 
kOs/II = -(-1-+-j-0-,,-,)-1/-:-2 (2.55) 
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By using 1-'-,:, and k~slII in place of 1-'-111 and kOsl/" all equations previously derived are extended to 

include the effects of absorption or damping. 

The actual damping is proportional to the imaginary part of k~slII. Once the frequency 

dependence of 0 111 (or Q,J has been specified, the frequency dependence of damping may be r' 

determined from equation (2.55). 

For the special case of j = 0, 0 111 = '¥III is independent of frequency. Such a material is 

usually said to be hysteritically damped. The equation for the shear modulus then becomes: 

(2.56) 

Using equation (2.55) it can readily be shown that for j = 0 damping is proportional to fre-

quency to the first power. 

For the case of j = 1, then: 

[ 
Vs i I 0 m = 'I'm 00-
Vsm 

and Qm is inversely proportional to frequency. Such a material is said to have viscous damping 

and is known as a Voigt solid. The equation for complex shear modulus then is: 

(2.57) 

Using equation (2.55) it can be shown that for j = 1, damping is proportional to frequency 

squared at low frequencies. 

Allowing for notational changes, equations (2.56) and (2.57) are exactly the equations 

Luco (I976) used to represent hysteretic and viscous damping, respectively. It is also clear that 

equations (2.52) and (2.53) are a straightforward extension of equations (2.56) and (2.57) to 

allow damping to be proportional to any power of frequency. 

Experimental observations have indicated that the specific dissipation constant 0 111 is in 

general nearly independent of frequency (Waters, 1978). This would indicate that in most cases 

j should be approximately zero. With this formulation, however, with j=O, Q is independent 

of frequency, and the phase velocity is also independent of frequency. As a result, there is no 
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dispersion. 

In its most general form, the complex shear modulus has real and imaginary parts which 

are both functions of frequency: 

This can be written in the form: 

.JL"(w) =JLR(w)(l + iE». 

Therefore, equation (2.52) simply is a special case where JL R is not a function of frequency. 

Thorough discussions of this more general formulation for damping and the use of a quality 

factor distribution Q (w) that is constant over a band of frequencies are presented by Futterman 

(1962) and Kanamori and Anderson (977). In the latter paper, the authors demonstrate that a 

band-limited constant Q model can be constructed using a linear viscoelastic model that 

satisfies the Krame'rs-Kronig causality conditions. 

For the purposes of this study of the radiation impedance function, the simpler formula-

tion represented by equations (2.52) and (2.53) is used since the primary intent is to demon-

strate the gross effects of material damping on the response. Typically a dimensionless fre-

quency range from 0 to 20 is considered. This corresponds to frequencies ranging from 0 to 

about 8000 Hz for a baseplate of 1 meter radius and a shear velocity of 2.4 kilometers per 

second. The behavior of Q over such a broad frequency band is not known for typical surface 

materials. 
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In Chapter 2 the elastodynamic wave equation was solved for the displacement anywhere 

in a plane-layered anelastic medium due to a torsional source on its surface. In Chapter 3, a 

definition of the radiation impedance of a torsional baseplate is formulated in terms of the 

angular velocity and torque at the torsional source. After the general equation for the 

impedance function is derived, the remaining sections of this chapter are concerned with the 

mathematical and numerical details of calculating the impedance based on the results of 

Chapter 2. As in the previous chapter, the calculations for a stress boundary condition at the 

source are presented first, followed Oy the solution for a displacement boundary condition. 

Definition of the Torsional Impedance 

The radiation impedance of a vibrating seismic source is a measure of the load the vi bra-

tor experiences as it radiates energy into the medium. For a vertical vibrator, the radiation 

impedance is defined by: 

(T.J 2 .. 
v = (v

z
) 

(3.1) 

where 2,. is the vertical impedance function, T zz is the vertical stress between the vibrator 

baseplate and the elastic medium, and v: is the vertical partical velocity in the medium immedi-

ately beneath the baseplate. The bars over T == and Vz indicate that they are averaged over the 

area of the baseplate. 

The radiation impedance of a torsional vibrator may be defined analogously to the vertical 

impedance function. Instead of a stress (or force per unit area), a torque per unit area is used, 

and instead of linear velocity, an angular velocity is used giving: 

2, (3.2) 
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where f is the total torque applied to the baseplate of area 1Ta 2, and where fiiTi1 is the mean 

angular displacement of the baseplate. Since displacements are assumed to be harmonic in time, 

iwfiiTi1is the mean angular velocity. 

The mean angular displacement is calculated by averaging the angular displacement over 

the baseplate area; Unlike Bycroft (956) who used a weighted average, I make no attempt to 

use the results due to a flexible disk source (stress boundary condition specified) to approxi-

mate a rigid baseplate. The rigid baseplate is handled exactly by using a displacement boundary 

condition at the source. Since baseplates may not behave as rigid plates, it would seem to be a 

more useful approach to consider the various flexible disks that can be modelled theoretically as 

different types of baseplates. In this way the effect of the baseplate behavior on the impedance 

function can be investigated. 

The total torque applied to the source is cafculated from the· stress distribution under the 

baseplate: 

where: 

a 

f=-21T f r2/(,) dr 
o 

1
/(') 

T<t>:(r,O)= ° r~a r>a' 

The mean angular displacement is defined by: 

[
U;-j 1 fGf21T[u1(r,O)j - =-- rdrd1> 
r 1Ta 2 0 0 r 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

As has been the case previously, it is again useful to write these ~quations in terms of dimen-

sionless parameters. Using the definition of dimensionless radial distance, "0, the dimensionless 

torque is given by: 

where: 

1 

fo=-21T f r6 10("0) dro 
o 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 
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Converting equation (3.4) to scaled parameters and performing the integration with respect to 

r/>, the mean angular displacement .is: 

[ 
UOI ) = 2 f UOI dro 
ro. 0 

(3.7) 

where: 

[~}[ ~:l) . (3.8) 

The equation for the torsional impedance in terms of dimensionless torque and mean 

angular displacement is derived by substituting equations (3.6) and (3.8) into equation (3.2) to 

obtain: 

ILlafo (3.9) 

[ 
UOI ) 

1Tiw -;; 

In order to calculate the impedance it is necessary to calculate the integrals in equations (3.5) 

and (3.7). 

It is useful to consider equation (3.9) in a slightly modified form. Since: 

equation (3.9) may be rewritten as: 

ILl = PI V/I 

ao=wa/vsl 

fo 

[ 
UOI ) 1TiaO -

. ro 

(3.10) 

From this expression it is clear that the torsional radiation impedance, as I have defined it, has 

units of acoustic impedance (PI VsI) times distance squared (a 2). An examination of the 

definition of the vertical impedance function (Z,,) in equation (3.1) reveals that Zv has units of 

acoustic impedance. The "extra" factor of a 2 in the equation for torsional impedance occurs 

because angular analogues to vertical stress and linear velocity have been used in defining the 

torsional impedance function. Since the factor of distance squared is due to the baseplate radius 

squared, a known quantity, it presents no particular difficulty other than an esthetic one. It sim-

" 
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ply acts as a scaling factor in the impedance function. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, it is not necessary to set Po= 1 in the stress or displacement 

boundary conditions to arrive at equation 0.10) for the impedance function. If Po": 1, a factor 

of Po enters the numerator through the torque term. A factor of Po also enters the denomina-

tor through the displacement term. These factors of Po cancel each other out of the impedance 

function. Thus, the impedance function is independent of the amplitude factor Po in the boun-

dary condition. That is, ·as long as the restrictions of the elastic theory (infinitesimal stress and 

strain) are met, the impedance is independent of the amplitude of vibration of the baseplate. 

The quantity in brackets in equation (3.10) is a dimensionless complex valued function of 

the dimensionless frequency, Go, the material properties of the medium, and the behavior of 

the source. Since it is a complex quantity, the impedance function can always be written in the· 

form: 

ZI=BIPI VSIG
2 [R- :/1 (3.11) 

where BI is the static (zero frequency) solution for the imaginary part of the quantity in brack-

ets in equation 0.10) for an undamped half-space. BI is factored out of the complex quantity 

for several reasons. First, it is a convenient normalization. When BI is factored out, R and I 

are on the order of unity in magnitude. Second, a large part of the dependance of the 

impedance function on the source behavior, especially at low frequencies, will be contained in 

BI • Third, for a vertical vibrator, most of the dependence of the impedance function on 

Poisson's ratio is contained in BI • For a torsional source Poisson's ratio does not affect the 

impedance function 'since only shear waves occur in the medium. The factor Go l is removed 

from the imaginary part to eliminate a singularity at Go = O. 

The quantities R and I are referred to as the equivalent damping and equivalent stiffness 

coefficients, respectively. The origin of these terms lies in a simple linear systems model of the 

earth. If the earth is modelled as a spring of stiffness k, and a dashpot. with damping '\, and 

these components are attatched to a massless baseplate (Figure 6), the vertical radiation 
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Baseplate 

k 

Figure § : Linear systems model of the earth as a spring of stiffness k and a dashpot with damp
ing .\. The baseplate is massless and has radius a. 
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impedance function is readily calculated to be (Farrell, in press): 

Zl' = ~ [A - .i.. k] . 
1Ta w 

(3.12) 

The real part of the impedance is the damping constant of the dashpot, and the imaginary part 

of the impedance is the spring constant. 

Clearly the impedance function may also be written in the form: 

Z/ = B/ PI VsI a 2{Ae ill
) (3.13) 

where A is dimensionless impedance magnitude, and () is the impedance phase. The modeling 

results presented in this thesis will consist primarily of plots of R, I, A and () as functions of 

dimensionless frequency, ao. In order to calculate the impedance function, it is necessary to 

calculate the quantity in brackets in equation (3.10), and to calculate its zero frequency limit. 

The actual equations that must be solved are derived separately for the stress and displacement 

boundary conditions. 

Solution with Stress Boundary Condition 

Theoretical Formulation 

In order to calculate the radiation impedance given by equation (3.10) or (3.11), the func-

tions r 0, (UOI/ ro) and B/ must be evaluated. The dimensionless torque is defined by equation 

(3.5), and the mean angular displacement is given by equation (3.7). 

When the baseplate behavior is specified in terms of some real valued function /0("0), the 

quantity r 0 is a real valued constant. Equations (2.20) and (2.20 are the two general stress dis-

tributions that are considered. For the stress represented by equation (2.20), the dimensionless 

torque can be calculated analytically (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1965, p. 294, 3.251 #1): 

(3.14) 

where r(Il+1) and r(1l+3) are gamma functions. For the stress distribution defined by equation 

(2.21) it is necessary to calculate the torque numerically from: 

I 

r 02 =-21T J r6 (l-r6)v/2Jv(b,j1- r6) dro 
o 

(3.15) 
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The mean angular displacement given by equation (3.7) depends on the displacement at 

the surface of the medium, uo). Substituting equations (2.6) and (2.17) into equation (2.19). 

the displacement uO) is: 

. Joo ['YO)+II.7(~o) 
lIO) ("0,0) = --1 -f3- ~oJ) (~oro) d~o .' 

o 1'0)- 0) 
(3.16) 

Substituting equation (3.l6) into equation (3.7), and interchanging the order of integration, the 

integration over "0 can be performed analytically. The equation for the mean angular displace-

ment becomes: 

.[ UO) I =2j [1+1'0) I [Jo(~o) -1] fo(~o) d~o . 
"0 0 1-1'0) f30i 

(3.17) 

Depending on which stress distribution is used, the corresponding Hankel transform of the 

stress is substituted into equation (3.17) for fo(~o). The integral in equation (3.17) must be 

performed numerically. 

The parameter B, is defined by: 

B,= 00=0 , (3.l8) 

where (UO)/ "0) is evaluated for a half-space with no damping. Defining (uO)/ "0) for these condi-

tions as £0, equation (3.17) reduces to: 

(3.19) 

Substitution of fo(~o) from equation (2.22) into equation (3.l9) results in an expression that 

may be integrated analytically (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1965, p. 692, 6.574 #2; p. 684, .6.561 

#14): 

£ =2r(v+O!r(V+2)-[0/2)[(V+5/2)·I· 
0) .4 [2(v+ 5/2) 

(3.20) 

Substitution of f 02 (~o) from equation (2.23) into equation (3.19) produces an expression that 

must be integrated numerically: 

(3.20 
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Using equations (3.14), (3.18) and (3.20), B( may be calculated analytically for stress type 

1. Table 1 shows values of B( for this type of stress distribution for various values of II. The 

value for 11=-1/2 is that obtained for a stress distribution appropriate for a statically rotated 

rigid disk and is in agreement with the value obtained by Reissner and Sagoci (944). 

Table 1 . 

B( for Stress Type 1 

II Exact Approx 

-0.5 16 
1.6977 -

J7T 

0.0 97T 1.3030 
4(37T-4) 

1.0 
757T .9463 

8(I57T -16) 

2.0 
12257T 

.7714 
64(357T - 32) 

3.0 
198457T 

.6639 
128(3157T - 256) 

In order to calculate the radiation impedance when the stress at the source is specified, 

the quantities (UOI/ (0), Eo and r 0 must be calculated. The first quantity involves an integration 

over dimensionless wave number from 0 to 00. The solutions for Eo and r 0 are known analyti-

cally for stress type 1, but for stress type 2 they involve integrations over dimensionless wave 

number and dimensionless radius: respectively. These integrations are performed numerically. 

The mean angular displacement is given by equation (3.17). The numerical calculation 

may be facilitated by increasing the rate of convergence of the integrand as a function of {o. It 

can be shown that: 

r [1+Y01 ] {o 1 
~o'!!loo l-Yol {301 = 

This suggests that the equation for mean angular displacement should be rewritten as: 

(3.22) 
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The kernel of the first integral now converges more rapidly as ~o-oo, and as a result numerical 

computation should be facilitated if the second integral in equation 0.22) can be performed. 

A comparison of equation (3.22) and equation 0.19) shows that the second integral in 

equation (3.22) is simply Eo. For stress type 1, the value of the second integral in equation 

(3.22) is given analytically by equation 0.20). For stress type 2, however, the second integral 

must be performed numerically. Still, the formulatiQn given by equation 0.22) is more efficient 

numerically than that given by eqution (3.17) because the second integral is completely 

independent of dimensionless frequency ao. Thus, the second integral must be calculated only 

once for each source type. 

Numerical Solution 

The method used to integrate the first term on the right hand side of equation 0.22) 

numerically is fairly standard and is described in most modern texts on numerical integration 

(eg. Davis and Rabinowitz, 1975). The functions fo(~o) for the two stress types considered are 

comprised of the product of algebraic functions of ~o multiplied by a Bessel function whose 

arguement involves (0' As a result the entire integrand may be regarded as a non-oscillatory 

function multiplied by an oscillatory function. The integration is performed numerically 

between zeroes of the Bessel function using an adaptive 8-panel Newton-Cotes integration rou

tine called QU ANC8 (Forsythe, et ai, 1977) over each half-CYCle. Integration over half-cycles 

of the Bessel function continues until the contribution to the integral due to the last half-cycle 

is less than some predetermined tolerance. If this does not occur in less than a specified 

number of half-cycles, an Euler transformation (Davis and Rabinowitz, 1975) is used to 

increase the rate of convergence. 

The integration scheme is somewhat more complicated in regions where the integrand is 

either singular or nearly singular. By repeated use of L 'Hospital's rule it can be shown that the 

integrand is 0 at ~0=0. However, for the undamped case, there is a branch point at ~o=ao, the 

dimensionless frequency, due to the factor {30\' If material damping is included in the problem 

the branch point moves up off the real ~o axis in the complex ~o plane, and a near singularity 
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must be integrated. In this thesis some damping is always assumed. Results for an "undamped" 

medium are obtained by reducing the damping to a very low level. 

The real and imaginary parts of the integrand for a half-space model using stress type 1, 

.. , with v=O and a frequency independent quality factor Q=100, are shown in Figure 7. The 

integrand is plotted as a function of ~o for dimensionless frequency ao = 1, 5 and 10. The only 

disturbances in the otherwise smoothly vary}ng functions are the near singularities that occur 

when ~o=ao. For an undamped model, the integrand is complex before the branch point, and 

real afterward. For a damped model, the integrand is complex both before and after the near 

singularity. 

Near the singularity the integration is performed more carefully. Since the location of the 

singularity is known, subintervals are defined on either side of the near singularity between 

ao-O.1 and ao, and between ao and ao+O.1. The integration is performed over half-cycles of 

the Bessel' function until the point ~o=ao-O.1 is encountered. Adaptive integration is performed 

over the subintervals on either side of the near singularity, "and then over half-cycles of the 

Bessel function after the singularity. 

When layering is included, the behavior of the integrand is much more complicated. The 

real and imaginary parts of the integrand for a typical single layer over a half-space are shown in 

Figure 8, for dimensionless frequencies 1, 5 and 10. The oscillations in the integrand are caused 

by resonances in the ratio (l+YOI)/(l-YOI) (Figure 9). The oscillations are not equally spaced, 

having a larger spacing at low ~o values than at high ~o values. The number of oscillations 

. increases and the amplitued decreases as dimensionless frequency increases. All of the oscilla-

tions in a layered model occur between ~o=kos . and ~o=kos , where kos " and kos are the 
mm max mm max 

minimum and maximum dimensionless wave numbers in the entire stack of layers. For the 

particular case shown in Figures 8 and 9, kos "=0.2ao and kos =ao. 
mm max 

Since it isn't feasable to determine the locations of all the oscillations analytically for mul-

tiple layers, the region kos "~~o~kos is integrated in the following manner. The portion of 
mm max . 

any half-cycle of the Bessel function that overlaps the region of oscillation is divided into 10 
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Figure 1 : The real· (R) and imaginary (I) parts of the integrand in the first term of equation 
(3.22) for a typical half-space model. 
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Figure ~ : The real (R) and imaginary (I) parts of the integrand in the first term of equation 
(3.22) for a typical model with a single layer over a half-space. 
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Figure 2 : The real (R) and imaginary (I) parts of (1 + 'YOJ)/ (1- 'YOJ) for a typical model with a 
single layer over a half-space. 
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subintervals and adaptive integration is performed over each subinterval. 

The calculation of E02 from equation (3.21) is performed in the same manner. Since the 

integrand has no singularities, adaptive integration is performed over half-cycles of the Eessel 

function J,,+2 until the last contribution is less than some predetermined tolerance. If this 

doesen't occur within a specified number of half-cycles, an Euler transformation is used to 

increase the rate of convergence. 

Since the upper limit of integration for r 02 in equation (3.15) is finite, the interval 0 to 1 

is split into subintervals, the number of which depends on the parameter b in the arguement of 

the Bessel function. Adaptive Newton-Cotes integration is performed over each subinterval. 

Solution with Displacement Boundary Condition 

Theoretical Formulation 

When the source is defined in terms of a displacement distribution, the mean angular dis-

placement may be calculated directly using equation (3.7). In general the displacement is 

represented by: 

tlOI (1'0) ='go(ro) ro~ 1 , 

so the mean angular displacement is: 

[ 
tlOI 1= 2 J go(ro) dro 
ro 0 

(3.23) 

For the displacement distributions given in equation (2.51) the corresponding mean angular 

displacements are: 

[ 
tlOI I 
ro v 

2 11= 1,2, ... ,5. (3.24) 
11+1 

The total dimensionless torque, equation (3.5), is a function of the dimensionless stress, 

Io(ro), defined by equation (2.40) and rewritten here for convenience: 

ro~ 1 
Io(ro) =-Ail(xo l l/Jo(xo);ro} xo~l (3.25) 

Using the definition of the Ail operator, substituting equation (3.25) into equation (3.5) and 
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integrating by parts, the total torque may be written in the form: 

f o=-2.J21T I 0.26.1) 

II 1 II l/Jo(Xo) dxo I 1=-2 TO (2 2)1/2 dTo 
. 0 ro Xo -TO 

0.26.2) 

Interchanging. the order of integration in equation 0.26.2), performing the integration with 

respect to TO analytically, and substituting the result into equation 0.26.0 produces an equation 

for the normalized total torque, 

1 

fo=4.J21T I xol/Jo(xo)dxo 
o 

in terms of the unknown, l/Jo(xo), in equation (2.38.0. 

0.27) 

In order to calculate the total torque, equations (2.38.1) and (2.38.2) must be solved for 

l/Jo(Xo). These equations are rewritten below for convenience: 

1 

go(xo) = l/Jo(xo) + I l/Jo(yo) Mo(xo,yo) dyo 
o 

Mo(xo,yo) = 2 j HOI (~o) sin(~oYo) ~in(~oxo) d~o 
. 1T 0 

0.28.0 

0.28.2) 

The general approach I have used to solve this Fredholm integral equation of the second kind is 

described in Wyld (976). 

First, change variables so that the limits of integration in equation 0.28.0 are -1 and 1 

by defining: 

'7)+1 
Yo=--

2 
e+1 Xo=--

2 

Then equations 0.28) become: 

I 

g~ (e)=l/J;(e) + I l/J;('7) K~ (e,'7)d'7) 
-1 

. • ( ) 1 I
oo 

(). I '7)+ 1 I' I e+ 1 I Ko e,'7) = -:; 0 HOI ~o sm -2-~0 sm -2-~0 d~o 

Assume that the unknown may be represented by the finite series: 

N 

l/Jo·(e) = L al/P,;(e) 
1/=0 

(3.29.0 

0.29.2) 

0.30) 
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where P,;(E) is the set of normalized Legendre polynomials. These polynomials are orthonormal 

so that: 

1 

f P,;(E) P;(E) dE = Ollj 
-1 

(3.31) 

where Oil} is the Kronecker delta function. Substituting equation (3.30) into equation (3.29.1), 

multiplying both sides by P;(E), integrating from -1 to 1, and using the property of orthonor-

mality, equation (3.29.1) becomes: 

where: . 

N 

dj = aj + L cjllall 
11=0 

1 

dj = f p;(E) g; (E)dE 
-1 

Cjll = £ P;(E)! £ P,;( 7]) K; (E,7]) d7] I dE 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

Equation (3.32)·represents a system of linear equations that must be solved for the unk- . 

nown coefficients all' Rearranging equation (3.32) and writing it in matrix form, the system of 

linear equations is represented by: 

EA=D (3.35) 
= 

where E is an N + 1 by N + 1 matrix defined by: 

E=C+! 

C is an N + 1 by N + 1 matix with elements Cjll' and J is the identity matrix. Thus the elements 

ejll of E are defined by: 

(3.36) 

A is the N + 1 by 1 matrix whose elements are the unknown coefficients, all' of the series of 

Legendre polynomials used to' represent t/I;{E). 15 is an N + 1 by 1 matrix whose elements are 

defined by equation (3.33). 

From equations (3.34) and (3.29.2) it is apparent that C is a symmetric matrix. As a 

result, the matrixE is also symmetric. Furthermore, since K; (E,7]) can .be calculated for 

known quantities, the elements in the matrix Eare known. Also, the elements dj of the 
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matrix 15 are known from equation (3.33). Once the components of E and D have been calcu-

lated, the system of equations (3.35) is solved by inverting E: 

=-1-
A=E D . 

In order to calculate Cjll I use M point Gaussian integration' such that: 

M AI 

Cjll = L L WI wp P/(e/) P,;(7]p) K~ (e/,7]p) 
1=1 p=1 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

The terms WI nd wp are the weights of the Gaussian integration formula for abscissa values el 

and 7]p, respectively. 

Two parameters control the accuracy of this solution scheme. The first is M, the order of 

integration used to calculate Cjll' The second is N, the number of terms in the series of normal-

ized Legendre polynomials used to approximate the unknown, t/J;(e). Once these parameters 

have been chosen, then the cjll can be calculated. 

The elements of the matrix 15 may be calculated analytically for the displacement distribu-

tions in equation (3.24). The corresponding expressions for go(xo) are shown in equation 

(2.51). After changing variables, these equations become: 

g~1 =..H (e+1) 

g~2 == 1. h (e+ 1)2 
8 "V2 

g~3 = 1.. {2 (e+ 1)3 
3 "V -:;; 

• 15 h( )4 
g04 = 128 "V 2 e+l 

• 1 {2 ( )5 
g05 = TO "V -:;; e+l . 

(3.39) 

Each of these functions may be expressed in terms of normalized Legendre polynomials. For 

example: 

(3.40) 

When this is done for all five cases, and the resulting expressions are substituted into equation 

(3.33), the integration can be performed to determine the elements of the array 15 for each 

source type. These elements are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

d j for Displacements of the Form 

go,.(I'o) = 1'0 

v 

j 

1 2 3 4 5 

0 
2 .J; 4 3.J; 112 

.J; 2 3.J; 8 105.J; 

1 
2 .J3:rr 12 .J3:rr 240 

.J3:rr 4 5.J3:rr 4 105.J3:rr 

2 0 & 4 3& 40 
4 3& 28 21& 

3 0 0 
4 3.,J7;i 56 

15.,J7;i 112 63.,J7;i 

4 0 0 0 
J% 8 
336 35J% 

5 0 0 0 0 
8 

315~ 

6 0 0 0 0 0 

N 0 0 0 0 0 

To calculate the torque, r 0, it is not necessary to calculate the unknown t/!o'(e) after the 

coefficients all have been determined. Changing variables in equation (3.27), the torque is 

given by: 

1 

ro=.J2; J (e+1) t/!o'(e) de 
-I 

Using equations (330), (3.31) and (3.40), this equation becomes: 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

Therefore, once the coefficients ao and a 1 have been determined, the torque may be calculated 

using equation (3.42). 

Having determined (UOI/ 1'0) and r 0, the only quantity yet to be determined is B" defined 
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in equation (3.18), for an undamped half-space at zero frequency. The mean angular displace-

ment in equation (3.24) is independent of frequency. The torque, however, is a function of 

dimensionless frequency because it depends on HOI (~o) in equation (3.29.2). HOI (~o) is defined 

by: 

[
l+YOII ~o HOI(~o) = --1 
1- YOI 1301 

(3.43) 

where 

1301 = (~J - aJ) 1/2 . 

At zero frequency (ao=O) and in a half-space (-yO I =0) , equation (3.43) reduces to HOI (~o) = O. 

Using this result in equations (3.29.2) and (3.34), it can be shown that Cjll=O. As a result, E is 

the identity matrix so that at zero frequency A=i5. Using this result with equations (3.18) and 

. (3.42), Bf may be calculated analytically for the five displacement boundary conditions. 

The values of Bf for these displacements are shown in Table 3. For a rigid disk (v=l), 

the result is in agreement with the value obtained by Reissner and Sagoci (944) and with the 

value for stress type 1 with v=-1/2 in Table 1. 

Table 3 

Bf for Displacements of the Form 

gov(ro) = ro 

, 
v Exact Approx. 

1 
16 

1.6977 -
37T 

2 
9 2.2500 -
4 

3 
128 

2.7162 --
157T 

4 
25 

3.1250 
8 

5 
1152 

3.4923 --
1057T 
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Numerical Solution 

In order to calculate the elements of the matrix E, the integral in equation 0.29.2) must 

be calculated for each (€/,7],,) pair. Using the trigonometric identity: 

sinasin,B = ~ [cos (a-,BJ-cos(a+,B)] 

equation 0.29.2) may be rewritten: 

0.44) 

Considering the definition of HOI (go) in equation (3.43), the integrands in equation 0.44) are 

very similar to the integrand in the first term of equation (3.22), where the Bessel function in 

f o(go) has been replaced by a cosine function. 

Figures 10 and 11 are plots of the integrand in the first term on the right side of equation 

(3.44) for €/=7]p=l. In Figure 10 the integrand is plotted for a half-space, and in Figure 11 for 

a single layer over a half-space. In each case the real and imaginary parts of the integrand' are 

plotted as functions of the integration variable for scaled frequencies of 1, 5 and 10. Since these 

integrands are so similar in form to the integrands of the stress boundary value problem, the 

technique used to integrate these functions is identical to that discussed previously in this 

chapter. 
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Figure 10 : The real (R) and imaginary (I) parts of the integrand in the first term of equation 
(3.44) for a typical half-space model. . 
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Figure 11 : The real (R) and imaginary (I) parts of the integrand in the first term of equation 
(3.44) for a typical model with a single layer over a half-space. 
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, 
This chapter contains a parametric study of the radiation impedance for a torsional vibra-

tor over a plane-layered anelastic medium. The chapter is organized into four sections: Pro-

gram Tests, Half-Space Models, One Layer Over a Half-Space, and Multiple Layers. In the first 

section the two radiation impedance programs written for this thesis are checked against solu-

tions available in the literature. In the second. section, the effects of source type, density, velo-

city and damping are studied for half-space models. The effects of layer thickness, acoustic 

impedance contrast, damping and source type are presented for .a single layer dver a half-space 

in the third section. The section on multiple layer effects is primarily concerned with the prob

lem of detecting the effects of a second layer interface on the impedance function .. 

Program Tests 

Two programs have been written to calculate the radiation impedance of torsional vi bra-

tors. The solution based on a stress boundary condition at the source is implemented in 

TORIMP, while TORIES implements the solution using a displacement boundary condition. 

Both of these programs are documented in Appendix B. 

The accuracy of each of these programs may be checked by comparing results obtained 

from them with results in the published literature. Solutions are available in the literature for 

the dynamic response of a circular disk-shaped torsional vibrator over an undamped elastic 

halfcspace. The results are reported in various forms (eg. -l/[iwtuTr'J] or tuTr'J/f ) which 

may all be converted to the impedance function as defined by equation (3J 1). 

In order to compare program results with the undamped literature solutions, programs 

TORIMP and TORIES have been run with appropriate source types over a half-space model 

with a frequency independentQ = 106, so that the models are essentially undamped. 

J 

_i: 
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The accuracy of TORIMP may be checked by comparing its results to those obtained by 

Miiler and Pursey (954), Bycroft (956) and Collins (962). Miller and Pursey (954) 

obtained an asymptotic solution for low frequencies (ao ~ 0.5) assuming a stress distribution of 

the form Io('o) = '0, a type 1 stress with v = O. They present their results as tabulated real 

(R MP ) and imaginary (I,\IP) parts of the quantity -1/[iwt'iiTill It can be shown that these 

quantities are related to the real and imagiflary parts of the impedance function defined in equa-

tion (3.11) by: 

where: 

2 
R = S;RMP 

-2 
1= EIMP , 

97T B,=----
4 (37T-4) 

Bycroft (1956) obtained a solution for the ratio of mean angular displacement to the total . 

'torque for a stress distribution of the form IO('o)=,oI(I-,d)1/2. He presents his results in 

terms of a power series expansion for the real (f I) and imaginary (f 2) parts of the ratio 

fiiTrJ/r. The real and imagipary parts of the impedance function defined in this dissertation 

are related to these quantities by: 

where: 

3I2 R = -----:"'-----:--
16ao(fC + In 

-3I1 
I=--~~-

16(fr+In 

II = -.187 - .0376ad + .0119a6 - .0013a8 + .00006a~ 
h = .0264aJ - .0042a6 + .00031aJ - .0000Iag. 

As in the case of Miller and Pursey (954), Bycroft's (956) results are valid for low dimen-

sionless frequency (ao ~ 0.5). 

The stress distribution used by Bycroft (956) is a type 1 stress with 1/ = -1/2, as defined 

in Chapter 2. This is the stress under a statically rotated rigid disk. Since he was interested in 
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obtaining an approximation of the results appropriate for a dynamically rotating rigid disk (the 

mixed boundary value problem) Bycroft used a weighted averaging scheme to obtain his results. 

Since a straightforward average over baseplate area is used in this dissertation, exact agreement 

between Bycroft's (956) results and the results obtained using TORIMP cannot be expected. 

However, at low frequencies the agreement should be fairly close. 

Collins (962) obtained an asymptotic solution to the mixed boundary valve problem of a 

rigid baseplate vibrating on the surface of an elastic half-space. His solution like those of Miller 

and Pursey (1954) and Bycroft (1956) is valid only for low frequencies. Since this solution is 

strictly for a displacement b'oundary condition at the source, one might argue that it is inap-

propriate to use it as a check on the program TORIMP which calculates solutions based on 

stress boundary conditions at the source. However, physical intuition suggests that the stress 

distribution for a statically rotated rigid disk (ao = 0, type 1 with IJ = -1/2) would r~sult in an 

essentially rigid baseplate at low frequencies. Therefore, as is the case with Bycroft's (1956) 

results, although exact agreement between the results of TORIMP and Collins (962) results 

will not occur, for low frequencies (ao:::;; 0.5) the agreement should be good. 

Collins presents his results in terms of power series expansions for the real (fl) and ima-

ginary (f 2) parts of the total torque. These quantities are related to the real and imaginary parts 

of the radiation impedance by: 

where: 

11 = 1- .!..aJ + .lLag - ... 
5 105 

12 = ~aJ -~a6 + 
97T . 2257T 

Table 4 contains the results of Miller and Pursey (1954), Bycroft (1956) and Collins 

(1962) converted to the real and imaginary parts of the impedance as defined in this disserta-

tion. The corresponding results obtained at low frequencies by program TORIMP are shown in 

the columns labelled T1 and T2. The column labelled T1 contains the results for 10("0) ="0 to 
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be compared with Miller and Pursey's results. The column labelled T2 contains the results for 

/0("0) = ,.0/ (1 - ,.J) 1/2 to be compared with Bycroft's and Collins' results. 

Table 4 

Comparison of Literature Solutions with TORIMP 

Equivalent Damping Coefficient 

ao Miller and T1 Bycroft Collins . T2 . 
Pursey (1954) (956) (1962) 

0.1 .0011 .00109 .00141 .00141 .00142 
0.2 .0043 .00427 .00561 .00553 .00554 
0.3 .00936 .00937 .01248 .01209 .01212 
0.4 .0161 .01614 .02187 .02061 .02075 
0.5 .0243 .02426 .03362 .03042 .03098 

Equavalent Stiffness Coefficient 

ao Miller and Tl Bycroft Collins T2 
Pursey (1954) (956) (1962) 

0.1 1.00 .99820 1.00067 .99801 .99782 . 
0.2 .99 .99291 . 99477 .99217 .99142 
0.3 .. 984 .98436 .98533 .98285 .98113 
0.4 .973 .97294 .97285 .97068 .96748 
0.5 .959 .95910 .95792 .95655 .95110 

The precision of the numbers listed in the first column of Table 4 for Miller and Pursey 

(1954) is limited by the number of significant figures reported in their paper. To the number of 

significant figures presented, the only difference between the results in column 1 and those cal-

culated by TORIMP is 0.11 % in the value of the real part (equivalent damping coefficient) for 

ao=0.3. 

As expected, the results calculated by TORIMP for a type 1 source with v = -1/2 (column 

T2) are in good agreement with the results of Collins for a rigid disk. The difference ranges 

from 0.019% to 0:570% in the imaginary part and from 0.181% to 1.8% in the real part, and the 

difference generally increases as the frequency increases .. It is interesting to note that the 

results obtained with the straightforward average over baseplate area using TORIMP are for the 

most part in better agreement with the results Collins obtained for a rigid disk source than are 

the results obtained by Bycroft using a weighted averaging scheme. 

The accuracy of TORIES has been checked by comparing its results for a rigid baseplate 
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on the surface of an "undamped" half-space (Q = 106) with those obtained by Collins (I 962), 

Awojobi and Grootenhuis (965) and Robertson (I967) at low frequencies (aD ~ 0.5), and with 

those obtained by Thomas (I968) and Stallybrass (I962, 1967) for high frequencies (aD ~ 2.5), 

Results calculated by TORIES are also compared to the few tabulated results for the exact solu-

tion for a rigid baseplate obtained formally by Sagoci (944) and tabulated by Stallybrass (I962, 

1967). 

Collins (962), Awojobi and Grootenhuis (965) and Robertson (967) used different 

methods to obtain the same power series expansions for the real VI) and imaginary (2) parts 

of the total torque due to a dynamically vibrating torsional source. As mentioned earlier, II and 

12 are related t6 the real and imaginary parts of the impedance by: 

R = hlao 

1=11 . 

Collins (1962) and Robertson (1967) present the power series expansions for II and Ii up to 

terms involving a~ and a6 respectively with the exact coefficients: 

II = 1-~ad +JLa~ - ... 
5 105 

4 3 56 5 
12 = 97T aD - 2257T aD + ... 

Awojbbi and Grootenhuis (1965) present the power series expansions for II and 12 up to terms 

involving ad 4 and ad 5 , respectively, with approximate numerical coefficients: 

11= 1-0.2ad +0.105ad -0.0578a8 +0.0322aJ -0.0198ado +0.0114ad 2 -0.0062ad 4 

12 = 0.1415aJ -0.0792a6 +0.0460a6 -0.0255a3 +0.0146aJ I -0.00741ad 3 +0.00523ad 5 

These expansions are valid only at low frequencies (aD ~ 0.5). 

Thomas (1968) and Stallybrass (I967) have obtained results for the ratio of mean angular 

displacement to total torque for a rigid disk vibrating at dimensionless frequencies greater than 

about 2.5 and 5.0, respectively. They each present results in terms of real and imaginary parts 

(hI and h2) that may be related to the real and imaginary parts of the impedance function by: 

R= 
37T h2 

128 (hl + hf) aD 

1= 37T h 
128 (h 1

2 + hi) I 

" 
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Stallybrass defines: 

1 
hI = --+ 

2a~ 

.. 1 115-21/2] h 2=--- + 
4ao aJ 8 

and Thomas defines: 

';. . 
1 sin(2ao-7T/4) 5 23 coS(2aO-7T/4) 

hI = --- ---+- + 
2a~ 87T 1/2 ad/ 2 16ati 512 7T 1/ 2a3/2 

1 5 coS(2aO-7T/4) 23 sin (2aO-7T/4) 
h2=----+ +-- + 

4ao 8aJ 87T 1/ 2ad/4 512 7T 1/ 2a3/2 

Sagoci (1944) derived an exact solution for the problem of a rigid disk over an elastic 

half-space using oblate spheroidal coordinat'es. The result is expressed in terms of infinite series 

of oblate spheroidal functions and is non-trivial to evaluate. However, Stallybrass (1962, 1967) 

has evaluated this solution for a few discrete frequencies. 

The approximate results of Collins (1962), Stallybrass (1967) and Thomas (1968) as well 

as the few results calculated by Stallybrass from the exact solution of Sagoci (1944) are com-

pared to the results calculated by TORIES for go(ro) = "0 in Table 5. The results for TORIES 

. ,. 

were calculated with N = 10 and M = 30 for. ao ~ 2.0, and M = 50 for ao> 2.0. The precision 

of the data presented for the exact solution of Sagoci (1944) is limited by the number of 

significant figures reported by Stallybrass (1962, 1967). The largest discrepancy between the 

results calculated by TORIES and the exact, results is 0.11 %. Collins' (1962) results are in 

good agreement with the exact solution and TORIES. Thomas' (1968) results approach those 

calculated by TORIES at high frequencies (ao=:::10). However, Stallybrass' (1967) solution pro-

duces results that differ from TORIES by at least 4% in the real part and 9% in the imaginary 

part even at dimensionless frequencies as high as 10. 

Half-Sp'ace Models 

The first portion of the parametric study of the radiation impedance is an analysis of the 

,effects of varying source type, material properties and baseplate mass on the radiation 

impedance for a half-space. Most of the results presented here and in the following sections 
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Table 5 

Comparison of Literature Solutions with TORIES 

Equivalent Damping Coefficient 

ao Collins Stallybrass Thomas Sagoci TORIES 
(1962) (967) (968) (944) 

0.1 .00141 .00141 
0.2 .00553 .0055 .00554 
0.3 .01209 .01212 
0.4 .02061 .02078 
0.5 .03042 .0310 .03104 
0.6 .04243 
0.7 .05450 
0.8 .06680 .06685 
0.9' .07919 
1.0 .09129 .09127 
2.0 .18313 .18310 
3.0 .22901 .23592 .23591 
4.0 .26440 .26675 .26674 
5.0 .24121 .27685 .27819 .27816 
6.0 .25486 .28089 .28134 
7.0 .26407 .28491 .28508 
8.0 .27050 .28789 .28799 
9.0 .27514 .28883 .28881 

10.0 .27858 .28983 .28971 

Equivalent Stiffness Coefficient 

ao Collins Stallybrass Thomas SagoCi TORIES 
(1962) (1967) (968) (1944) 

0.1 .99801 .99801 
0.2 .99217 .99 .99216 
0.3 .98285 .98280 
0.4 .97068 .97045 
0.5 .95655 .956 .95572 
0.6 .93924 
0.7 .92162 
0.8 .9034 .90337 
0.9 .88491 
1.0 .8666 .86658 
2.0 .71350 .71350 
3.0 .60055 .61930 .61934 
4.0 .58985 .59068 .59090 
5.0 .45015 .60093 .60205 .60272 
6.0 .48553 .59863 .60139 
7.0 .50949 .58911 .59200 
8.0 .52626 .59224 .59728 
9.0 .53837 .59463 .60306 

10.0 .54735 .58943 .60195 
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were calculated using TORIMP primarily because TORIES is roughly a factor of 200 times as 

expensive to run on any given model. However, the general features of the impedance function 

are quite similar for all source types. 

Most of the impedance results will be presented in the form of plots of the equivalent 

damping coefficient (R), equivalent stiffness coefficient (I), magnitude (A) and phase (() of 

the radiati9n impedance as a function of dimensionless frequency (Go). A sample plot of these 

parameters is shown in Figure 12 fo{ a half-space model, and they are defined in equations 

(3.11) and (3.13). The data shown in Figure 12 was calculated for a source with a type 1 stress 

distribution with II = 0 and a frequency independent Q = 100. 

Several general comments regarding the radiation impedance of a torsional source over a 

half-space may be made with reference to Figure 12. For a massless baseplate over an 

undamped half-space (Q = 00). R is 0 and I is 0 at Go = O. The slight upturn in R (the 

equivalent damping) shown in the upper left hand plot of Figure 12 is due to the finite value of 

the quality factor (Q) in this model (the effect of damping will be discussed later in this sec-

tion). The equivalent stiffness (I) is 1.0 at Go = 0 because of the normalization by B, in equa-

tion (3.11). This dominance of the imaginary part at low frequencies is further accentuated by 

the fact that 1/ Go in equation (3.11) is singular at Go = O. Thus. at low frequencies. the half-

space is referred to as purely reactive and it behaves as if the medium consists of a spring with 

no associated dash pot. 

At high frequencies I remains finite (oscillating in Figure 12) so that 1/ Go approaches 0, 

and the real part R dominates the radiation impedance. For Go large, 1/ Go is rY!uch less than R 

and the half-space is essentially resistive. It reacts as if the medium consisted of a dash pot 

without any associated spring. At very high frequencies (Go> 27T), the wavelength A' is less 

than the baseplate radius G because: 

WG G 
Go = - = 27T- . 

vsl A 
(4.1) 

At such frequencies the baseplate is radiating essentially plane waves in the near field. Thus, 

the radiation impedance should approach the plane wave impedance of the medium as Go 
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approaches infinity. That is, at very high frequencies: 

(4.2) 

since 1/ Go::::::' O. For this to be true the high frequency limit for the real part of the radiation 

impedance is: 

(4.3) 

At zero frequency the magnitude of the impedance function (Figure 12) is singular 

because 1/ Go is singular. At high frequencies the magnitude of the impedance approaches the 

high frequency limit of the real part. At Go = 0 the phase of the impedance is -900 (the torque 

leads the mean angular velocity by 90°). At. high frequencies the phase of the impedance for an 

undamped half-space approaches O. 

All four curves plotted in Figure 12 show resonance effects. The spacing between reso-

nance peaks or troughs is 27T. From equation (4.1) it is clear that each increase in Go by 27T 

means that another wavelength of the seismic .Jave would fit on the baseplate. This combined· 

with the fact that the first resonance occurs for Go ~ 21T (i.e. for G ~ ,,) indicates that the oscil-

lations in .the half-space impedance curves are associated with the number of wavelengths of 

the seismic wave per baseplate radius. 

Kashio (970) reports similar oscillations in the half space radiation impedances derived 

for a circular baseplate vibrating vertically over a half-space. He shows that the resonance is due 

primarily to Rayleigh waves originating at one edge of the baseplate interracting with the oppo-

site edge. In the case of a torsional vibrator, no Rayleigh waves exist. However, the torsional 

. vibrator is a very efficient source of horizontally travelling shear waves, especially at low fre-

quencies. Since the torsional vibrator generates a smaller proportion of waves travelling hor-

izontally as frequency increases (Chapter 6) the amplitude of the resonances caused by an edge 

to edge interraction would be expected to decrease with increasing frequency, as it does in Fig-

ure 12. 

Effect of Source Type 
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In Figure 13 the equivalent damping and stiffness coefficients are plotted for 10 different 

sources over a half-space model. The pair of plots at the top of Figure 13 displays the results 

for a perfectly rigid baseplate (displacement boundary condition, 11= 1), and for three flexible 

baseplates represented by type 1 stress distributions with 11= -1/2, 0, and 1. The middle set of 

figures present results for sources with a type 2 stress distribution with b = 5 for II = -1/2, 0, 

and 2. The lowest pair.of plots presents results for a type 2 stress distribution with II = ° and 

with b = 1, 5, and 10. The radiation impedance for a rigid source and for a source with a type ·1 

stress distribution with v = -1/2 and ° is tabulated in terms of equivalent damping and 

equivalent stiffness coefficients in Tables 8 and 9 in Appendix A. 

For aD <. T the dimensionless radiation impedance is relatively independent of source type. 

At low frequencies all of the sources behave essentially as rigid baseplates wheri considered in 

terms of equivalent stiffness and damping coefficients. The effect of changing source type at low 
~' 

frequencies has been absorbed into the term B[ in equation (3.11). As shown in Tables 1 and 3 

in Cha'pter 3, B[, and as a result the impedance Z, decreases as the flexibility of the baseplate 

increases (i.e. as II increases for type 1 and type 2 stress distributions). B[ increases as II 

increases for the displacement distributions defined in equation (2.50). Qualitatively this may 

be interpreted to mean that the low frequency radiation impedance decreases as the outer por-

tion of the disk rotates through a smaller angle than the inner portion of the source. 

The resonances described earlier are present for all source types except the rigid baseplate. 

A similar result has been obtained for vertical vibrators by Kashio (1970). Although the spac-

ing between resonances remains neatly constant at 21T for all sources, the location of the first 

resonance peak or trough is a function of the source type. For all source types shown in Figure 

13 the first resonance peak in equivalent damping or trough in equivalent stiffness occurs at 

dimensionless frequencies greater than 21T. The amplitude of the oscillations also depends. on 

the source type used. For a type 1 stress the first resonance occurs at higher frequencies as II 

increases, and the amplitude of the oscillations decreases as II increases. 

As the parameter b increases for a type 2 stress distribution, more cycles of the Bessel 
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function in equation (2.21) are included on the baseplate. For v=O, the Bessel function is Jo, 

so that for b = 1, no zeroes of the Bessel function occur on the baseplate and the resulting 

impedance curve is nearly identical to that determined for a type 1 stress with v = O. For b ,= 5 

there are nearly 2 zeroes of the Bessel Function on the baseplate. For b = 10 there are three 

zeroes of the Bessel Function on the baseplate. Since the regions between zeroes of the Bessel 

functions are zones of stress with opposite signs, the source may be pictured as a central disk 

with a varying number of concentric rings, the number of rings increasing as b increases. A 

va.riation in b causes large shifts in both the location and the amplitued of the resonances in the 

half-space impedance functions. For b = 10 the real part of the impedance function (equivalent 

dam'ping) is nearly zero for all frequencies plotted in Figure 13. 

Effect of Damping 

As described in Chapter 2 any amount of damping may be inclu~ed in the medium with 

the quality factor being proportional to frequency to any power. Results for two types of damp

ing are presented in Figures 14 and 15. In each case the model consists of the torsional source 

with a type 1 stress distribution and v = 0, on the surface of a homogeneous~ isotropic half

space with a density of 2 g/cm 3 and a shear wave velocity of 2.5 km/sec. In Figure 14, the 

quality factor is independent of frequency (hysteretic damping) while in Figure 15 Q is propor

tional to frequency to the first power (Voigt damping). In each case curves are plotted for 

values of the damping constant 'I' = 0.01, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. For hysteretic damping Q = 1/'1', so 

the quality factor in Figure 14 ranges from 100 to 2.0, independent of frequency. For Voigt 

damping, the quality factor for each curve changes as a function Of frequency, decreasing as 

frequency increases. However, at dimensionless frequency ao= 1, the quality factors for the 

curves in Figure 15 are the same as those for the corresponding functions plotted in Figure 14. 

The presence of frequency independent hysteretic damping in the model produces a 

singularity in the equivalent damping coefficient at ao = O. This is caused by the fact that the 

imaginary part of the complex shear modulus for this type of damping does not approach 0 as 

ao goes to O. The width of the singularity at a given value of the equivalent damping coefficient 
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increases as damping increases. The resonance oscillations in the real part of the impedance 

function are rapidly damped out, but oscillations are apparent in the imaginary part of the 

impedance function even for 'a Q = 2 ('It = 0.5). As Q decreases and damping increases, the 

imaginary part rapidly becomes increasingly negative in value. 

Since the equivalent damping coefficient is singular at a 0 = 0 for hysteretic damping, the 

• phase of the impedance at 0 frequency for this type of damping is a function of Q. Increased 

damping causes the phase at high frequencies to approach a limiting value that is non-zero. 

In terms of a simple linear systems model of the earth, these results indicate that the 

presence of hysteretic damping in the model modifies the response so tha! the high and low fre-

quency limits of the impedance can not be described as a spring or dashpot, respectively, but 

requires some combination of these factors. 

The results obtained for the same values of 'It with Voigt damping are presented in Figure 

I 
15. Since the imaginary part of the complex shear modulus is 0 at ao=O, the equivalent damp-

ing coefficient for Voigt damping is not singular at ao= O. However, the limiting value of the 

real part of the impedance is a function of the damping constant, 'It, and increases as 'I' 

increases. Since, for each curve in Figure 15 the amount of damping increases as frequency 

increases, the deviation of these curves from the results ~f a relatively undamped model 

('It = 0.01) occur more rapidly and are much more pronounced. The resonance oscillations are 

completely eliminated for 'It > 0.1. The equivalent damping steadily increases as 'It increases, 

and the equivalent stiffness rapidly becomes negative. As a result, the magnitude of the 

impedance reaches a minimum at a dimensionless frequency less than 5.0 and steadily increases 

. as frequency increases. The impedance phase becomes rapidly positive and remains positive 

and increasing as ao increases. 

Since for Voigt damping the imaginary part of the impedance divided by frequency is 

singular at ao = 0, but the real part is non-singular at ao = 0, the Voigt solid at low frequencies 

could still be modelled using a spring with no dashpot. However, the high frequency limit can 

not be modelled by using a simple dash pot without a spring. 
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As discussed in Chapter 2, the shear modulus and the shear velocity are functions of Q. 

As a result the dimensionless period of the oscillations should also be a weak function of Q. To 

the scale at which the data are plotted in Figures 14 and 15, this effect is not apparent. 

Effect of Density and Velocity 

As defined in equation (3.11) the real and imaginary parts of the radiation impedance are 

unitless functions of dimensionless frequency. For a half-space model, R and I are completely 

independent of the density and shear wave velocity of the half-space. This result is shown in 

Figure 16. The top pair of plots present the results obtained for the equivalent damping and 

stiffness coefficients for three different models. These models have densities of 2, 2 and 4 

g/cm 3 and velocities of 2.5, 5 and 2.5 km/sec respectively. In each case the source is 

represented by a type 1 stress distribution with v = O. The medium has frequency independent 

damping with Q = 100. 

. All three models produce exactly the same curves for the equivalent damping and 

stiffness coefficients. Thus, for a half-space model, all of the dependance of the impedance 

function on density and velocity is contained. in the product P Vs in equation (3.11), which is 

rewritten here for convenience: 

(4.4) 

If the total torque and mean angular velocity were actually measured for a torsional source 

and the real and imaginary parts of Z are calculated, the resulting quantities are: 

R: = Real(Z) = Bt pVs a 2 R 

Imag. (Z) = B
t 
P Vs a 2 ( __ 1_' ) I 

. ao 

Using the definition of ao in equation (4.1), equation (4.6) may be written in the form: 

so that 

f· Btpv} 
I: = (---:-) Imag. (Z) = 2 I 

1 1T' 

i Z = R---I. . f· 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 
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The functions R; and I; defined by equations (4.5) and (4.7) are plotted for the three half-

space models as functions of frequency (0 in kHz in the lower pair of plots in Figure 16. 

Although the dimensionless parameters Rand 1 are unaffected by changes in density and velo-

city for a half-space, the real and imaginary parts of Z are affected. As velocity decreases. both 

the amplitude and frequency of the resonance decrease. As density decreases only the ampli-

tude of the oscillation decreases, the frequency does not change. the amplitude effects are 

caused by the pVs product in equation (4.4). The frequency shift is inherent in the relationship 

between dimensionless frequency (ao) and frequency (j) given by equation (4.1). 

For a given source type and a specified amount of damping, Rand 1 are independent of 

the density and velocity in the half-space. Furthermore, since the amount of damping has a 

weak effect the location of the resonances, these locations, for a half-space, are primarily a 

function of the source type. Suppose that the behavior of a torsional source is known in terms 

of its stress or displacement distribution. Then regardless of the half-space on which it vibrates, 

the first resonance peak in the equivalent damping coefficient will always occur at the same 

dimensionless frequency, a I' If the actual frequency of this first resonance f 1 could be meas-

ured, then equation (4.1) provides the following simple relation to determine the shear wave 

velocity of the half-space: 

where a is the known baseplate radius. 

v = s (4.8) 

As an example, suppose for the particular source being used that the first resonance in the 

equivalent damping coefficient occurs at a dimensionless frequency a 1 = 21T, and suppose 

further that the baseplate radius a is 0.5 m and the shear velocity of the medium is 250 

mlsec. Then, solving equation (4.8) for the frequency f]' the first resonance would occur at a 

frequency of 500 Hz. This is well beyond the range of hydraulically actuated exploration vi bra-

tors. If the baseplate radius is doubled, the frequency of the first resonance is reduced to 250 

Hz. Such frequencies might be attained by an electromagnetically actuated vibrator. 
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Effect of Baseplate Mass 

All impedance results discussed to this point assume a massless baseplate. A method of 

including the baseplate mass in the radiation impedance for a torsional vibrator has been 

described by Awojobi and Grootenhuis (1965) and Robertson (I 967). Using thelr method in 

the present notation, the baseplate mass modifies the equivalent stiffness coefficient in the fol-

lowing manner. 

The equation for the impedance including the baseplate mass may be written in the fol-

lowing form: 

where 

f' = [- 2. MoaJ 
16 

The parameter Mo is the dimensionless moment of inertia defined by:-

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

where M is the moment of inertia of the baseplate, p is the density of the medium, and a is 

the baseplate radius. 

For a rigid disk baseplate the calculation ·of the moment of inertia is straightforward and 

may be found in most classical mechanics texts (eg. Becker, 1954). For a rigid baseplate: 

1 M = -ma 2 

2 
( 4.12) 

where m is the baseplate mass. For a baseplate that flexes as a function of frequency, the 

moment of inertia will depend on the exact manner in which the source is flexing and as. a 

result will also be a function of frequency_ However, the general character of the effect of 

baseplate mass should be similar to the effect on the impedance due to the mass of a rigid 

baseplate. 

From equations (4.9) and (4.10) the imaginary part of the impedance function is: 

/' r 3 
-=---Moao 
ao ao 16 

(4.13) 
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As previously discussed, ! / 00 approaches 0 as 00 becomes larger. However, the second term in 

equation (4.13) becomes infinite as 00 approaches infinity. Thus, a plot of !' as a function of 00 

shows, as in Figure 17, that the equivalent stiffness coefficient rapidly acquires large negative 

values for 00 ~ 1 as a result of the effect of baseplate mass. 

For a massless baseplate, the impedance suggests a model for the half-space at low fre-

quencies that consists of a spring with no dashpQt, and at high frequencies consists of a dashpot 

with no spring. Due to the effect of baseplate mass, the equivalent stiffness coefficient dom-

inates the impedance both at very low and very high frequencies. Thus the model of the system 

would be a spring with no dashpot at both 00=0 and 00= 00. 

As shown in Figure 17, the baseplate mass produces a minimum in the impedance magni-

tude. The frequency at which this minimum occurs is a function of the baseplate mass. Robert-

son (1967) has suggested that this phenomenon could be used to determine the shear modulus 

of the medium. Using a similar method, the shear velocity of the medium can be calculated. 

From 'equations (4.9) and (4.10) a plot can be constructed of the frequency (OOlllill) at which 

the minimum in impedance magnitude occurs as a function of the dimensionless moment of 

inertia Mo. If the density of the medium can be estimated or determined in some fashion, then 

the baseplate mass can be adjusted to achieve any desired dimensionless moment of inertia. 

The frequency of vibration of the baseplate could then be varied until the frequency of the 

minimum impedance is attained (Wmin)' The shear velocity is then computed from the equation: 

WminO 
Vsl =-

OOmill 
(4.14) 

The advantage of determining the shear wave velocity of the medium using the method 

described in the section Effects of Velocity ond Density is that the shear velocity is determined 

independently of any other physical parameters. The method in the present section relies on an 

independent determination of the density of the medium. The first method has the disadvan-

tage of requiring either very large baseplates (~ ~ 1 m) or very high frequencies (00 ~ 500 Hz) 

the method that relies on the baseplate mass could be arranged to yield results at much lower 

frequencies. 
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Figure 11. : The effect of baseplate mass on the radiation impedance for a rigid source over a 
half-space. 
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There is the temptation to use the amplitude of the resonances to determine other 

material properties onCe the shear velocity has been obtained. For example, if the first" method 

is used to determine v~, one might attempt to use the magnitude of the first resonant peak in 

the real part (R I) to determine the density from the formula: 

p= 
Vs B f a 2 R 1 

(4.15) 

where Real (Z I) is the real part of the measured impedance at the first resonance peak, Vs and 

a are known, Bf is a function of the baseplate behavior which must be known to determine vs , 

and R I is the magnitude of the first· resonance peak in the real part of the theoretical 

impedance curve (Figure 12). This might also be considered as a method of checking the den-

sity value that was used in the second method of determining Vs. However, since the magni-

tude of the resonance is a function not only of density , velocity and source type but also of 

material damping, this approach is unlikely to produce any useful results for the density of the 

half-space. 

One Layer Over a Half-Space 

Typical results obtained for a: model involving a single layer over a half-space are shown 

in Figure 18 as the solid curves. The model in this case consists of a single layer over a half-

space with a scaled thickness hOI = 3.0. The shear wave velocities are 2.0 and 2.5 km/ see in the 

surface layer and the half-space respectively, and the densities are 1.5 and 2.0 g/ em 3. The fre-

quency independent Q is 100 in both layers and a type 1 stress distribution with" = 0 is used 

for the sour!=e. The dashed curve if Figure 18 is the result obtained for a half-space model. 

A layered model results in an impedance curve that oscillates about the curve due to a 

half-space. As shown in Figure 18, the amplitude of the oscillations due to the layer (referred 

to in what follows as the layer resonance) increases as a function of frequency for low levels of 

damping. 

In this section the effects on the layer resonance due to changing thickness, acoustic 

impedance contrast, damping and source type are investigated. Where appropriate, possible 
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Figure .li : An example of the torsional radiation impedance for a single layer over a half-space. 
The layer has a dimensionless thickness of 3, and the half-space curve (dashed curve) is 
presented for comparison. 
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methods of obtaining the material properties of the surface layer from impedance measure

ments are also discussed. The primary purpose of this section is to determine the physical 

processes that result in the layer resonance and the relationship between these processes and 

the impedance curves. However, a discussion of certain models in which the surface layer has 

reasonable material properties for a weathered layer is also included. 

Effect of Thickness 

The effects of changing thickness of the surface layer on the impedance function are 

shown in Figure 19. Equivalent damping coefficients are plotted for four different layer 

thicknesses ranging from a scaled thickness of 0.5 to 3.0. In each case, the velocities of the 

surface layer and the half-space are 2.0 and 2.5 km/sec, and the densities are 1.5 and 2.0 

g/ cm 3, respectively. A frequency independent Q = 100 is used for both the layer and the half

space. The source is defined by a type 1 stress distribution with /I = O. Only the equivalent 

damping coefficients are presented since the equivalent stiffness coefficients show similar 

features. 

The chang,ing thickness of the overburden has two effects on the layer resonance in the 

impedance curves. As the thickness of the surface layer in.creases, both the period (Po in Figure 

19) and the amplitude (A) of the layer resonance decrease. In the limit as scaled thickness 

approaches 0 or 00 a half-space impedance curve results. In the first instance, as the scaled layer 

thickness approaches 0 the period of the layer resonance becomes infinite resulting in a half

space curve. When the scaled thickness approaches infinity, the amplitude and period of the 

layer resonance become 0,. again resulting in a half-space curve. 

The physical process that gives rise to these results is revealed by a study of the layer 

resonance with the half-space trend removed. If the radiation impedance for a half-space is sub

tracted from any of the curves in Figure 19, the result is the resonance due to the layer, which 

oscillates around O. For thick layers (eg. a scaled thickness of 3.0 or more) this oscillation 

appears to be very nearly sinusoidal. 
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Figure 12 The effect of changing thickness of the surface layer on the radiation impedance. 
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This process of subtracting the half-space curve from the layered impedance function has 

been performed using the real and imaginary parts of the impedance function for a model with 

shear velocities of 0.5 and 2.5 km/sec and densities of 1.5 and 2.0 g/cm 3 in the surface layer 

and the half-space, respectively. The scaled layer thickness was 5.0 and the source type and Q 

values were the same as those used for Figure 19. Data values were calculated at 800 scaled fre-

quencies between 0 and 40, resulting in a constant separation in scaled frequency of 0.05 

between data points. The resulting series of data points (real and imaginary parts) were thelf 

packed with zeroes to a total of 1024 points and a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used to 

obtain a time domain representation of the layer resonance. This result is shown in Figure 20. 

There are at least 4 distinct events in Figure 20, and the separation between events is con-

stant. In order to explain these results it is necessary to make a brief digression to a discussion. 

of plane wave reflection. 

The two-way travel time for a seismic wave to travel from the surface to the layer inter-

face and back is: 

(4.16) 

where hI is the unscaled thickness of the layer and VsI is the shear wave velocity in the surface 

layer. If an impulse is measured at time T on the surface, the Fourier transform of the 

impulse would be a sine wave with a period given by: 

P = l/T .' (4.17) 

As measured in Figure 19, the periods of the layer resonances are measured as Po in dimen-

sionlss frequency. Using the definition of the dimensionless frequency, Po and P are related by: 

Vs I 
P= --Po. 

27Ta 
(4.18) 

Using equations (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18) there is a simple relation between the scaled thick-

ness of the surface layer and the period of the layer resonance measured in dimensionless fre-

quency: 

7T Po=-
. hOI 

(4.19) 
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Also, from equation (4.17), the dimensionless period and dimensionless time are related by: 

1 
(4.20) Po= -

To 

so that 

. hOI 
< 

To=- (4.21) 
1T' 

Substituting the scaled thickness used in Figure 19 into equation (4.19) the corresponding 

dimensionless periods are appro~imately 6.28 (0.5), 3.14 (1.0), 1.57 (2.0) and 1.05 (3.0), 

where the quantities in parenthesis are the corresponding scaled thicknesses. These periods 

compare well with the periods observed in the impedance curves in Figure 19. 

Substituting the thickness of the layer used to generate Figure 20 into equation (4.21), a 

wave travelling vertically through that surface layer has a dimensionless two-way travel time of 

1.59. This is exactly the arrival time shown for the first event in Figure 20, the Fourier 

transform of the layer resonl,lnce. It also is the separation between each successive event in 

Figure 20. Thus, the layer resonance is primarily due to seismic waves being reflected between 

the baseplate and the layer interface. Figure 20 shows the first arrival as well as the first, second 

and third multiples. The amplitude fall-off between multiples is due to a combination of 

material damping, spreading of the wave front from the finite-sized source, and the reflection 

coefficient of the layer / half-space interface. 

Figure 21 is a log-log plot of the oscillation period as a function of the scaled thickness of 

the surface layer. The data points were obtained from model data such as that contained in Fig-

ure 19. The solid curve represents the predicted periods using equation (4.19). Since equation 

(4.19) is based on waves travelling vertically through the surface layer, and since the fit of the 

calculated data is quite good, the majority of the response is due to vertically travelling reflected 

waves. In general the fit is worse for thin layers and the layer resonance is no longer as close 

an approximation of a sinusoid (Figure 19). The oscillations become .somewhat skewed, and 

adjacent peaks in the resonance are not always exactly equally spaced. In fact, the best period 

estimates are obtained by using the distance in frequency between alternate peaks or troughs of 
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the resonance and dividing by 2. 

Some of these observations may at least be qualitatively explained in the following 

manner. As the scaled thickness of the layer decreases, more non-vertical reflections from the 

interface can return to interact with the baseplate. As shown in Figure 22, the maximum path 

length for a reflected wave is obtained for a disturbance that travels from one edge of the 

baseplate to interact with the opposite edge. This path length (L) is given by: . 

L = 2 [a 2 + h2] 1/2 

In terms of the dimensionless parameters, this becomes: 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

Thus, the maximum total travel time for a seismic wave travelling from one portion of the 

baseplate, reflecting and interacting with another part of the baseplate is: 

Lo [1 + hJl ] 1/2 
Tomax = -2 = (4.24) 

'Tf' 'Tf" 

where equation (4.21) has been used with LoI2 substituted for hOI' The minimum travel time 

is given by: 

, hOI 
TOmill = -;- (4.25) 

For hOI large, TOII/ax== TOll/iII and all the waves arrive back at the baseplate at the same time (i.e. 

the response is only due to vertically traveling waves). However, for smaller values of hOh 

TOll/ax> TOll/iII' So the non-vertically travelling waves arrive at times ranging from TOmill to 

TOll/ax' and the reSponse in the time domain would not be expected to be an impulse, but would 

be some asymmetric function of time that is non-zero in the interval from TOll/iII to TOll/ax' The 

Fourier transform of this time domain signal, which is the layer resonance, would become less 

similar to a sinusoid. 

Equation (4.19) may be successfully applied to layered impedance curves in the literature 

for vertical and horizontal vibrators to determine either the period from a given thickness or 

the thickness from a measured period. This suggests that the layer resonance for those vibrators 

is also primarily due to reflections, and not due to Rayleigh waves as suggested by Luco (1974). 
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The increase in the amplitude of the layer resonance as a function of frequency (Figure 

19) is probably associated with the fact that a larger proportion of the radiation from a torsional 

vibrator is radiated in a near vertical direction as frequency increases (Chapter 6), By similar 

reasoning, the layer resonance amplitude decreases to nearly 0 as dimensionless frequency 

approaches 0 because at low frequencies the torsional vibrator is a poor radiator in near vertical 

directions.· Since vertcial and horizontal vibrators radiate relatively efficiently vertically at low 

frequencies (Miller and Pursey, 1954; Cherry, 1962), the layer resonance would be expected to 

continue with a large amplitude at low frequencies. That this is the case can be seen from the 

results obtained by Luco (1974). 

An intriguing possibility exists in determining the unnormalized layer thickness from the 

impedance function. If the shear velocity of the first layer can be obtained using one of the 

methods described in the section Half-Space Models then the thickness of the layer could be 

obtained from the dimensionless period of the layer resonance using: 

1T 
hI = Po a . (4.27) 

It is first necessary to calculate VsI before. the data can be plotted as a function of dimensionless 

frequency to obtain Po. If the period P is obtained from a plot of the impedance as a function 

of frequency (un normalized) ,the relatioA for thickness is: 

(4.27) 

Effect of Acoustic Impedance Contrast 

Since the layer resonance is primarily due to reflections resonating between the layer. 

interface and the baseplate, the acoustic impedance contrast across the interface, which I define 

as log (PI VsI/P2 Vs2) , should play an important role in the response. An acoustic impedance con-

trast may be generated by either a density contrast or a velocity contrast across the interface. 

Figures 23 through 26 present the results of several models with varying density and velo-

city contrasts. The base model in each case is a single layer with a scaled thickness of 1.0 over a 

half-space. The density and velocity of the lower half-space are 2 g / cm 3 and 2.5 km / sec, 
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Figure 25 : The effect of changing velocity contrast on the equivalent damping coefficient, plot
ted for various values of the ratio PI vsJiP2vs2' 
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respectively, and remain constant for all models. In Figures 23 and 24 the density of the surface 

layer is varied while the shear velocity of the layer is constant at 2.5 km / see. In Figures 25 and 

26 the velocity of the surface layer varies while the density is a constant 2 g/ em3• In each 

figure, the solid curves are obtained for models with PI VS I > P2 Vs2, while the dashed curves 

represent models with PI Vsl < P2Vs2' Figures 23 and 25 present the equivalent damping 

coefficients obtained for these models while the equivalent stiffness coefficients are plotted in 

Figures 24 and 26. 

In Figures 23 and 24 the density of the surface layer is 8, 6, 4, 1, 0.6667, and 0.5 g / em3• 

These values were chosen so that the ratio of acoustic impedances takes on the values of 4, 3, 

2, 112, 113 and 114. That is, the values of the acoustic impedance contrast as defined earlier are 

symmetrically distributed around O. These same values of acoustic impedance ratios are used in 

Figures 25 and 26 by choosing velocities in the first layer to be 10, 7.5, 5:0, 1.25, 0.8333 and 

0.6250 km/sec. Thus, in each of the figures, the acoustic impedance contrasts represented by 

the solid and dashed curves is the same in magnitude but opposite in sign. Also, the acoustic 

impedance contrasts for curves in Figures 23 and 24 are the same as the acoustic impedance 

contrasts for the corresponding curves in Figures 25 and 26. 

From Figures 23 through 26 it is apparent that a change in the sign of the acoustic 

impedance contrast causes a 1800 phase shift in the layer resonances. The solid curves for a 

high impedance surface layer have peaks where the dashed curves for low impedance surface 

layers have troughs, and vice-versa. This result could have been readily predicted. Since most 

of the response is due to reflections at the interface, and reflections for plane waves require an 

acoustic impedance contrast, plane wave theory predicts a change in the sign of the reflection 

coefficient depending on the sign of the acoustic impedance contrast. 

The resonance peaks or troughs in the equivalent damping coefficients for a particular set 

of curves do 'not occur at the same frequencies as the peaks or troughs in the equivalent 

stiffness coefficients. The resonances in the equivalent damping coefficient tend to be very 

assymmetric with narrow large amplitude peaks and broad low amplitude troughs. The reso-
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nances in the equivalent stiffness coefficients are significantly more symmetric. 

Unlike the curves in Figure 13 for a thick layer in which the resonance amplitude is con

stant or varies slowly with frequency, for the thin layers represented in Figures 23 to 26, the 

resonance amplitude is a strong function of frequency. The layer resonance amplitude is larger 

in the equivalent damping coefficient when the layer resonance occurs near. the peak of a half

space resonance. 

As mentioned earlier, the amplitude of the layer resonance rapidly falls off at scaled fre

quencies less than about 5.0, although the graphs of equivalent stiffness coefficients in Figures 

24 and 26 clearly show low amplitude resonance. at lower frequencies. 

As expected, the resonance amplitude increases as the acoustic impedance contrast 

increases in magnitude. At larger acoustic impedance contrasts a greater proportion of the 

seismic energy incident upon the interface is reflected. 

An important feature to notice in Figures 23 and 24 is that regardless of the magnitude of 

the density contrast, the frequency at which a resonance peak occurs for a high density surface 

layer or for a low density surface layer remains constant. There is no . lateral shifting of the 

peaks as the magnitude of the acoustic impedance contrast is changed. This observation also 

holds true for the solid curves in Figures 25 and 26, for a high velocity surface layer. However, 

for the case of a low velocity surface layer, the. frequency of the resonance peaks changes 

slightiy as the velocity contrast is changed. Also, a comparison of the solid curves in Figure 23 

and 25 reveals that for a given acoustic impedance contrast, the resulting curves are essentially 

identical regardless of whether the contrast is due to a high density or a high velocity surface 

layer. However, a comparison of the dashed curves in these two figures reveals that the curves 

for a low density surface layer are noticeably different from the curves for a low velocity surface 

layer. The most significant differences are the amplitude of resonances, especially the resonance 

peak located at ao::::= 10, the shift in locations of the peaks for the low velocity surface layers, 

and the sign change for one resonance peak in the equivalent damping coefficient for a low 

velocitysurface layer. 
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A possible explanation for the differences associated with a low velocity surface layer is 

suggested by studying a hypothetical model in which the layer and the underlying half-space 

have the same acoustic impedance, but have different velocities and densities. The results for a 

. series of models with no acoustic impedance contrast (but with velocity and density contrasts) 

are shown in Figure 27. In both the top and bottom sets of plots the solid curve was obtained 

for a half-space with a source having a type 1 stress with ,,= 0, and a frequency independent 

Q = 100. The dashed curve in the upper pair of plots was obtained for a model of a single layer 

over a half-space. The layer density and velocity are 2 g/cm 3 and 4 km/sec. The half-space den

sity and velocity are 4 g/cm 3 and 2 km/sec. Thus, when both density and velocity are written in 

MKS units, PIVsl =P2Vs2 and Vsl > Vs2 (the high velocity layer is on top). The scaled layer thick

ness is 0.5. As shown in Figure 25, there is virtually no difference between the equivalent 

damping coefficient obtained for this layered model and that due to a half-space. The 

equivalent stiffness coefficient shows some distortion from the half-space response but does not 

show the typical layer resonance effect. The distortion rapidly disappears as the layer thickness 

increases. Plane wave theory predicts no reflections at the interface since· there is no acoustic 

impedance contrast. However, for a very thin layer, the wavefront that reaches the layer inter

face directly beneath the finite source is curved. Waters (personal communication) has sug

gested that the distortion in the impedance curve may be due to the curved wavefront respond

ing to the velocity contrast. 

In the bottom pair of figures, two curves are plotted in addition to the half-space 

impedance function, although one of these curves is only evident on the plot of the equivalent 

stiffness coefficient. For the dashed curves the densities and velocities for the layer and the 

underlying half-space that are used in the top se.t of plots are reversed. The surface layer has a 

density and velocity of 4 g/cm3 and 2 km/sec, respectively, while the density and velocity of 

the half-space are 2 g/cm 3 and 4 km/sec. These layered models have a low velocity surface 

layer over a high velocity half-space. For the curve plotted with the long dashes, the scaled 

layer thickness is 0.5. For the curve with short dashes, the scaled thickness of the overburden is 
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Figure 27 : The effect of a velocity contrast when there is no acoustic impedance contrast. In 
the top pair of plots the surface layer has a higher velocity than the half-space. In the bottom 
pair of plots the surface layer has a lower velocity than the half-space. 
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3. For the thin layer, the presence of the low velocity layer results in an impedance function 

that shows resonances similar to those caused by reflections. As the thickness increases these 

resonances rapidly disappear. Since there is no acoustic impedance contrast, and since the "reso

nance" effect occurs only for thin layers with a low velocity overlying a higher velocity half

space, these resonances are apparently due to refracted arrivals. That is, for such a velocity con

trast it is possible to generate a wave at one edge of the baseplate that travels to the interface at 

the critical angle, is refracted along the interface and radiates energy up into the surface layer at 

the critical angle. With a very thin layer some of this energy will arrive at and interract with the 

opposite edge of the baseplate. Using ray theory for the velocity contr~t used in the lower pair 

of plots in Figure 27, if the layer has a scaled thickness less than 1.732 it is possible for energy 

from one edge of the baseplate to be refracted and to interract with the opposite edge. Model

ling shows th~t as hOI exceeds 1.732 for this velocity contrast, the resonance rapidly disappears 

and the response returns to the half-space impedance curves. 

Effect of Source Type 

The effect of varying source type on the layer resonance is shown in Figure 28. The 

model is a single layer with a scaled thickness of lover a half-space, both with a frequency 

independent Q = 100. the density and velocity are 1.5 g/ cm 3 and 2 km/ sec for the layer and 2 

g/cm 3 and 2.5 km/sec for the half-space. A type 1 stress distribution is used to define the 

source with" = -1/2,0 and 1; as shown in Figure 28. As " increases the amplitude of the layer 

resonance rapidly decreases and the location of the resonance peaks shifts to slightly higher fre

quencies. Recall that as " increases for a half-space model the half-space resonance also 

decreases amplitude and that B, decreases. 

These results suggest some possibilities in source design. Since the impedance is defined 

as the torque divided by velocity in the medium at the source, a lower value of impedance (eg. 

caused by a lower B/) implies that less torque is required to impart a given signal ~o the 

mediuin. This would seem to be desirable, resulting in a more efficient source, unless there is 

an interest in detecting a layer resonance. 
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Figure 28 : The effect of varying source type on the radiation impedance for a single layer over 
a half-space. 
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Effect of Damping 

As in the half-space study, two types of damping are considered - hysteretic and Voigt. 

The results obtained for a layered model with varying hysteretic damping are shown in Figure 

29, while the results obtained for Voigt damping are presented in Figure 30. In each case the 

model consists of a single layer of scaled thickness lover a half-space. The shear wave velocity 

and density are 2 km/sec and 1.5 g/cm 3 for the surface layer and 2.5 km/sec and 2 g/cm 3 for 

the half-space. A type 1 stress distribution with I) = 0 is used at the source and in each figure 

the damping constant has values of 0.01, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. These damping constant values are 

the same as those used for the half-space models shown in Figures 14 and 15 so that a direct 

comparison may be made. 

Comparing Figures 29 and 14, the effect. of the layer on the impedance function is evident 

at all damping I~vels except 'I' = 0.5. As the damping constant increases, the amplitude of the 

layer resonance decreases and the curves become more similar to those obtained for a half-

space. A comparison of Figures 30 and 15 indicates that for Voigt damping the curves for 

damping constants greater than about 0.1 are indistinguishable from the half-space curves. The 

layer resonance is completely damped out. 

The other effects of increased damping on the impedance curves for a single layer over a 

half-space are similar to those discussed for half-space models. 

Weathered Layer Problem 

One problem of particular interest to exploration seismologists is the determination of 

weathered layer parameters including thickness and seismic velocity. In order to assess the fea-

sability of using radiation impedance measurements to determine the thickness of the weath

ered layer, impedance functions are presented ·in Figure 31 for several models that incorporate 

values of density, velocity and damping that might be encou~tered in a field survey. 

The model for the top pair of graphs in Figure 31 is a single layer over a half-space with 

both media having a frequency independent Q = 100. The velocity and density are 0.3 km/ sec . . 

and 1.3 g/ cm3 in the surface layer, and 2.4 km/ sec and 2.6 g/ cm 3 for the lower half-space. 
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Figure 30 : The effect of Voigt damping on the radiation impedance for a single layer over a 
half-space. 
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Curves are presented for three different scaled thicknesses of the weathered layer. For a layer 

thickness of 5 baseplate radii, the layer resonances are quite prominent. For a layer 10 radii 

thick the layer resonance is still detectable, especially in the plot of the equivalent stiffness 

coefficient, but the resonance amplitude has decreased by at least a factor of 8. The results for a 

layer 15 baseplate radii thick are indistinguishable from the half-space curve. 

The model used to generate the curves for the lower pair of graphs in Figure 31 is identi

cal to that used for the top set of figures with the exception of the frequency independent qual

ity factor, which for the lower plots is 10. Thus, the damping for the lower pair of plots is 10 

times gre~ter than for the upper set of plots. As shown in the graph, the layer resonance is 

detectable for layers that are 1 or 3 baseplate radii thick. However, the impedance for a layer 5 

baseplate radii thiek is indistinguishable from the half-space impedance function. 

This result is significant because most weathered material with the shear velocity and den

sity used in these models would have a quality factor much closer to 10 than to 100. A factor of 

100 corresponds to a fairly well consolidated rock. Thus, for typical surface materials encoun

tered, the torsional impedance would not show any effect due to the interface between the 

weathered layer and the material below it, unless the layer thickness is less than about 5 

baseplate radii. 

The response to the layer / half-space interface would be enhanced by an increased con

trast in acoustic impedance. However, model studies for a layer with a scaled thickness of 10 

and a Q of 100, where the ratio PI VS 1/ P2 vs2 varied from 112 to 1116 indicates that only about a 

factor of three change in the resonance amplitude occurs for this factor of 8 change in acoustic 

impedance ratio. This indicates that the amplitude of the layer resonance is a much stronger 

function of layer thickness than of acoustic impedance contrast. 

Multiple Layers 

Once it is understood that the layer resonance in the radiation impedance is caused by 

reflected waves interacting with the baseplate, the effect of mUltiple layers on the radiation 
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impedance can be predicted. Consider the model shown in Figure 32. The baseplate is drawn at 

an enlarged scale so that a number of possible ray paths for reflections can be shown. The devi-

ation of the ray paths from the vertical is also exaggerated for the purposes of illustration. Paths 

1 and 2 represent direct reflections from the two layer interfaces. Paths 3 and 4, and an infinite 

number of other multiples are also possible. 

Let T; represent the total two-way travel time for a seismic disturbance traveling over tne 
.. 

if" path. For the four paths shown in Figure 32, the total travel times are: 

(4.28.0 

(4.28.2) 

(4.28.3) 

(4.28.4) 

assuming that all paths are exactly vertical. From equations (4.17) and (4.18), the dimension-

less period of the oscillation due to a wave arriving at time T; is: 

(4.29) 

Substituting equations (4.28) into (4.29), the resonance periods associated with the ray paths 

shown in Figure 32 are: 

1T' (4.30.1) POI =-
hOi 

P02 = 
1T' (4.30.2) 

hOI + h02 (vsd vd 

P03 = 
1T' (4.30.3) 

2hol + h02 (Vsl/ Vs2) 

P04 = 
1T' (4.30.4) 

hal + 2ho2 (Vsi/'Vs2) 

The exact manner in which resonances of these and the infinite number of other possible 

periods will combine depends on the radiation impedance contrasts at the interfaces (reflection 

coefficients), layer- thicknesses and damping. However, in general the periods listed above might 

reasonably be expected to dominate the response for a two-layered model. 
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Figure 32 : Possible ray paths for reflections in a model with two layers over a half-space. The 
horizontal scale is exaggerated to show the ray paths clearly. 
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The radiation impedances for two such two-layered models are presented in Figure 33. In 

both cases the shear wave velocities of the layers, starting with the surface layer, are 1, 2 and 3 

km/sec, and the densities are 1.5, 1.5 and 2.0 g/cm3 . Thus the acoustic impedance changes by 

a factor of two at each interface. The frequency independent quality factor is 100 for all layers. 

In the top pair of graphs the surface layer scaled thickness is 0.5 and the second layer is 

1.0 baseplate radii thick. Substituting the layer parameters into equations (4.30) the four 

periods of the oscillations are approximately (starting with POI): 6.3, 3.1, 2.1 and 2.1. In the 

lower set of graphs the surface layer thickness is 1.0 and the second layer is 0.5 baseplate radii 

thick. The corresponding four resonance periods are 3.1, 2.5, 1.4 and 2.1. 

The difference between the two-layer impedance functions and the one layer impedances 

are clear in this figure. The dominant oscillation is due to the surface layer in each of the two 

layer curves. There are numerous secondary osdllations and distortions introduced by the 

second interface. The difference between the results for the thinner layer (0.5 in scaled thick

ness) at the surface or beneath the thicker layer is quite striking. The dominant period of the 

resonance could be estimated fairly reliably from these results. However, it is unlikely that the 

secondary period (P02 ) or any other period due to various mUltiples could be determined reli

ably from such data. 

Since in an actual application the layer thickness and damping would probably be greater, 

it is unlikely that impedance measurements would reveal the existence of the second interface. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Torsional Radiation Pattern 

Theory and Numerical Implementation 

Introduction 

A solution of the elastodynamic wave equation was obtained in Chapter 2 for the displace-

ment anywhere in a plane-layered anelastic medium excited by a torsional source on its surface. 

In the present chapter the radiation pattern, which depends on the displacement solution, is 

defined and the numerical solution of the equations for the radiation pattern is presented. 

Definition of the Radiation Pattern 

The radiation pattern of a source is a measure of the strength of the signal produced by 

the source as a function of direction. In this case, the signal is the torsional displacement mag-

nitude produced in the medium. 

For a given frequency, ao, and radial distance in spherical polar coordinates, R o, the dis-

placement is calculated at points lying on the 90° arc of a circle centered at the source and 

extending from the surface to a point vertically below the source (Figure 34). The displace-

ments are normalized to the maximum calculated displacement, and the normalized values are 

plotted as the radial coordinate on a polar graph as a function of (}. 

In order to calculate the necessary displacements, equation (2.19) must be solved. Written 

in standard integral notation, this equation is: 

where: 

00 

UOm (ro,ZOm) = f UOm ({O,ZOm) eOll ({oro) d{o 
o 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

As shown in Chapter 2, ADm and BOrn are functions of !O({O) , the Hankel transform of the 

stress distribution beneath the baseplate. 

Although equation (5.1) could be solved using either stress or displacement boundary 
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Figure 34 : Spherical polar coordinates used when calculating a radiation pattern. 
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conditions at the source, only the stress boundary condition is considered here. For the stress 

boundary conditions presented in Chapter 2, fo(~o) is known analytically. For the displacement 

condition, the function f o(~o) would have to be calculated numerically from equation (2.49) 

using the solution for the unknown in equation (2.38.1). As a result, the solution using the dis-

placement boundary condition is somewhat more difficult to implement. 

Once the stress boundary condition has been chosen using equations (2.20) and (2.21), 

and a layered model has been selected, the coefficients AOm and BOm may be calculated using 

equations (2.11), (2.17) and (2.18). The displacement is then calculated from equations (5.1) 

and '(5.2). 

Numerical Solution 

A brief study of equations (2.17) and (2.18) reveals that the coefficients may be written in 

the form: 

where: 

and:' 

AOm+1 = FOm+do(~o) 

BOm+1 = GOm+1 fo(~o) 

-f3OmhOmF f3o m homG KOme Om -(1(Om e Om 
FOm+1 = 2E .. 

Om+1 
-f3OmhomF + f30mhamG -(1(Om e Om KOm e Om 

GOm+1 = 2 
EOm+1 

The transformed displacement in equation (5.2) may then be written as: 

UO m - - F -f30m z Om +' G f3am z Om = WOm = Om e Om e 
·fo(~o) 

The equation for the displacement, equation (5.1), then becomes: 

co 

UOm = f WOm ~ofo(~o) J1(~oro)d~o 
o 

(5.3.1) 

(5.3.2) 

(5.4.1) 

(5.4.2) 

(5.5.1) 

(5.5.2) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 
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Writing the equation in this form provides some insight into the approach used to calcu

late the displacement. Since fo(eo) contains a Bessel function, the integrand in equation (5.7) 

may be roughly regarded as a non-oscillatory function of eo multiplied by the product of two 

Bessel functions whose arguements are functions of eo. For an undamped model, there is a 

branch point on the real eo axis introduced by the factor of l/f3om in the coefficients FOm and 

GOm defined by equations (5.5). If damping is included in the model, the branch point moves 

off the real eo axis in the complex eo plane. In order to facilitate numerical calculations some 

damping is always assumed in the models used to calculate radiation patterns in this disserta

tion. Wi.th the branch point removed from the real eo axis the integral in equation (5.7) may be 

performed in a straightforward fashion. The undamped case may be approximated by models 

which include very little damping. 

Figures 35 and 36 are plots of the real (R) and imaginary (I) parts of the integrand of 

equation (5.7) for a half-space and a single layer over a half-space, respectively. In each case 

the dimensionless radial distance (Ro) is 10 and the dimensionless frequency (ao) is also 10. 

The pairs of plots on each figure are for angles 0 of 0° , 30° and 60°. 

For a half-space (Figure 35) the curves for an observation point on the surface (0 = 0°) 

clearly show a high frequency oscillation being modulated by a lower frequency. The high fre

quency component is due to J 1 (eo'o) , the oscillations of which become more closely spaced as 

'0 (radial distance in cylindrical coordinates) becomes larger. The lower frequency modulation 

is due to the Bessel function in fo(eo). In this particular case, a type 1 source with v=O was 

used, so the Bessel function in fo(eo) is J2(eo). Notice that there also is a pronounced near-

singularity at eo = ao = 10 for 0 = 0°. As 0 increases and depth increases, the magnitude of the 

near-singularity rapidly decreases. 

The integrand for a single layer over a half-space is shown in Figure 36. For this model 

the near singularities due to the wave numbers in each layer were located at eo= ao and 

eo=0.8ao (eo=10 and 8), and are clearly evident for 0=0°. As 0 increases and the observa

tion point becomes located in the lower half-space, the response due to the singularity associ-
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Figure 35 : The real (R) and imaginary (I) parts of the integrand in equation (5~7) for a typical 
half-space model. 
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Figure 36 : The real (R) and imaginary (I) parts of the integrand in equation (5.7) for a typical 
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ated with the surface layer (go = 10) rapidly disappears. For e = 30° or 60° the integrand is 

essentially 0 for ~o > 8. As in the integrands discussed in Chapter 3, when mUltiple layers are 

included, all near singularities lie in a known range of values of the integration variable, 

kos . ~~o~ kos ,where kos . and kos are the minimum and maximum dimensionless wave 
mm max mm max 

numbers in the entire stack of layers. 

The method used to perform the integration in equation' (5.7) is a modification of the 

method described in Chapter 3. The zeroes of J 1 (goro) and of.the Bessel function in fo(~o) are 

calculated and interlaced. Numerical integration is performed between each of these zeroes 

using adaptive 8-panel Newton-Cotes quadrature. Integration between zeroes continues until 

the contribution to the integral due to each of the last 5 intervals is less than a predetermined 

tolerance. In a region where the integrand is nearly singular the intervals are fur.ther subdivided 

as.described in Chapter 3. 
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In Chapter 5, the equations necessary to calculate the radiation pattern of a torsional 

vibrator were presented. The present chapter contains a parametric study of the torsional radia

tion pattern for a half-space and a single layer over a half-space. The chapter is organized into 

three main sections: Program Tests, Half-Space Models and A Single Layer Over a Half

Space. In the final two sections the effects of varying source type, distance, frequency, material 

properties and layer thickness are investigated. 

The results of the model studies are presente~ as plots of the radiation pattern on one 

quadrant of a polar grid. This forrhat for presenting results was introduced in Chapter 5. The 

radiation pattern is a plot of the displacements calculated along the arc of a circle at a specified 

radial distance in spherical coordinates from the source (Figure 37). Only one quadran t is 

required because both the source and the medium are symmetric with respect to azimuth. The 

displacements are then normalized to the maximum calculated displacement, so the normalized 

displacements vary fom 0 to 1. The normalized displacements are then plotted on the polar 

grid. The radius on the polar plot is proportional to the normalized displacement, and the angle 

is measured from the surface down to the point for which the displacement is calculated. 

For schematic purposes, the radius of the baseplate is normalized to the radial distance at 

which the displacements are calculated, and is shown as a heavy double line along the top hor

izontal axis of the polar grid. For layered models the position of the layer is shown schemati

cally by a dashed line drawn at the angle at which the layer interface intersects the arc of radius 

Ro along which the displacements. are calculated (Figure 37 top and bottom plots). F()r a half

space radiation pattern that includes multiple lobes that differ in phase by 180 0
, I adopt the 

convention that the lobe that is most nearly vertical is positive in phase. The lobes that are 

negative in phase are dashed. For a radiation pattern in a layered medium this last convention is 
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Figure 37: Schem~tic illustration of the radiation pattern calculation and the features of a radia
tion pattern plot. In the top illustration the arc of radius Ro along which displacemennts are cal
culated. The bottom figure is a radiation pattern plot in which the calculated displacements are 
normalized to the maximum displacement, and the normalized values are plotted as a function 
of angle below the surface. 
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dropped in order to avoid confusion with other features being shown. Also by convention I will 

refer to the'lobes of the radiation pattern as primary, secondary and tertiary starting with the 

lobe that is most nearly vertical. The location of each lobe is specified as the angle at which the 

lobe is a maximum. 

All of these features of a radiation pattern are shown in Figure 37. 

Program Tests 

Program TORAD has been written to calculate the radiation pattern due to a torsional 

source on the surface of a plane layered anelastic medium. The source is defined by specifying 

one of the stress boundary conditions discussed in Chapter 2. The program calculates the 

unnormalized displacements at a specified radial distance from the source for a given dimen-

sionless frequency. These displacements are then normalized and plotted as a radiation pattern. 

Miller and Pursey (I954) have shown that the normalized displacement due to a torsional 

source for a stress type 1 with II = 0 in an elastic half-space is given by: 

u (RoJ}) 
-:--.....:...,-- = cos9 , 
u (R o,9)max 

(6.1) 

for small values of dimensionless frequency and for large radial distances. The angle 9 is meas-

uredbetween the horizontal and the observation point. The quantity u (R 0,9) max is the max-

imum displacement calculated at a radial distance Ro from the source. 

As suggested by Coen (personal communication, 1979), a method used by Gladwell 

(I969) for a vertical vibrator may be applied to equation (5.7) to determine the far-field dis-

placement without any restriction on frequency. It can then be shown that the displacement for 

a type 1 stress distribution with" = 0 for Ro large satisfies the proportionality: 

( ) 
J2(aOcosO) 

u Ro,O a II 
aocoso 

(6.2) 

Thus, the normalized displacement in the far field is given by: 

u (R o,9) 

u (R o,9)max 

h (a ocosO) cos9 max 

cosO J 2 (a ocos9 max) 
(6.3) 

where Omax is the angle at which the maximum displacement occurs. Note that a factor of ao 
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disappears in the denominator since it is present in both u (RoJ}) and u (R o,f}) max' Since, for 

small arguement 

_ (xI2)" 
J,,(x) - r(,,+1) (6.4) 

it can also be shown, for ao very small, that use of equation (6.2) results in an expression for 

the normalized displacement that is identical to that derived by Miller and Pursey (I954) and 

shown in equation (6.1). 

Table 6 contains a comparison of the normalized displacements (radiation patterns) calcu-

lated using equation (6.3) and by TORAD, for dimensionless frequencies of n/2, nand 2n. At 

these three frequencies 

Table 6 

Comparison of Analytic Radiation Pattern with TORAD 

Normalized Displacements 
() ao = n/2 ao = n ao = 2n 

(Degrees) Analytic TORAD Analytic TORAD Analytic TORAD 
0 1.00000 1.00000 .85861 .86023 -.25472 -.25678 
5 .99784 .99779 .86238 .86400 -.25306 -.25512 

10 .99127 .99108 .87338 .87505 -.24717 -.24921 
15 .98005 .97962 .89075 .89246 -.23432 -.23620 
20 .96378 .96303 .91301 .91472 -.20999 -.21187 
25 .94196 .94081 .93800 .93962 -.16812 -.16996 
30 .91398 .91239 .96288 .96428 -.10171 -.10449 
35 .87922 .87716 .98411 .98512 -.00413 -.03107 
40 .83707 .83455 .99755 .99798 .12875 .13667 
45 .78700 .78406 .99866 .99835 .29582 .30275 
50 .72862 .72535 .98277 .98160 .48779 .49447 
55 .66174 .65828 .94551 .94348 .68526 .69109 
60 .58645 .58295 .88332 .88054 .85905 .86312 
65 .50310 .49976 .79398 .79071 .97384 .97549 
70 .41238 .40940 .. 67706 .67367 .99554 .99471 
75 .31531 .31287 .53429 .53121 .90076 .89819 
80 .21316 .21143 .36961 .36726 .68575 .68278 
85 .10748 .10659 .18900 .18773 .37114 .36919 
90 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

the baseplate radius is equal to 1..14, 1..12 and A, respectively, where A is the wavelength. The 

model used in TORAD is a half-space, and displacements are calculated at a scaled distance of 

10. The negative signs on the data for ao = 2n and () ~ 35° indicate a 1800 phase difference. 

between these displacements and those for () > 35°. 
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Define the percent relative error in the data to be: 

u -u 
Er = T £ X 100 

u£ 

where UT is the normalized displacement calculated by TORAD at a specific frequency and 

angle, -and U£ is the normalized displacement calculated using equation (6.3) at the same fre-

quency and angle. The relative error of the data calculated by TORAD is less than 1% for all 

." angles at frequencies of Tr/2 and Tr. At a dimensionless frequency of 2Tr, the relative error is 

approximately 1 % or less at all points except the 4 points immediately surrounding () = 3S". At 

this frequency a null occurs in the radiation pattern near () = 3S". Although TORAD correctly 

locates the null or change in phase in the radiation pattern, the magnitude of the normalized 

displacement is in error. The relative error is large because the value of the exact solution 

which occurs in the denominator of the expression for relative error is near O. 

Since TORAD calculates the displacement by integrating over half-cycles of an oscillating 

function and summing the results as an alternating series,- the effect of the accumulation of 

numerical errors would be most readily apparent for data points where the radiation pattern has 

a null. In Table 6, the relative error at the data points immediately surrounding () = 35" is J to 

6%. 

A further check on the program is provided by a comparison of the location of the max" 

imum displacement in a given lobe of the radiation patterns as predicted by equation (6.3) and 

as calculated by TORAD. For the three frequencies used in Ta.ble 6, the predicted location of 

the primary lobes are 0", 43" and 69", proceeding from the lowest to the highest frequency . 

. The locations predicted by TORAD are 0° , 42" and 68°. 

Haif"Space Models 

In this section radiation patterns are presented for models involving a torsional source 

over a homogeneous, isotropic, anelastic half-space. The effects of frequency, damping, radial 

distance and source type are each considered individually. 
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Effect of Frequency 

Half-space radiation patterns calculated for dimensionless frequencies of 1T/4, 1T/2, 1T, 21T 

and 31T are shown in Figure 38. These results were obtained using both equation (6.3) and 

TORAD. At the scale at which they are plotted, the patterns calculated by these two methods 

are identical. The frequencies chosen correspond to wavelengths of 8a, 4a, 2a, a and 2a /3 

where a is the baseplate radius. The results calculated using TOR AD are appropriate for a type 

1 stress distribution with v = 0, at" a scaled radial distance of 10. 

As frequency increases from 1T/4 to 1T/2 the radiation pattern begins to bulge slightly 

downward. Thi~ is most noticeable at the points indicated by arrows in the two plots at the top 

of Figure 38. At a frequency of 1T the primary lobe is beginning to form. The lobe is a max

imum at () = 42°. For ao = 27T, there is a complete primary lobe and a secondary lobe is 

developing in the ra.diation pattern (lower left plot in Figure 38). The maximum of the primary 

lobe has shifted to () = 68°. At ao = 31T, the primary and secondary lobe maxima have shifted io 

75° and 46° respectively, and a tertiary lobe is forming. 

The effect of increasing frequency is to focus the radiation in a more nearly vertical direc

tion. Significant focusing does not occur until the scaled frequency is greater than 7T/2, that is 

until the baseplate radius is at least equal to 114 wavelength. Due to the symmetry of the tor

sional vibrator, there is never any radiation in the vertical direction. As frequency increases, the 

direction of the primary lobe rapidly changes from () = 0" and asymptotes to, but never reaches, 

90°. As frequency increases, the width of the lobes decrease and more lobes are formed. 

Effect of Damping 

For an isotropic homogeneous half-space, changing the material properties such as the 

density, velocity or damping does not affect the shape of the radiation pattern. Changing the 

damping, however, does change the magnitude of the displacement. Since the decrease in mag

nitude caused by a given increase in damping can be predicted, this provides a check on the 

material damping aspect of the program. 
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Figure 38 : The effect of changing frequency on the torsional radiation pattern in a half-space. 
The radiation patterns are calculated at a normalized radial distance of 10. 
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The displacement in a travelling shear wave is proportional to e -ik~sRo, where Ro is radial 

distance from the source in spherical coordinates and k~s is the complex dimensionless shear 

wave number defined in equation (2.55). Writing equation (2.55) in polar form I obtain: 

k • ao -i!l 
Os = e [1 + 8 2] 1/4 

(6.5) 

where I have used the fact that ao = k Os for a half-space. The parameter 8 is the specific dissi-

pation constant defined in Chapter 2 and .:l is defined by: 

.:l = ; tan -I ( 8 ) . (6.6) 

. Writing equation (6.5) in terms of real and imaginary parts, k~s is given by: 

• ao 
kos = (cos.:l- isin.:l) . 

[1 + 8 2]1/4 
(6.7) 

Let kR and k, be the real and imaginary parts of k~s , respectively. Then the displacement 

-ik R +k R· +k R 
is proportional to e R °e I ° where the damping is represented by the term e I 0, and 

where 

ao . 
k, = - [ 2] 1/4 sm.:l 1 +8 . 

(6.8) 

Let UOi be the maximum normalized displacement obtained in the radiation pattern at a 

specified radial distance, at a given frequency for a given damping constant 'l'i' Define the nor-

mali zed maximum displacements U~i by: 

, UOi 
UO i =-

UOI. 
(6.9) 

If for some set of damping constants i = 1, ... ,n, UOI is chosen to be the largest displacement, 

then U~I = 1 and the remaining U~i are given by: 

(6.10) 

For ao=1 and hysteretic damping, 

l' . 
k/i = - [ ] 1/4 sm.:l 

1+'l'/ 
(6.11) 

where 
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(6.12) 

Choosing Ro= 100, 00= 1 and the four values of the damping constant 'Vi = .001, .01, .1 and 

.3, then the values of U~i predicted by equation (6.10) are 1.0, .638, .00731 and .000000707. 

Using these same values. for radial distance, frequency and damping in TORAD, the resulting 

maximum displacements, normalized to the maximum obtained for 'V = .001, are 1.0, .639, 

.00732 and .000000700. These values agree with the predicted values to within less than 1 %. 

EjJect of Radial Distance 

The radiation pattern of a source with finite dimensions is a function of the distance from 

the· source at which the radiation pattern is determined. The so- called far-field radiation pattern 

is achieved when the radial distance is so large that the dimensions of the baseplate are 

insignificant. 

The effect of changing radial distance on the radiation pattern is shown in Figure 39. The 

radiation pattern is plotted for two frequencies (00= 1 in the left column and 00= 10 in the 

right column) and for three radial distances (Ro= 1, 2 and 5 in the top, middle and bottom 

rows, respectively). The radial size of the baseplate is shown in the plots scaled to the distance 

at which the radiation pattern is calculated. 

At a dimensionlesS frequency of 1, the radiation pattern at a radial distance of 1 (upper . . 

left plot in Figure 39) falls off much more rapidly as a function of increasing 0 than the cosO 

fall-off that occurs in the far-field radiation pattern. As radial distance increase, the magnitude 

of the displacements at angles greater than on increases rapidly relative to the displacements at 

0°. At a scaled radial distance of 5 (lower left plot) the radiation pattern is essentially identical 

to the radiation pattern predicted for low frequencies in the far-field. 

At a dimensionless frequency of 10 (right column, Figure 39) a similar phenomenon 

occurs. As the radial distance increases, the magnitude of the displacements at large angles 

increases with respect to the magnitude of displacements measured at 0°. The relative magni-

tudes of the secondary and tertiary lobes decrease with respect to the primary lobe. Th~ angle 

of the maxima of each of the three lobes increases as radial distance increases. For the main 
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lobe, the angle of maximum varies from 72° at Ro= 1 to 76° at Ro= 5, while the maximum of 

the secondary lobe varies from 44" to 49". 

For a dimensionless frequency of 1, modelling indicates that the radiation pattern assumes 

the far-field shape for a scaled radial distance greater than 5. For a dimensionless frequency of 

10, results show that the far-field radiation pattern is achieved for scaled distances between 5 

and 10. 

Effect of Source Type 

The effect of source type on the radiation pattern is shown in Figures 40 and 41. In Figure 

40 the radiation patterns at a radial distance of 100 are plotted for 6 source types at a dimen

sionless frequency of 1.0. In the top pair of plots, the source is defined by a type 1 stress distri

bution with IJ = -1/2 for the left hand plot and IJ = 0 for the plot on the right side. The radia

tion patterns for a type 2 stress distribution with b = 5 and IJ ~ -1/2 and 0 are shown in the 

middle pair of plots. In the bottom pair of plots, the source is specified by a type 2 stress distri

bution with IJ = 0 and b = 1 and 2 for the left and right hand plots, respectively. 

At low frequencies, Figure 40 shows that the radiation pattern is relatively independent of 

the stress distribution. The top and bottom pairs of plots are nearly identical. The middle pair of 

plots, for b = 5, both show differences apparently associated with the value of the parameter b 

which controls the number of half-cycles of the Bessel function in the type 2 stress distribution 

that are present on the baseplate. 

The same six source types are used in Figure 41 for a dimensionless frequency of 10. 

From both the top and middle pair of plots, it is apparent that as IJ increases for type 1 as well 

as type 2 stress distributions, the magnitude of the secondary and tertiary lobes decrease with 

respect to the magnitude of the primary lobe. The angle at which the maximum occurs for both 

primary and secondary lobes decreases as IJ increases for the two source types. 

As b increases for a type 2 stress distribution, the bottom pair of plots shows that the 

magnitude of the secondary lobe rapidly increases with respect to the primary lobe, and the ter

tiary lobe dissappears as b increases. In the bottom two plots IJ = 0 and b = 1 and 10. In the 
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Figure 40 : The effect of varying the source stress distribution on the torsional radiation pattern 
in a half-space for a dimensionless freqqency of 1. . 
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right hand center plot, II = 0 and b = 5. Comparing these three plots it is interesting to note that 

as b increases, the angle of the maximum in the primary lobe first decreases and then increases. 

The decrease in angle between b = 1 and b = 5 is associated with the same effect that eliminated 

the tertiary lobe. Between b = 5 and b = 10, the secondary lobe appears to be broadening at the 

expense of the primary lobe. 

Although the radiation pattern is sensitive to the particular stress distribution at the 

source, this effect is much more pronounced at high frequencies than at low frequencies. 

One Layer Over a Half-Space 

The radiation pattern due to a torsional source is modified by the presence of a layer in 

the medium. The purpose of this section is to assess the effects of changing layer thickness, 

. . 
. acoustic impedance contra~t and frequency on the radiation pattern at different radial distances 

in a layered medium. 

Radiation Pattern in the Surface Layer 

The study of the effect of a layer on the radiation pattern that is measured entirely within 

the surface layer provides an explanation of one of the most prominent features of radiation 

patterns in layered media, as well as some insight into the interraction of the radiation pattern 

and the radiation impedance function. 

The radiation pattern calculated within a surface layer is plotted in Figure 42 for five 

dimensionless frequencies. The model consists of a single layer with a scaled thickness of 8, 

and the radiation pattern is calculated at a distance of 6. The velocity and density of the surface 

layer are 2 km/ see and 1.5 g/ em 3, respectively, and the velocity and density of the half-space 

are 2.5 km/ see and 2 g/ em 3. the solid curves are the radiation patterns for the layered model, 

while the dashed curves present the results obtained in a half-space. 

At all frequencies shown, the radiation pattern for the layered model is somewhat dis-

torted from the results obtained for a half-space. As frequency increases, the radiation pattern 

develops numerous lobate structures. The overall shape of the radiation pattern is similar to the 
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shape obtained for a half-space, but the layered response seems to oscillate around the half-

space curve. 

The combination of layer thickness, velocity contrast and radial distance are such that 

there can be no refracted arrivals affecting these radiation patterns. The lobe-like structure is 

due to constructive and destructive interference of the direct and reflected waves at the points 

at which the radiation pattern is calculated. This multi-lobed structure is very typical of the 

radiation pattern for a layered model. 

As frequency increases, the radiation pattern for the layered model retains the beamed 

effect shown in the half-space curves. As mentioned in Chapter 4, it is this increase in the pro

portion of radiated energy in the near vertical direction that probably causes an increase in the 

amplitude of th~ layer resonance of the impedance function with increasing frequency for rela

tively undamped models. If there is sufficient damping in the surface layer, the layer resonance 

might decrease as frequency increases. This would result if the damping increased more rapidly 

as a function of frequency than the efficiency of the source in radiating in the near vertical 

direction. 

Effect of Layer Thickness 

It is the radiation pattern at radial distances large compared to the layer thickness that is 

of most interest for exploration purposes. By studying radiation patterns at radial distances 

greater than the layer thickness, the penetration of the radiation through the layer may be 

observed. The effect of changing layer thickness on the radiation pattern for large radial dis

tances is shown in Figure 43. The -left column in this figure corresponds to a dimensionless fre

quency of rr/4, while a dimensionless frequency of 2rr is used in the right hand column. The 

radiation patterns are calculated at a normalized radial distance of 50. The density and velocity 

are 1.5 g/cm 3 and 2 km/sec in the surface layer, and 2 g/cm 3 and 2.5 km/sec in the half-space: 

For comparison, the half-space radiation patterns for frequencies of rr/4 and 2rr are shown in 

the upper and lower left hand corners of Figure 38. 
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Figure 43 : The effect of changing layer thickness on the torsional radiation pattern for a single 
layer over a half-space. The radiation patterns are calculated for a scaled radial distance of 50. 

" ".; 
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The scaled layer thickness in the top, middle and bottom rows of Figure 43 is 4, 8 and 16, 

respectively. The dashed line is plotted at the angle at which the layer interface intersects the 

circular arc at the radial distance at which the radiation pattern is calculated. This serves as a 

reference line for the layer interface. Displacements in the radiation pattern at shallower angles 

than the dashed 'line are in the surface layer, while displacements at larger angles are in the 

lower half-space. 

From Figure 43 it is apparent that most of the radiation from a torsional vibrator at low 

frequencies is trapped in the surface layer. At a frequency of 27T, a significant amount of the 

radiation penetrates the layer and enters the. half-space. From Figure 38, it is clear that the 

penetration at high frequencies is caused by the manner in which the torsional 'source beams 

the radiation pattern as frequency increases. A further comparison of the high frequency curves 

in Figures 38 and 43 shows that large amplitude displacements occur in the surface layer even 

at very high frequencies. 

The lobate structure associated with constructive and destructive interference is apparent 

in the radiation patterns in Figure 43. Another interesting feature of these plots is that the nor-

malized displacement is 0 or nearly 0 at angles equal to or slightly greater than the angle at 

which the layer interface is crossed. That is, the displacement at or just below the layer inter-

face is nearly O. This result may be explained to a first approximation in the following manner. 

Figure 44 is a sketch of some of the possible ray paths from a point on the baseplate to 

the are, at a distance of Ro, along which the displacements are calculated. The rays shown 

include a ray that is incident on the layer interface at an angle less than the critical angle, so 

that a portion of that ray is reflected and a portion is refracted into the lower half-space. A ray 

may intersect the interface at the critical angle (Oe =sin-l~) giving rise to a head wave. A 
Vs2 

reflection at an angle of incidence greater than the critical angle (supercritical reflection) is also 

shown. Using this simple optical ray theory, any ray travelling from the source at an original 

angle in the range 0 ~ 0 ~ 90{) - 0 C' where 0 is measured from the horizontal, is trapped within 

the surface layer. At a radial distance of Ro, this radiation appears at angles in the range 
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Figure 44 : Possible ray paths in Ii model with a low velocity layer over a higher velocity half
space. 
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. O~ () ~ sin-I (h ol / Ro) where hOI is the scaled thickness of the surface layer. Thus, as Ro 

increases, the radiation trapped in the surface layer appears in the radiation pattern over an ever 

narrower range of angles. Because of the refraction of ray paths, the radiation that was origi-

nally confined to angles between 90" - () ( and 90" as it is emitted from the source, is detected 

in the radiation pattern at angles ranging from sin-I (hod Ro) to 90". Thus, this energy is spread 

out over a broader range of angles and, as a result, the displacemdent amplitudes will be' 

degraded. 

Furthermore, the spreading of the rays due to refraction in the lower half-space is not 

uniform. This results because the angle of refraction is not a linear function of the angle of 

incidence. From Snell's law, the refracted angle is given by: 

Il . -IIVS
2 . ill 17, = sIn - SIn 17 , 

Vsl 

where (), is the angle of incidence. Using the shear wave velocities appropriate for Figure 43, (), 

is plotted as a function of (), in Figure 45. This figure clearly shows that the geometrical spread-

ing due to refraction is greater for angles of incidence near the critical angle 

Therefore, the combined effects of reflections and refractions at the layer interface pro-

duces a radiation pattern that typically shows large amplitude displacements within the surface 

layer, may have large amplitude displacements in the lower half-space if the frequency is 

sufficiently high, and has very low amplitude displacements just below the layer interface. 

This explanation is limited somewhat by the simplifying assumptions inherent in the use 

of optical ray tracing, which is a high frequency approximation. As shown in Figure 43, the 

minimum in the radiation pattern at the layer interface is much more pronounced for the high 

frequency results. 

For a torsional source in a plane layered medium, where the ent.ire generated radiation 

field consists of SH waves, a large proportion of the radiation propogating in the surface layer at 

large radial distances will be in the form of Love waves. A smaller proportion will be due to 

direct non-reflected radiation, and radiation from sub-critical reflections. 
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Effect of Acollstic Impedance Contrast 

For plane wave reflection at an interface, there must be an acoustic impedance contrast. 

This contrast may be caused either by a velocity.or density contrast, or some combination of 

the two. Figure 46 presents the radiation patterns obtained at a distance Ro= 100 at a frequency 

ao = 1. The top graph is the radiation pattern obtained for a half-space modeL In the remaining 

four plots, the resl:llts obtained for a velocity contrast are shown in the left column, while those 

for a density contrast are shown to the right. In all models, the scaled layer thicknes is 10. The 

ratio of acoustic impedances (PI VsI/P2Vs2) is 0.5 for the middle row, and is 0.25 for the bottom 

row. 

Clearly, a given acoustic impedance contrast gives rise to different radiation patterns 

depending on whether it is due to a velocity or a density contrast. To the scale at which the 

figures are plotted, the radiation patterns for a velocity contrast show all radiation being trapped 

in the surface layer. For a density contrast, a significant amount of the radiation penetrates 

across the layer interface into the lower half-space. 

The explanation for this is quite straightforward in terms of the approximation of optical 

ray tracing and plane wave radiation. Since reflections depend on an acoustic impedance con

trast, the interface reflects a portion of incident energy back to the surface layer for both the 

density and the velocity contrasts. However, with a velocity contrast waves incident at the criti

cal angle form a head wave, and super-critical incidence results in complete internal reflection. 

If the acoustic impedance contrast is due to density, head waves, total internal reflection and 

Love waves will not occur. As a result a larger percentage of radiation penetrates into the lower 

half-space. 
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Figure 46 : The effect of changing acoustic impedance contrast on the torsional radiation pattern 
for a single layer over a half-space. In the left column the acoustic impedance contrast is due to 
a velocity contrast, while in the right column it is caused by a density contrast. The graph at the 
top presents the half-space results for comparison. 
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In this dissertation, the problem of vibrator-earth interaction has been studied by calculat

ing the radiation impedance and radiation pattern of torsionally vibrating sources on the surface 

of a plane-layered anelastic medium. The conclusions presented here consist of a summary of 

the observations made in Chapters 4 and 6 as well as recommendations of topics that deserve 

more' research. 

The radiation impedance for a half-space is a function of source type, material properties 

(including density, velocity and damping) and baseplate mass. Regardless of the source type, 

the radiation impedance function indicates that an undamped medium may be modelled at the 

low and high frequency limits by a spring and a dashpot, respectively. At intermediate frequen

cies some combination of these components is required, the combination itself changing with 

frequency. 

There is a half-space resonance effect in the impedance for a flexible baseplate (stress 

boundary condition) associated with baseplate edge-to-ed~e interactions. The spacing between 

resonance peaks or troughs is 21T and is apparently associated with the number of wavelengths 

per baseplate radius. The first resonance peak in the real part of the impedance and the first 

resonance trough in the imaginary part typically occur near a dimensionless frequency of 21T. At 

that frequency the baseplate radius is equal to one wavelength of the seismic wave. Kashio 

(970) has reported a similar half-space resonance in the impedance functions for vertical 

vibrators. For the case of a vertical source the edge-to-edge interactions are the result of hor

izontally travelling Rayleigh waves. In the case of a torsional source, the interaction results 

from horizontally propagating SH body waves. 

The exact dimensionless frequency at which the peaks or troughs occur is a function of 

source type, but is not a function of material properties. Using the definition of dimensionless 

frequency, if the baseplate behavior is known, then a measurement of the frequency (Hz) at 

which the first re~onance occurs would provide a means of estimating the shear wave velocity 
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of the medium. The primary difficulty with this procedure is that for shear wave velocities 

encountered in a weathered layer (Vsl = 0.25km/ sec), the source must either operate at fre

quencies as high as 500 Hz, or the baseplate radius must be somewhat larger than 1/2 meter. A 

hydraulically driven exploration vibrator does not have a frequency range that extends beyond 

about 200 Hz. An electromagnetically actuated vibrator might operate in the 500Hz range. 

At low frequencies, the effect of changing source behavior is contained in the term S" 

the static or zero frequency solution of the equivalent stiffness coefficient. For a vertical vibra

tor this term is a function of both source type and Poisson's ratio in the medium. For a tor

sional source it is only a function of the source behavior. Calculations in Chapter 3 show that as 

the source becomes more flexible B, decreases. So the total torque required to impart a given 

signal into the medium decreases as the baseplate becomes more flexible. This suggests that a 

vibrator's efficiency might be increased by' modifying the structure or strength of the baseplate.' 

Adjusting the term B, by modification of the baseplate might also provide a means of attempt

ing to match source characteristics with the particular material the source is to be vibrated 

upon. 

As frequency is increased, the effects of varying source type are quite noticeable. Both the 

location and amplitude of the half-space resonance peaks are a function of the source behavior. 

For a rigid baseplate, there is no pronounced half-space resonance. 

Increasing the amount of anelasticity, or material damping, in the medium significantly 

. decreases the magnitude of the half-space resonance. If the quality factor is independent of fre

quency the resonance is still noticeable for Q as low as 3. For a frequency dependent Q, as in 

Voigt damping, the resonances are effectively damped out for a damping constant that results in 

a Q of 10 at a dimensionless frequency of 1. A significant amount of damping in the medium 

also results in an impedance that can no longer be modelled using a simple spring or dashpot at 

the high and low frequency limits: 

The effect of the baseplate mass is to modify the imaginary part of the impedance func

tion. The term due to the mass produces a minimum in the impedance magnitude. The 
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dimensionless frequency at which this minimum occurs is a function of the dimensionless 

moment of inertia of the baseplate. As suggested by Robertson (967) this effect could be used 

to estimate the shear velocity of the medium if an estimate of the density is made indepen

dently. The mass of the .baseplate could be adjusted so that the minimum in impedance magni

tude occurs at frequencies in the range of 0 to 500 Hz. 

At high frequencies the baseplate mass causes the impedance magnitude to increase 

rapidly. This' suggests that the mass should be taken into account in studies of baseplate 

behavior at high frequencies. 

The presence of a layer results in an impedance function that oscillates around the 

impedance due to a half-space. The period of the oscillation and the amplitude are both 

inversely dependent of the thickness of the layer. This layer oscillation is a resonance effect 

produced primarily by ·near vertical reflections between the layer interface and the baseplate. If 

the shear wave velocity of the medium is known, the period of the resonance may be used to 

provide a reliable estimate of the layer thickness. For a layer thickness in excess of one 

baseplate radius, the estimate of the shear wave velocity could be obtained by fitting a half

space curve to the layer response, and using one of the methods discussed for the half-space 

impedance function. 

For a torsional vibrator, the radiation pattern at low frequencies is a maximum at the sur

face and decreases as the angle below the surface increases. The proportion of radiation travel

ling in a more nearly vertical direction increases as frequency increases. As a result, the half

space resonance for a torsional vibrator, which is caused by horizontally travelling waves, 

decreases as frequency increases. Conversely, the layer resonance amplitude increases in an 

. undamp~d medium as frequency increases because it results from reflections of vertically trav

elling radiation. In order to use the layer resonance period of a torsional vibrator to estimate 

overburden thickness, dimensionless frequencies in the range of 5 to 7 are required. 

The layer resonance amplitude decreases as frequency approaches 0 because the preferred 

direction of radiation at low frequencies is horizontal. As shown by Cherry (1962) and Miller 
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and Pursey (954). horizontal and vertical vibrators produce large displacements in the vertical 

direction even at low frequencies. As a result, the layer resonance produced by those sources 

should persist as frequency approaches O. The modelling results obtained by Kashio (970) and 

Luco (1974, 1976) support this conclusion. 

The amplitude of the layer resonance increases as acoustic impedance contrast increases . 

Models for various velocity and density contrasts suggest that in nearly all cases, the amplitude 

of the layer resonance is the same for a given acoustic impedance contrast regardless of whether 

the contrast is caused by a change in velocity, density or some combination. 

For a layer that is sufficiently thin, it is possible (or refracted arrivals to affect the shape of 

the impedance function. For shear wave velocities appropriate for the weathered layer, the 

baseplate radius to layer thickness ratio must be so large for refractions to interact with the 

baseplate that this effect should only be significant in the response of large foundations. 

Although the amplitude of the layer resonance is a function of the acoustic impedance 

contrast, the location of the resonance peaks and troughs is independent of the contrast. When 

the sense of the contrast is changed from a lower to a higher velocity in the surface layer, the 

layer resonance undergoes a 1800 phase shift, as the plane wave reflection coefficient would 

suggest. 

The amplitude of the layer resonance also decreases as damping increases. The combined 

effects on the amplitude of the layer resonance due to material damping and thickness indicate 

that impedance measurements made over a weathered layer with a Q of 10 and a thickness 

greater than about 5 baseplate radii will show only the half-space response. As a result, it would 

be very unlikely that the presence of a second interface at depth would be detected using the 

r~diation impedance. 

As expected from the behavior of acoustic radiators, the effect of increasing frequency is . . 

to increase the proportion of radiation focused in the near vertical direction. As the main lobe 

of the radiation pattern shifts to more nearly vertical angles, side lobes begin to develop and in 

turn become focused at increasingly larger angles with the horizontal. In a half-space material 
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damping does not affect the shape of the radiation pattern, although it results in a decrease in 

displacement magnitude·s. 

The radiation pattern approaches that predicted for distances large compared to baseplate 

radii (far-field) for scaled radial distances in excess of about 5 baseplate radii for low frequen

cies, and 7 baseplate radii for high frequencies. At low frequencies, the radiation pattern is rela

tively independent of the stress distribution, However, at high frequencies the directions and 

widths of the lobes in the radiation pattern are a function of the stress used at the source. 

When a layer interface is introduced. into the model, the radiation pattern develops a 

characteristic lobe-like structure associated with constructive and destructive interference of 

direct, reflected and refracted waves. The magnitude of the displacements in the radiation pat

tern is typically large in the surface layer at large radial distances since the layer acts as a wave 

guide. Tne magnitude of the displacement just below the layer interface is nearly O. This 

phenomenon may be explained in terms of the combined effects of refraction of rays that 

penetrate the lower half-space, and the internal reflection of rays that are incident on the layer 

interface at angles in excess of the critical angle. 

The far-field radiation pattern changes depending on whether the acoustic impedance con

trast is due to a change in velocity, a change in density or some combination of the two. This 

occurs because a velocity contrast may cause both reflections and refractions and may trap 

supercritical reflections within the surface layer. A density contrast, assuming a plane wave 

approximation, will only cause reflections. The radiation pattern within a few baseplate radii of 

the source is relatively independent of the exact source of a given acoustic impedance contrast 

since it is only dependent on reflections at angles less than the critical angle. This result 

explains why the radiation impedance layer resonance is independent bf the cause of the acous

tic impedance contrast. . 

Although most of the observations made regarding the torsional radiation impedance and 

radiation pattern may at least be qualitatively extended to vertical and horizontal vibrators, a 

detailed study of the the impedance and radiation patters of these other sources should still be 
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conducted. The need for such a study is well supported by the fact that the field measurements 

obtained by Robertson et al (I979) are not in agreement with the radiation pattern for a hor

izontal vibrator determined by Cherry (I 962). Also, it is only by studying these .other sources 

that the effects of phenomena such as mode conversion can be assessed. 

The impedance research in this dissertation is primarily directed at studying the behavior 

of the impedance function over a broad frequency range. The effects of material properties and 

layering have been studied in an effort to develop a physiCal understanding of the processes 

resulting in the calculated response, and toward devising methods of obtaining material proper

ties f~om impedance measurements assuming no frequency limitations. It would be useful to 

study the impedance function in more detail in the frequency range in which exploration vibra

tors operate (Go ~ O. The primary interest might be more directed toward the idea of matching 

the baseplate to the particular medium on which it is to vibrate. 

A possible method of overcoming the problem of a relatively small baseplate, and as a 

result a low dimensionless frequency (WG / Vs I), might be to operate several sources close to 

each other. The radiation pattern modelling suggests that there would be little effect due to 

mutual coupling if the sources are placed about 5 baseplate radii apart. 

If design problems could be overcome in building a vibrator with a sufficiently broad fre

quency range and a large enough baseplate to make use of the procedures discussed here to 

obtain material properties, there are still several practical problems to be overcome in actually 

measuring the radiation impedance function. For a torsional source, the impedance is defined as 

the total torque divided by the mean angular velocity. Although the total torque might be 

readily measured in an actual experiment, it probably would not be possible to obtain the mean 

velocity as defined in this thesis. It would be possible, however, to measure the velocity at a 

point near the baseplate - either laterally or vertically displaced slightly. The effect of this 

approximation on the impedance function should be determined. 
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The radiation impedance values for several source types and two models are presented in 

this appendix. In Table 7 the model parameters associated with each model number are .defined. 

For a half-space model, data are presented for a perfectly rigid source and two types of flexible 

source. Results for the same two flexible sources are presented for a model of a single layer 

over a half-space. The variables used in Table 6 are defined below. 

The values of the equivalent damping and stiffness coefficients for these five models are 

presented to five decimal places in Tables 8 and 9, respectively. Data are tabulated for dimen

sionless frequencies ranging from 0.2 to· 10.0 in steps of 0.2. As mentioned in Chapter 4 the 

impedance values for the half-space models are independent of Vs and p. That is, for each 

source any Vs and p would produce the same stiffness and damping coefficients. 

Parameters Used in Table 7: 

Displacement boundary condition: go(ro)=ro 

Stress boundary condition: !o(ro)=ro(1-rJ)V 

vs ], Vs2: shear wave velocity in the first and second layers in m/sec. 

P],P2: density in the first and second layers in kgj m3. 

h]: thickness of the surface layer in scaled units (baseplate radii). 

Hysteretic damping: Qis independent of frequency. 

'1'], 'I' 2: ciamping constants in the first and second layers. 

Models 1, 2 and 3: half-space models. 

Models 4 and 5: single layer over a half-space. 
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Table 7 

Model Parameters for Tabulated Impedances 

Model Number 

1 2 3 4 5 

Boundary Displace- Stress Stress Stress Stress 

Source Condition ment Type 1 Type 1 Type I Type 1 

v 1 -0.5 0 -0.5 0 

VsI 2.5xI03 2.5xI03 2.5xI03 I.Ox 103 l.OxI03 

vs2 - - - 2.5xI03 2.5x I 03 

PI 2.0xI03 2.0x103 2.0xI03 l.OxI03 l.OxI03 

P2 - - - 2.0xI03 2-. Ox 103 

Model hi - - - 5.0 5.0 

Type of Hyster- Hyster~ Hyster- Hyster- Hyster-

Damping etic etic etic etic etic 

'1'1 10-5 10-5 10-5 10-5 10-5 

'1'2 - - - 10-5 10-5 
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Table 8 

Equivalent Damping Coefficient (R) 

Model Number 

Dimensionless 1 2 3 4 5 
Frequency 

0.2 .00553 .00558 .00431 .00018 .00008 
0.4 .02078 .02078 .01617 .01930 .01502 
0.6 .04243 .04232 .03339 .04746 .03743 
0.8 .06685 .06648 .05329 .06580 .05267 
1.0 .09127 .09039 .07364 .08650 .07062 
1.2 .11407 .11241 .09297 .11556 .09562 
1.4 .13460 .13184 .11053 .13361 .11175 
1.6 .15279 .14861 .12607 .14425 .12253 
1.8 .16886 .16295 .13967 .16377 .14064 
2.0 .18310 .17521 .15152 .17804 .15368 
2.2 .19584 .18576 .16188 .18336 .15949 
2.4 .20732 .19498 .17102 .19345 .17025 
2.6 .21774 .20308 .17919 .20543 .18130 
2.8 .22725 .21042 .18661 .21170 .18677 
3.0 .23591 .21721 .19350 .21404 .. 19126 
3.2 .24375 .22369 .20004 .22407 .. 20111 
3.4 .25078 .23005 ,20640 .23448 .20911 
3.6 .25696 .23653 .21274 .23335 .20982 
3.8 .26228 .24338 .21924 .24052 .21836 
4.0 .26674 .25089 . .22607 .25592 .23022 
4.2 .27037 .25944 .23342 .25962 .23137 
4.4 .27322 .26951· .24148 .26251 .23790 
4.6 .27539 .28176 .25047 .28286 .25422 
4.8 .27700 ,29718 .26062 .30748 .26217 
5.0 .27816 .31698 .27218 .30533 .26528 
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Table 8 (continued) 

Equivalent Damping Coefficient (R) 

Model Number 

Dimensionless 1 2 3 4 5 
. Frequency 

5.2 .27901 .34303 .28538 .33232 .28635 
5.4 .27967 .37786 .30037 .41434 .30997 
5.6 .28022 .42482 .31726 .40558 .30627 
5.8 .28076 .48776 .33598 .44946 .33146 
6.0 .28134 .56960 .35633 .68303 .38072 
6.2 .28198 .66842 .37787 .61207 .36115 
6.4 .28270 .77061 .39998 .69787 .38776 
6.6 .28347 .84707 .42188 1.10101 .46796 
6.8 .28428 .86625 .44266 .71992 .41700 
7.0 .28508 .82098 .46129 .82692 .44148 
7.2 .28584 .73465 .47656 .86553 .54487 
7.4 .28654 .63813 .48710 .51896 .44892 
7.6 .28713 .55095 .49158 .60173 .46855 
7.8 .28762 .48011 .48902 .54228 .56956 
8.0 .28799 .42558 .47934 .34898 .43061 
8.2 .28827 .38478 .46352 .41161 .44325 
8.4 .28846 .35476 .44351 .41480 .51813 
8.6 .28860 .33291 .42160 .27515 .37355 
8.8 .28871 .31722 .39997 .31912 .38079 
9.0 .28881 .30617 .38004 .36272 .43861 
9.2 .28893 .29869 .36273 .25556 .32526 
9.4 .28907 .29401 .34833 .27683 .32502 
9.6 . 28925 .29162 .33684 .33461 . .37849 
9.8 .28947 .29112 .32807 .27026 .30823 

10.0 .28971 .29250 .32176 .26055 .29197 
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Table 9 

Equivalent Stiffness Coefficient (I) 

Model Number 

Dimensionless 1 2 3 4 5 
Frequency 

0.2 .99216 .99142 .99291 .99258 .99384 
0.4 .97045 .96748 .97294 .96460 .97069 
0.6 .93924 .93262 .94334 .93258 .94334 
0.8 .90337 .89168 .90795 .89589 .91128 
1.0 .86658 .84841 .86994 .84456 .86673 
1.2 .83110 .80491 .83140 .80249 .82961 
1.4 .79792 .76197 .79335 .76654 .79723 
1.6 .76732 .71957 .75609 .71945 .75539 
1.8 .73923 .67725 .71945 .67206 .71538 
2.0 .71350 .63435 .68306 .63606 .68519 
2.2 .69004 .59015 .64644 .59692 .65104 
2.4 .66878 .54392 .60911 .53816 .60394 
2.6 .64981 .49494 .57059 .49105 .56880 
2.8 .63327 .44245 .53043 .45290 .53907 
3.0 .61934 .38570 .48820 .38446 .48507 
3.2 .60818 .32383 .44349 .31382 .43665 
3.4 .59987 .25591 .39592 .25997 .40277 
3.6 .59437 .18090 .34513 .19165 .34905 
3.8 .59150 .09756 .29079 .08551 .27998 
4.0 .59090 .00446 .23263 -.01095 .22966 
4.2 .59207 -.10007 .17046 -.06976 .18761 
4.4 .59442 -.21794 .10422 -.21951 .09398 
4.6 .59734 -.35132 .03407 -.39939 . .01261 
4.8 .60027 -.50203 -.03949 -.45142 -.00358 
5.0 .60272 -.67252 -.11551 -.63342 -.11538 
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Table 9 (continued) 

Equivalent Stiffness Coefficient (I) 

Model Number 

Dimensionless 1 2 3 4 5 
Frequency 

5.2 .60436 -.86295 -.19218 -.95806 -.21404 
5.4 .60500 -1.07024 -.26752 -1.02372 -.21180 
5.6 .60462 -1:28345 -.33806 -1.12635 -.31045 
5.8 .60334 -1.47569 -.39983 -1.66986 -.48709 
6.0 .60139 -1.59174 -.44759 -1.57461 -.38234 
6.2 .59906 -1.53691 -.47624 -1.11690 -.39657 
6.4 .59667 -1.19170 -.48062 -1.81001 -.62390 
6.6 .59454 -.49188 -.45606 .29483 -.40922 
6.8 .59292 .45401 -.39861 .69990 -.24374 
7.0 .59200 1.37950 -.30531 .23088 -.53016 
7.2 .59186 2.05695 -.17493 3.75966 -.16752 
7.4 .59274 2.42714 -.00936 2.16046 .21948 
7.6 .59371 2.54932 .18452 1.78276 -.13912 
7.8 .59539 2.50990 .34458 3:59031 .39339 
8.0 .59728 2.37816 .59985 2.16534 .86013 
8.2 .59912 2.19915 .78111 1.69312 .39861 
8.4 .60074 1.99916 .92194 2.52690 .91303 
8.6 .60197 1.79242 1.01356 1.78428 1.29019 
8.8 .60274 1.58588 1.05511 1.18877 .69847 
9.0 .60306 1.38236 1.05335 1.50918 .96005 
9.2 .60299 1.18237 1.01600 . 1.40646 1.36630 
9.4 .60268 .98516 .95166 .68190 .66738 
9.6 .60228 .78935 .86778 .60371 .64423 
9.8 .60199 .59483 .77024 1.06791 1.24822 

10.0 .60195 .39684 .66342 .22704 .47597 
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APPENDIX B 

Program Documentation and Listings 

I ritroduction 

Three programs have been written to calculate the results presented in this dissertation. 

Program TORIMP calculates the radiation impedance for a specified stress boundary condition 

at the source, TORIES calculates the radiation impedance for a specified displacement boundary 

condition, and TORAD calculates the radiation pattern for a stress boundary condition at the 

source. 

In this appendix each program is documented, input and output parameters are defined 

and the general purpose of each subroutine is described. 

In several cases a subroutine is used by two or all three programs to perform essentially 

the same function. However, there will often be minor. differences, so they should not be inter

changed. At the end of the appendix are complete listings of each main program and their 

respective subroutine packages. 

Program TORIMP 

Program TORIMP is used to calculate the torsional radiation impedance when the stress 

distribution at the source is specified. TORIMP either directly or indirectly uses the subroutines 

listed below: 

ADJZ, CALCBT, CALCEO, EULSBR, EULSBC, GAMMA, IMP, INTGRT, LIMIT, 

PROUT, PUOUT, QUANC8C, QUANC8R, REDIN, SINGUl, SINGU2, SINGU3, 

TEUL, ZEROES. 

It also makes use of the' following function subroutines: 

AJO, AJI, AJN, AJ32, AJM12, FUN, FUN2, FUN3, FUNZO . 

. Program Flow 
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The logical flow of TORIMP is outlined below. The particular routine that performs the 

stated function is listed and any subroutine that it calls is shown in parentheses. 

1. Input integration control parameters- TORIMP. 

2. Input model parameters - REDIN. 

3. Determine parameters that are independent of frequency. 

a. Locate zeroes of the Bessel function in f o(goj, the transform of the stress distribution 

- ZEROES, ADJZ. 

b. Calculate Eo from equations (3.20) and (3.21) - CALCEO, (EULSBR, QUANCSR, 

TEUL, FUN2, 'FUNZO, AJO, All, AJN, AJ32). 

c. Calculate fo from equations (3.l4) and (3.15), and calculateBr from equation (3.1S) -

CALCBT, (QUANCSR,. FUN3, AJO, All, AJN, AJM12). 

d. Calculate any parameters used in determining the mean angular displacement that are 

independent of frequency - TORIMP, SINGUl. 

4. Calculate radiation impedance at a set of frequencies. 

a. Determine locations of near singularities along path of integration for mean angular" 

displacement - SINGU2. 

b. Calculate number of half-cycles of Bessel function to be integrated before Euler 

transform is used - LIMIT. 

c. Perform integral in equation (3.22) to determine the mean angular displacement at 

this frequency - TORIMP, SINGU3, INTGRT, (EULSBC, QUANCSC, FUN, 

GAMMA, FUNZO, AJO, All, AJN, AJ32, TEUL). 

d. Calculate real and imaginary parts of the impedance function - IMP. 

5. Output model parameters and calculated impedance function. 

a. Printed output - PROUT. 
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b. Punched output - PUOUT. 

Subroutine Descriptions 

ADJZ: Adjusts the 'calculated locations of the zeroes of the Bessel function in the transform 

of a type 2 stress distribution; called by TORIMP. 

CALCBT:Calculates B{ from equation (3.18) and ro from equations (3.14) and (3.15). For 

stress type 1 the values are tabulated. For stress type 2 equation (3.15) is solved 

numerically. Called by TORIMP; calls QUANC8R . 

. CALCEO:Calculates Eo from equations (3.20) arid (3.21). For stress type 1 the values are tabu

lated. For stress type 2 equation (3.21) is solved numerically. Called by TORIMP; 

calls QUANC8R. If necessary it also calls EULSBR. 

EULSBR: Applies an Euler transform to the calculation of Eo if neces~ary; called by CALCEO; 

calls TEUL and QUANC8R. 

EULSBC: Applies an Euler transform to the calculation of the mean angular displacement, if 

necessary; called by TORIMP; calls TEUL and QUANC8C. 

GAMMA:Calculates the ratio of coefficients for the upgoing wave to downgoing wave in each 

layer from equation (2.11); called by FUN. 

IMP: Calculates the real and imaginary parts of the radiation impedance; called by 

TORIMP. 

INTGRT:lntegrates equation (3.22) over a half-cycle of the Bessel function in fo(~o); called by 

TORIMP; calls QUANC8C. 

LIMIT: Calculates the number of half-cycles that integration for the mean angular displace

ment will be carried out before an Euler transformation is employed; called by 

TORIMP. 

PROUT: Prints the input model parameters and the calculated values of R and I; called by 

TORIMP. 
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PUOUT: Punches the input model parameters and the calculated values of R and I; called by 

TORIMP. 

QUANC8C:A version of QUANC8 (Forsythe, et aI, 1977) modified for complex functions. 

Integrates a complex valued function between specified limits using an adaptive 8-

panel Newton-Cotes rule; called by INTGRT and EULSBC; calls FUN. 

QUANC8R:QUANC8 (Forsythe, et aI, 1977); integrates a real valued function between 

specified limits using an 'adaptive 8-panel Newton-Cotes rule; called by CALCEO and 

EULSBR; calls FUN2. Also called by CALCBT, in which case it calls FUN3. 

REDIN: Reads input model parameters and checks them for validity; called by TORfMP. 

SINGU1: Calculates minimum and maximum values of vsJ Vsl for the layered model and 

divides the interval between these two limiting values into 10 subdivisions; called by 

TORIMP .. 

SINGU2: Scales the limit and interval points calculated by SINGU1 to frequency; called by 

TORIMP. 

SINGU3: Splits the half-cycle over which integration is to be performed into subintervals if the 

half-cycle overlaps any of the range of near singularities determined by SINGU2; 

called by TORIMP. 

TEUL: Performs an Euler transformation on an input array of data; called by EULSBR or 

EULSBC. 

ZEROES: Calculates the zeroes of Bessel functions of the first kind of order 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

7 and 8 using tabulated values and McMahon's expansion (Abramowitz and Stegun, 

1970); also calculates the zeroes of J3/2; called by TORIMP. 

AJO: Calculates the value of Jo(z) for -3 < z < 00 using equations 9.4.1 and 9.4.3, page 

369, Abramowitz and Stegun (970); called by FUN, FUN2, FUN3, FUNZO and 

AJN. 
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An: Calculates the value of J 1 (z) for -3 < z < 00 using equations 9.4.4 and 9.4.6, page 

370,· Abramowitz and Stegun (1970); called by FUN3, FUNZO and AlN. 

AlN: Calculates the value of Jv(z) for -3<z<00 by calculating J 1(z) and Jo(z) and using 

a recursion formula; called by FUNJ and FUNZO; calls AlO and All. 

AB2: Calculates the value of J 3/2(Z) for O~z<oo; called by FUNZO. 

AlMI2: Calculates the value of J- 1/2(Z) for O~z<oo; called by FUN3. 

FUN: Calculates the value of the integrand in equation (3.22) for a given value of the 

integration variable; <;alled by QUANC8C; calls GAMMA, AlO and FUNZO. 

FUN2: Calculates the value of the integrand in equation (3.21) for a given value of the 

integration variable; called by QUANC8R; calls FUNZO. 

FUN3: Calculates the value of the integrand in equation (3.15) for a given value of the 

integration variable; called by QUANC8R; calls AlO, An, AlN and AlMI2. 

FUNZO: Calculates the value of the transform of the stress distribution, f o(~o), for a given 

value of ~o from equations (2.22) and (2.23); called by FUN2 and FUN; calls AlO, 

An, AlN and AB 2. 

Program Input 

Parameters read by TORIMP: 

TOL: Error tolerance for all integrations. Contributjon to total integral due to last half-cycle 

integrated must be less than TOL % (typically 0.01 %). 

NEU: Number of terms to be used in the Euler transform, limited to a maximum of 15. 

NINF: Number of impedance models to be run. 

Parameters read by REDIN: 

NTYPE: Type of stress distribution used for the source; must be 1 or 2. 

NU: Value of the parameter II in equations for possible stress distributions; must be -1, 0, 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6. For NU = -1 a value of 11= -1/2 is used. For all other cases 
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II = NU. 

BF: Value of parameter b in the equation for stress type 2; BF > O. 

NLA Y: Number of layers in the model including the lower half-space; 1 ~ NLA Y ~ 20. 

NA: Number of frequencies at which the impedance is to be calculated; 1 ~ NA ~ 200. 

DAMP: The imaginary part of the complex shear modulus is proportional to frequency to the 

DAMP power. For hysteretic damping DAMP = 0; for Voigt damping DAMP = 1. 

AMAX: Maximum frequency at which impedance function is to be calculated. Impedance will 

be calculated at regularly spaced frequencies between 0 and AMAX. 

VS(L): Array of shear wave velocities (m/sec) for each layer in the model starting with the 

surface layer. If NLA Y = N there should be N values of VS input. 

DENS(L):Array of densities (kg/m3) for each layer in the model starting with the surface layer. 

H(L): 

If NLAY = N there should be N values of DENS input. 

Array of thicknesses of each layer in the model above the lower half-space, in terms 

of baseplate radii, starting at the surface. If NLA Y = N, there should be N-1 values 

of H input. 

PSI(L): Array of damping constants (Chapter 2) in each layer in the model starting with the 

surface layer; typically less than 0.5. If NLA Y = N there should be N values of PSI 

input. 

Table 10 contains a list of the input parameters, the formats under which they are input, 

and shows the structure of the input data deck. 

For each of VS, DENS and PSI there should be NLA Y values input. This may require from 1 

to 3 cards each depending on whether NLAY ~ 8, 8 < NLAY ~ 16, or NLAY > 16. For H 

there should be NLAY-1 values input. If NLAY = 1 no H values are input"and the card con

taining PSI (1) immediately follows the DENS (1) card. 

Program Output 
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Table 10 

Input Format - TORIMP 

Routine Card # Parameters Format Comments 

1 TOL,NEU E10.3.I5 At beginning 
TORIMP 

2 NINF 15 of input. 

1 NTYPE,NU,BF 215,E10.3 
For each 

2 NLAY,NA,DAMP,AMAX 215,2E10.3 

"3" VS(L) ·8E10.3 
REDIN of NINF 

"4" DENS(L) 8E10.3 

"5" H(L) 8ElO.3 
models. 

"6" PSI(L) 8E10.3 

Last At end 
TORIMP NINF<O 15 

card of input. 

Both printed and punched output is produced. The following input parameters are output: 

NTYPE, NU, BF, NLAY, NA, DAMP, AMAX, VS(L), DENS(L), H(L), PSI(L). 

For definitions see Progrpm Input for TORIMP. 

The remaining output parameters are defined below. 

FREQ(IA):The NA values of frequency at which the impedance was calculated. 

RIMP(IA):The NA values of the equivalent damping coefficient (R). 

CIMP (IA) :The N A values of the equivalent stiffness coefficient (I). 

The output parameters listed above are both printed and punched. The formats for punch

ing the input parameters are those listed in Table 10. The arrays FREQ, RIMP and CIMP are 

each punched using an 8ElO.3 format. 
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Program TORIES 

Program TORIES is used to calculate the torsional radiation impedance when the displace

ment distribution at the source is specified. TORIES either directly or indirectly uses the sub

routines listed below: 

CALCBT, CJN, DJ, EULSBC, GAMMA, GRULE, IMPI, INTGRT, KSTAR, LEGND, 

LIMIT, PROUT, PUOUT, QUANC8C, REDIN, SINGUI, SINGU2, SINGU3, TEUL, 

ZEROC . 

. }t also uses the following function subroutines: 

FUN, GFUN. 

Program Flow 

The logical flow of TORIES is outlined below. The particular routine that performs the 

stated function is listed and any subroutine that it calls is shown in parentheses. 

1. Input integration control parameters - TORIES. 

2. Input model parameters - REDIN 

J. -Determine parameters that are independent of frequency. 

a. Calculate abscissas and weights for Gaussian integration in equation (3.38) - GRULE. 

b. Calculate the values of Legendre polynomials at the abscissa values - LEGND. 

c. Calculate the right hand side of the system of linear equations (3.35) - OJ, (GFUN). 

d. Calculate B/ - CALCBT 

e. Calculate locations of singularities due to each layer - SINGUI. 

4. Calculate the radiation impedance at a set of frequencies. 

a. Determine locations of singularities along path of integration by scaling results of 

SINGUI to frequency - SINGU2. 

b. Calculate the N + 1 by N + 1 array on the left hand side of equation (3.35) - KST AR, 

CJN, (ZEROC, LIMIT, SINGU3, INTGRT, EULSBC, QUANC8C, TEUL, FUN, 
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GAMMA). 

c. Invert the N + 1 by N + 1 matrix - LEQ2C. 

d. Calculate real and imaginary parts of the impedance function - IMPI 

5. Output model parameters and calculated impedance function. 

a. Printed output - PROUT. 

b. Punched output - PUOUT. 

Subroutine Descriptions 

The following subroutines are identical to those with the same names used in TORIMP. A 

discussion of these routines may be found in Subroutine Descriptions for TORIMP: 

QUANC8C, TEUL, SINGUI, SINGU2, SINGU3. 

Subroutines SINGUI, SINGU2 and SINGU3 are called by TORIES. The remaining subroutines 

listed above are called by KST AR. 

The following subroutines perform the same functions as those with the same names in 

TORIMP but have undergone slight internal modifications: 

GAMMA, PROUT, PUOUT, REDIN. 

Subroutine GAMMA is called by FUN. The other three subroutines are called by TORIES. 

Three other subroutines (EULSBC, INTGRT, and LIMIT) perform the same function in 

TORIES as they do in TORIMP, however their descriptions must be modified since they apply 

to different equations. EULSBC applies an Euler transform to the calculation of K~ if neces

sary. INTGRT performs the integration in equation (3.44) over a half-cycle of the cosine func

tions. LIMIT calculates the number of half-cycles that integration of K~ will be. carried out 

before an Euler transform is applied. All three of these subrQutines are called by KSTAR. 

The subroutines distinct to program TORIES are described below. 

CJN: Calculates the elements ejll of the E matrix using equations (3.36) and (3.38); called 

by TORIES. 
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CALCBT:Calculates B{ values as shown in Table 3; called by TORIES. 

DJ: Calculates the terms in the right hand side of equation (3.35) from equation (3.33) 

using M point Gaussian integration; called by TORIES; calls GFUN. 

GRULE: Calculates abscissas and weights of M point Gauss - Legendre integration rule (Davis 

and Rabinowitz, 1975); called by TORIES. 

IMPI: Calculates the real and imaginary parts of the impedance function; called by TORIES. 

KSTAR: Calculates the elements of the K~ array as defined by equation (3.44); called by 

TORIES; calls ZEROC, LIMIT, SINGU3, INTGRT and EULSBC. 

LEG ND: Calculates the values" of the first N + 1 normalized Legendre polynomials at the 

abscissa values determined by GRULE; called by TORIES. 

LEQ2C: Inverts"the complex matrix E. This is a subroutine in the IMSL subroutine package at 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Some other routine will have to be substituted for it. 

A copy of this subroutine is not provided; called by TORIES. 

ZEROC: Calculate the zeroes of the cosine functions in equation (3.44); called by KSTAR. 

FUN: Calculates the values of the integrands in equation (3.44); called by QUANC8C; calls 

GAMMA. 

"GFUN: Calculates the values of the integrand in equation (3.33); called by DJ. 

Program Input 

Parameters read by TORIES: 

The input parameters TOL, NEU and NINF are read by TORIES and perform the same 

functions in this program as they do in TORIMP. For definitions refer to Program Input for 

TORIMP. 

Parameters read by REDIN: 

" The following parameters read by RED IN are the same as those read by subroutine 

REDIN for TORIMP: 
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NLAY, NA, DAMP, AMAX, YS(L), DENS(L), H(L), PSI(L). 

Definitions of these parameters may be found in Program Input for TORIMP. 

The followihg additional parameters are read by subroutine REDIN: 

IWCH: Type of displacement distribution used for the source; must be 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 

corresponding to v in equation (2.50). 

N: N + 1 is the number of terms in the series of normaiized Legendre polynomials (start

ing with Po) used to approximate the unknown in equation (3 .. 29.0. N is the upper 

limit on the sum in equation (3.30); N ~ O. 

M: The number of points in the Gaussian quadrature used to calculate cill from equation 

(3.38); M ~ 1. 

AMIN: The lower limit on the range of frequencies for which impedance calculations are to 

be made. Impedances will be calculated at the NA equally spaced frequencies starting 

at AMIN + STEP and ending at AMAX where STEP = (AMAX - AMIN)/NA. 

Table 11 contains a list of the input parameters, the input formats used and shows the 

structure of the input data deck. 

Program Output 

Both printed and punched output is produced. The following input parameters are output: 

IWCH, N, M, NLAY, NA, DAMP, AMAX, AMIN, YS(L), DENS(L), H(L), PSI(L). 

For definitions, see Program Input for TORIES and for TORIMP. 

The remaining parameters that are output are FREQ(IA), RIMPOA), and CIMP(IA) 

which are defined in Program Output for TORIMP. 

The output parameters listed above are both printed and punched. The formats used for 

punching the input parameters are those listed in Table 11. The arrays FREQ, RIMP and CIMP 

are each punched using an 8EI0.3 format. 
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Table 11 

Input Format - TORIES 

Routine Card # Parameters Format Comments 

1 TOL,NEU EIO.3,IS At beginning 
TORIES· 

2 NINF' 15 of input. 

1 IWCH,N,M 315 

NLA Y,NA,DAMP For each 
2 2IS,ElO.3 

AMAX,AMIN 

REDIN "3" VS(L) SElO.3 
of NINF 

"4" " DENS(L) SElO.3 

"5" H(L) SElO.3 
models. 

"6" PSI(L) SElO') 

Last At end 
TORIES NINF<O IS 

card of input. 

Program TORAD 

Program TORAD calculates the torsional radiation pattern at a specified diStance and fre

quency when the stress distribution at the source is given. TORAD either directly or indirectly 

uses the subroutines listed below: 

ADJZ, ADJZP, COEFF, DISPL, GAMMA, INTERL, INTGRT, PROUT, PUOUT, 

QUANCSC, REDIN, SINGUl, SINGU2, SINGU3, WHICH, ZERAJ1, ZEROES. 

It "also uses the following function subroutines: 

AJO, AJ1,AJN, AJ32, FUN, FUNZO. 

Program Flow' 

The logical flow of TORAD is outlined below. The particular routine that performs the 

stated function is listed and any subroutines that it calls is shown in parentheses. 
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1. Input integration control parameters - TORAD. 

2. Input model parameters - REDIN 

3. Determine parameters that are independent of angle 9. 

a. Locate the zeroes of the Bessel function in fo(~o), the transform of the stress distribu

tion - ZEROES, ADlZ. 

b. Calculate any parameters used in determining the displacement at a point that are 

independent of the location of the point, including the locations of singularities in the 

path of integration - TORAD, SINGU1, SINGU2. 

4. Calculate the displacement at a given distance and frequency for a set of angles below the 

surface. 

a. Determine which layer the observation point is in - WHICH. 

b. Calculate the zeroes of J, (~o,ro) in equation (5.7) - ZERAll, ADlZP. 

c. Interlace zeroes of J, (~o,ro) and zeroes of Bessel function in fo(~o) - INTERL. 

d. Perform the integral in equation (5.7) to determine the displacement at this point -

TORAD, SINGU3, INTGRT, (QUANC8C, FUN, COEFF, FUNZO, GAMMA, AlO, 

All, AlN, Al32). 

e. Calculate magnitude and phase of the displacement - DISPL. 

5. Output model parameters and calculated displacements. 

a. Printed output - PROUT. 

b. Punched output - PUOUT. 

Subroutine. Descriptions 

. The following subroutines are identical to those with the same names used in TORIMP. A 

discussion of these routines may be found in Subroutine Descriptions for TORIMP. 

ADlZ, INTGRT, QUANC8C, SINGUl, SINGU2, SINGU3, ZEROES, AlO, All, AlN, 

AJ32, FUNZO. 
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Subroutines ADJZ, INTGRT,. SINGUl, SINGU2, SINGU3 and ZEROES are called by 

TORAD. Subroutine QUANC8C is called by INTGRT. Function subroutines AJO, AJI, AJN, 

AJ32 and FUNZO are called by FUN. In this case INTGRT is used to perform the integral in 

equation (5.7) for the displacement. 

The following subroutines perform the same functions as those with the same names in 

TORIMP but have undergone slight internal modifications: 

. GAMMA, PROUT, PUOUT, REDIN. 

Subroutine GAMMA is called by FUN. The other three subroutines are called by TORAD. 

Instead of impedances, PROUT and PUOUT output displacement magnitude and phase. 

The subroutines distinct to program TORAD are described below. 

ADJZP: Adjusts the locations of the zeroes calculated by ZERAJI for J 1 in equation (5.7) to 

take the radial distance, ro into account; called by TORAD. 

COEFF: Recursively calculates the coefficients for the upgoing and downgoing waves in each 

layer starting at the surface using equations (2.18); called by FUN. 

DISPL: Calculates the displacement magnitude and phase; called by TORAD. 

INTERL: Interlaces the zeroes of the Bessel function in f o(~o) and those of J 1 (~oro) in equa

tion (5.7); called by TORAD. 

WHICH: Determines which layer the observation point is in and calculates the depth of the 

observation point within that layer; called by TORAD. 

ZERAJ1: Calculates the zeroes of J 1 (z); together with ADJZP it determines the zeroes of 

J 1 (~oro); called by TORAD. 

FUN: Calculates the value of the integrand in equation (5.7); called by QUANC8C; calls 

COEFF, GAMMA and FUNZO. 

Program Input 

Parameters read by TORAD: 
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The input parameters TOL and NINF are read by TORAD and .perform the same func

tions in this program as they do in TORIMP. For definitions refer to Program Input for 

TORIMP. 

Parameters read by REDIN: 

The following parameters read by RED IN are the same as those read by subroutine 

REDIN for TORIMP: 

NTYPE, NU, BF, NLAY, DAMP, VS(L), DENS(L), H(L), PSI(L). 

Definitions of these parameters may be found in Program Input for TORIMP. 

The following additional parameters are read by subroutine RED IN: 

NT: Number of angles between 0° and TMAX at which the displacement is to be calcu

lated; NT ~ 1 .. 

TMAX: The maximum angle, in degrees, at which the displacement is to be calculated; typi

cally 90 0
• 

R: Distance from the center of the source (spherical coordinates) at which the radiation 

pattern is to be calculated. 

AO. The dimensionless frequency for .which the radiation pattern is to be calculated. 

Table 12 contains a list of the input parameters, the input formats used and shows the 

structure of the input data deck. 

Program Output 

Both printed and punched output is produced. The following input parameters are output: 

NTYPE, NU, BF, NLAY, NT, DAMP, TMAX, R, AO, VS(L), DENS(L), H(L), PSI(L). 

For definitions see Program Input for TORAD and TORIMP. 

The remaining parameters that are output are described below: 

THET (IT): The NT + 1 values of the angle e between the surface and a line through the source 

and observation point for which displacements were calculated; measured in 
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Table 12 

Input Format - TORAD 

Routine Card # Parameters Format 

1 TOL E10.3 
TORAD 

2 NINF 15 

1 NTYPE,NU,BF 215,E10.3 

NLAY,NT,DAMP 
2 215,4E10.3 

TMAX,R,AO 

REDIN 
"3" VS(L) 8E10:3 

"4" DENS(L) 8E1O.3 

"5" H(L) 8E10.3 

"6" PSI(L) 8E1O.3 

Last 
TORAD NINF<O 15 

Card 

degrees. 

DISPM (IT) :The NT + 1 values of the displacement magnitude. 

DISPP(IT): The NT + 1 values of the displacement phase. 
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Comments 

At beginning 

of input. 

For each 

of NINF 

models. 

At end 

. of input. 

Nbte that the displacement magnitudes are raw magnitudes. In plotting radiation patterns it is 

useful to normalize the magnitudes to the largest calculated magnitude, so that the normalized 

magnitudes vary between 0 and 1. 

The output parameters listed above are both printed and punched. The formats used for 

punching the input parameters are those listed in Table 12. The arrays THET, DISPM and 

DISPP are each punched using an 8E10.3 format. 
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Program TORIMI' Listing 



C 

PROGR4H TORIMP (I~PUT,OUTPUT,PJNCH) 

EXTERNAL FU~,~JO,~Jl,AJ~.AJ32,FUN2,FUN3,FUNZO 
CO"PL~~ OM,4~UC,A~OSM2,~~TMU.FUN,PESUlT,SU~,OK1 

REAL H, HZ 

c····················································· ........•......... 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

AUTHOR ••• GEOFFREY A. DOB 
ENGINlEFING G~OSCIENC£ 
u~IVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
8E~~ELEY. CALIFORNIA 9~720 

REVISED ••• JUNE 1980 

c····················································· ................. . 
C 
C PURPOSE ... 
C 
C PRO~R~M TOP.I~P ~AlC~LATlS THE RADIATION I~PEO~NCE OF A TORSIONAL 

C VIBRATOR O~E' PlANE-lAYEREa ANElASTIC MEDIA, hHlRE T~E SOURCE IS 
C SPECIFIEO IN TERMS OF A STReSS OISTRIBUTIO~ ON TM~ SU~FACE OF THE 
C "EOIUM. 
C 
c····················································· ..... ~ •.........•. 
C 
C 

c 

c 

COMMON/G1/AKOSHZ(20'.RATHU(20'.HZ'2J),Nl~Y.NlAVM 
CC"MON/F1/NJ.SF,NTYP~ 
COMMON/HElP/PIC2 
r.OMMON/INPT/NA.OAMP,A~Ax.VS(2n),~EN~'20),H(20',PSII20) 
~O~M~N/OTPT/FREQ(200',~1~PIZCn),CI"~IZOD) 
COMMONI PTOT IF.RI~g (2ilD ,S I ,CCI'1P(2DD, 5) 
DIMENSION D~(ZCI.A'1UC(2C' 
DIMENSICN AJZI2001,AMU(20),PVR(20).VR~T2(20' 
DIMENSION SINGI6D) 
DIMENSION ASI601,AlM(6D) 

PI=~.O·ATANll.DI 
PI02=PII2.C 

C INPUT I~TEGRATICN CONTRCl PAFAMETERS 
C 

READ &O~.TOL,Nf~ 
IF (~cU.GT.151 NEU=15 

c 
C INPUT MODEL PARA~ETERS 
C 

C 

22 CONTINUE 
READ 1,NINF 
IF (NINF.GT.5) PFINT 2 
IF (NINF.lE.O.OR.NINF.GT.S) STOP 
PRINT 710. NI NF 
00 203 NF~H=l,NINF 

CAll REJIN (NlAY) 

C PARAMETER INITIAlIZATICN 
C 

IF (NU.GE.O' NN:NU+2 
IF INU.LT.O) NN=NL: 
CAll ZEROES (NN.AJZ) 
NZ1=20D 
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C 

C 

C 

c 

C 

720 

10 

8 
13 

IF (NTYPf. ~Q.2' CALL AOJZ (AJZ, NZ1' 
C~LL CALCED (AJZ.fO.NZ1' 
:ALL CAL:3T (EO.ST.GO' 
DA=AMAX ItlA 
NLAYM=NLA,/,-l 
SHEAR MODULUS AND RATIOS OF SHEAR VELOCITIES 
DO 720 L=l.NLAY 

AMU(LI=~S(L'··2·DE~S(L' 
VRATZ(LI=(VS(l'/VSCL»)--Z 

CO~THUE 
DAMP! /l.G 
00 11) IL=l.NLAY 

PV~CIL'=PSI(IL'·(VS(l'/VS(ILl'··OA~P 
com I ~U:: 
LAYERING 
IF (NLA'.EO.l' GO TO 13 
00 a IL=~. NLAY" 

PlZ(IU=Z.O-H(ILt 
COr-tTHUE 
CO~TI t\IJE. 
LOCATE SINGULAFITIES 
CALL SINGUl (VS,NLAY,SING.ICTl 

C LOOPFO~ OI~ENSIONLESS FkEQLENCY 
C 

c 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

c 
c 

5 

Cj 

11 

00 3 IA=l~ NA 
AO=IA·UA 
F RE Q (IA) :A 0 
A02=AO··2· 
DAMPING 
00 5 IL=l,hLt.Y 
T~ETM=FVR(ILI·AO··OAMP 
OH(ILI=CHPLX(1.0,iHETH) 
AMUC(!LI=AMUCIL'-OH(ILI 
AKOSMZ(IL'=AOZ-V~ATZ(IlJ/O~(Il) 

CONTINUE 
LOCATE SIr-tGULARITI~S 

:ALL SI~GUZ (AO,SING.ICT.A9l 
CALCULATE INTL If'! 
CALL LI~IT (ICT,AB,AJZ.INTLIHI 
IF CINTLIM.GT.NZ1' INTLIH=NZl 
SHEAR MOO~LUS PATIOS 
IF (NLAY'.EQ.ll GO TO 11 
00 9 IL=1.NLAYf'! 

I Pl=IL+l 
RATMU(IL'=AM~CCIF1'/A~UC(IL' 

CONTINUE 
CONTINU~ 
8=0.0 
SUM=C~PLXCO.O,D.O' 
PCH=O.O 

INTEGRATION LOOP - INTEGRATE SEVE~AL HALF-CYCLES BEYOND 
LA~GEST SINGULARITY 

00 601 t=1,INTlIH 
A=8 
ihAJZ(I) 
OETER~INE. AND LOCATE SUBINTERVALS DUE TO SING~LA~ITIES 
CALL SINGU3 (ICT,AB,A,B,ALH,ITOTI 
INTEG~ATE BETWEEN A AND B 
CALL INTGRT (AlH,ITOTt~ESULT' 
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C 

IF lX.EO,!) GO TO 651 
FCH:=A9S(RE~L(~(SULT/SU~» 
PCHZ=ABS(AIMAG(RlSULT/SUH») 
PCH=A~AX1(PCH1,PC~2'·10D.O 

651 SUM=SU~~RES~LT 
C IF PE~CENT CrANGE IN TOTAL INTEGRAL (PCH) IS SMALL ENOUGH, 
C ACCEPT THE PESULT (SUM' FO~ THIS Ff<~QUENCY AN) ItROCE!D TO 
C THE NlXT FRlQ~ENCY. 

IF (PCH,L£.TOL,A~r,I,GT,l' GO TO 602 
601 CONTINUi.: 

C IF NECESSARY. US( EULER TRANSFO~"ATION TO CBTAIN HORE ACCURATE 
C SOLUTION 

CALL EULS9C (INTLI~,A,a,su~,NEU.AJZ,TOL,NZ1' 
602 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATE NOFHALIZE~ REAL AND IMAGINARY PA~TS rr THE I~PEDA~CE 
DH1=DH U, 
CALL I~o (SU~,eT,~C,GO.AO,D~l,REI~P,CIIMP' 
RIHP II A' =1\( II"P 
CIMP(!l.1 =CII~P 

C LOAD A~lAYS FO~ PLOTING 
R~I~P(IA,NFAM'=~IHP(IA' 
CCI~P(IA.NFAM'=CIHP(IA) 

3 CONTI NUE 
C PRINT OUT ~OuEL AND P.ESULTS 

CA~L PROUT (NLAY' 
C PUNCH OUT ~CDEL AND RlSULTS 

CALL puour (NLAY' 

C 

203 CONTINUE 
GO TO 22 

• FORMAT US', 
, FORHAT (I,1lC •• Nlt-.F IS GRUTE." THlIN 5·) 

60&0 FORMAT (UD. 3. IS' 
710 FOR~lIT (lHl,II,lX,-THIS FAMILY CO~TAINS·.I5.2X,."OOELS.' 

ENO 

SL'S~CiJfINE ACJZ UJZ.NZ1' 

C AOJZ ADJUSTS THE CALCWLATEC LOCATIONS OF ZEROES CF THE 8ESSEL FUNCTIO~ 
C IN THE TRANSFOPM OF A T'P~ 2 STRESS JISTRIBUTION. CALLED BY TORI~P. 
C 

DIMF.~SION AJZ(2DDI 
C O~~ONI Fl/NJ. SF. NTY Pf 
1:::'=0 
SF2=3F·-2 
DO 1 1=1,200 

Z=AJZ UI 
If (Z.LE.BF) GO TO Z 
ICT=ICT+l 
AJZ(ICT'=SQRT(Z··2-BF2' 

2 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 

NZ1=ICT . 
IST=I:::T+1 
IF (1ST.GT.2eO) FlTU~N 
CO 3 1=1ST,200 

AJZ(1':1.DE+1D 
3 CONTINUE 

RE'TUr;N 
E'NO 
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C 

SUBROUTINE CALCBT (EO,9T,GC' 
EXTERNAL FU~3 

C CALcaT CALCULAT~S BT AND GU (sr~TIC IHPEDA~Cf AND TorAl TORQUE, 
C RESPECfIJELY), CALlED ~y TORIMP. 
C 

C 

COHHON/FI/NJ.9F,NTY~E 

DIMENSION e~T(e),G01(6' 
DATA (B9T(I),I=l,6'/l.6q7652126,l.3D3D18C2E,C.9~E2q66Dnq, 

1 Q.7713613~77,J.663q~26305,D.58990D3D63,D.5351U78~29. 
Z O.~92;5SQiQ~1 

DATA (G01(I',I=1,8'/-~.18679~Z05.-1.57a7~63Z7,-O.523!9!7156, 
1 -O.Z617993678.-0.15707963Z7,-0.10~7197551. 
Z -0.07~79se250~,-O.D5f099866ell 

C FOR STRESS TY~f 1 Er IS TABULATEJ 
C 

C 

IF (~TYPE.EJ.2) GO TO 1 
IF (NU.EQ.-l) GO::G01(1' 
IF (NU.EO.-l) BT=99T(1' 
IF OW.EO.-1) RETURN 
NPZ=NU"Z 
GO=GOl (/l:P2) 
BT=99T(~PZ' 
RE.TU"N 

C FO~ STRESS TY~E 2, CALCULATE 9T 
C 

1 CONTINUE 
ABSEJ;.It::l.0E-06 
RHER~=O.C 
FI=~.O·ATAN( 1. 0' 
5UI1=0.0 
8=0.0 
AI1AX=1.0 
IF (NU.EQ.-l' AHAX::0.999 

C SFlIT I~T~RVAl 0 TO 1 I~TO SU6INTERVALS, THE N~HBER OF WHICH IS 
C A FUNCTION OF BF. 

C 

NSTEP=INT(BF"1.0) 
STE P=AI1 AX I NS TE.? 
00 601 I=l,!IISTEP 

A=B 
B=I-STEP 
CALL QUANCeR (FUN3.A,e,AeSE~R.RELERR.~ESULT,lR~EST,NOFUN.FLAG) 
IF (FLAG.NE.D.D) PRINT Z,I,A,B,ER~EST.NOFUN,fLAG 

SUt1=Sl!I1.~::SULT 
601 CONTINUE 

IF (NU.EO.-1) S~M=SUH+(1.0-A~AX)-FUN3(A~AX) 
G02==-2.0-PI-SUI1 
GO=G02 
BT=GOZI (EO·PI) 
I<ETURN 

2 FORHAT (11,1X,·INTEG. ro~ GO AND 9T·,1,1~,.STEP NO. :: -,I5,/,lX, 
1-A :: -,£1S.8.10X.-S == .,E15.8,I,lX,·ER~£ST :: -,(15.8,I,lX, 
Z-NOFUN = .,I5.I,lX,-FLAG = -,Fl0.~' .. 

END 
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Sl:BROUTINE CALCEO (AJZ,EO,NZ1) 
ExT£i;.NAL FUNl 

C 
C CALC~O CALCULATES EO (~EAN ANGULAR OISPLACE"ENT FO 0 F~EOUENCY AND 
C AN UNDAMPED HlLF-SPACE. FC~ TYPE 1 AND TYPf Z ST~ESS OISTRIaUTIONS, 
C CALLED BY TOR!~P. 
C 

COMHON/F1/N~,eF,NTYPE 
OIHE~SIOh E:O(6.,AJZ(ZOQ),TAP(~001 

DAr A (EEO (1) ,1=1,81/-0.7653981 E34,-0.'38 3721;5~5f,-O.11&1 H1819, 
1 -O.10S0341051,-O.0753C16~S~l,-0.05E~OE723'2,-Q.044494'1316, 

2 -0.03625383731 
C 
C FOR STKESS TYPE 1 EO IS TABULATED 
C 

C 

IF (NTYPE.EO.2) GO TO 1 
IF (NU.EQ.-l) EO=EEO(!' 
IF (NU.EO.-1l IU.TU~N 
NF2=NU+2 
EO=E~0(t.:P2) 

"HUI=N 

C FOR STRESS TyPE Z, CALCUL.TE lO 
C 

1 CONTINUE 
ABSERP.=1.0E.-OS 
F!E.LEI1~=O.O 

I NT L.IM= 10 
SU~=O.O 
B=D.O 
PCI1=O.O 
TOL.=O.OOl 
NEJ=10 
DO 601 I=l,INTLIt-I 

A=B 
B=AJZ(I) 
CALL QUANC8R (FUN2,A,e,ABSERR,RELERR,RESULT,lRREST,NOFUN,FLAG. 
IF (FLAG.NE.O.O) PRINT 2,I,A,B,ER~~ST,~OFUN,FLAG 
IF (I.EO.l) GO TO &51 
PCH=ABS(RESULT/SUM,4100.0 

&51 SU~=SU~+R~SULT 
IF (PCH.LT.TOL..AN~.I.GT.l) GO TO &02 

&01 COtrrINUE 
C EULEF T~ANSFOFHATION 

C 

CAL.L EULSBR (INTL.IH,A,6,SUH,NEU,AJZ,TOL,NZ1' 
&02 CONTINUE 

EO=SU"'·Z .0 
RETUPN 

2 FORHAT (1I,lX,.INTEG. FC~ fJ IN CALCEO.,I,1X,.~T£P NO. = 4,I5,I,lX 
1,·' = ·,£1~.e.10x,4B = 4,~15.~,I,1X,.ER~EST = 4,E15.8,I,lX, 
Z4NOFUN = .,IS,I,lX,·FL4G = ·,Fla.~) 

ENO 
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C 

SUBRJUTINE ~ULS2R (IND.A.B,SUH~N£U.AJZ,TCL,NZ1) 
E)( fE RNt.L FU'42 

C EULSBR APPLIES AN EULfR T~ANSFORM TO T~~ CALCULATION OF EO IF 
C NECESSARY, CALLED BY CALC~D. 

C 
DIMENSION AJZ(2DC),fAPllS1 
f PS = i 0 L· D .01 
A9SERR=1.0~-Oe. 
~HERr;:=O. C 

2 CONTINUE 
SUI1T=SIJI'! 
IST= INO.1 
INO=I:iTtNEU-l 
ICT=D 
IF IINO.GT .NZ1) P~INT It 
IF (ttIO.GT.~Zll HTU~N 
DO 1 I=IST,IND 

ICT=ICTtl 
A=S 
B=AJZ II' 
:ALL QU'N:e~ IFUN2,A,E,A6SER',~ELERR,~[SULT.l~REST.NOFUN.FLAG' 
IF (FLAG .... E.D.O) PRln 5,I,A,B,EIU::ST,NOFUN,FLAG 
PCH=ABS(R::SULT/SU~T'·l~C.D 
SUMT=SUI'lTtRESUl T 
IF (PCH.LE.TOL' SUH=SUHT 
IF (PCH.L~.TOL' I<EiURN 
TAPIICT)=USULT 

1 CONTINUE 
C APPLY EULER TRANSFC;" TG CALCULATED VALUES 

CALL TEUL (T~P,TOR,NcU,EPS,IEP) 

c 

IF (I::I<..EO.O) GO TO 3 
SUM=SUHT ' 
GO TO Z 

3 CONTINUE 
.SUI1=SUHtTQ~ 
RETU~N 

~ FO;~AT (/,l(,-REQ~IR~D ACClP~Cf NOT REACH~D BY EULER EXPANSION IN 
lEO CALCUL~TION·' 

5 FORHAT (1I,l~,-INTEG. FO~ ED IN EULSBR·,I,1X,-STEP NO. = .,ISt/,1X 
1,"A = .,E15.e,lDX,"e = 4,E15.8,I,lt,-ERREST = 4,£1!.8,I,lX, 
Z4NOFUN = .,IS,I,lX,.FLAG = -,Fl0.1t' 

END 
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c 

SUBROUTINE EULSSC (IHO.A,S,SUM,NEU,AJZ,TCL~NZ1) 
EXrHNAL FU-4 
COMPLEX FUN,~UM.SU~r.PESULT 

C EULS~C APPLIES AN EULER TRANSFO~~ TO THE ·CALCULATION OF THE ~EAN 
C ANGULA~ OISP~~CEMENT, IF ~ECESSA~Y, CALLED BY TO~IKP. 
C 

OIME~SICN ~JZCZDC),TAP~C15"TAPI(15' 

E PS = TO L - 0 • 01 
ABSERR=1.0E-Oe 
RELERR= 0 •. 0 

2 CONTINUE 
SUMT=SUM 
IST=INO·1 .:: 
INO=ISf+NEU-l 
ICT=O 

'IF (INO.GT.NZ1) PRINT ~ 
IF (INO.GT.NZ1) FETURN 
DO 1 I=IST,INO 

ICT=ICT+1 
A=S 
B=AJZCI) 
CALL Qt.:tIi:ec (rUN,A, £I, ABSERP, RELtR~, P,ESUL T .H.Rf ST. NOFUN,FLAG) 
If (FLAG.~E.O.O' P~INT 5,I,A,3,ER~EST,~OFUN,fLAG 
~CH1=A85C~:AL(~ESULT/St.:~T») . 
PCHZ=A8SCAIMAG(RESULT/SU~T)1 
PCH=A~~Xl(PCH1,PCH2)·100.0 

SU~T=SU~T.f£SULT 
IF (PCH.LE.TOL) SU~=SUMr 

IF CPCH.L~.TOl) HTURto. 
TAP~(ICT)=~£AL(KESULr) 

TAPICICT)=AIHAGC~ESULT) 
1 CONTINUE 

C APPLY EULE~ T~ANSFO~H TO ~EAL AN~ IHAGINAQY PAkTS 
CALL TEUL (rAPR,TORS,NEU,~PS,IERR) 

c 

CALL TEUL crAPI ,lOIS ,NEU ,EPS, rEPU 
IF 'IE~~.EQ.O.AND.IERI.EQ.O' GO TO 3 
SUI1=SU,",l 
GO TO 2 

3 CONTINUE 
CADD=CMPLX(rORS,TOIS) 
SUH=SCIHCAOO 
RErURN 

~ FORMAT (/,lX,-REQUIRED ACCU~ACY NCT REACHED BY EULER TRANSFORM-) 
5 FORMAT (II,H,-It.TEG.FOR IMpED. Hi EULSSC-,I,H,-STEP NO. =-,15,1 

1,l1.,-A = -,E15.8,10X,-S = -.E15.8,I,1X,-ERREST = -,E1S.S,/,1X. 
Z-NOFUN = -,I5,I,lX,-FLAG = -,F1C.~) 

EN:! 
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C 

SUBROUTINE ~AMMA tZ, 
~EAL HZ . 
COHPLEX AK03MZtR~THU.EPSt3ETAtBETAOtALPWA,KAFPA,NU~,OEN,GAH,GAHO 
COHPL~X CP,~WR,RAT 

C GAMMA CALCULATES THE RATle Of COEfFICIENTS fCR THE UPGOING WAVE TO 
C THE OOWNGOING WAVE IN EACr. LAYER, CAllEJ BY FUN. 
C 

COHHON/G1/A(OSM2(ZO"kAT"~(20',~ZI20"NlAy,NlA~H 
CCHHON/GZIB!TAIZO',GAHIZO,' . 
Z2=Z··Z 
BETAINLAY'=CSQ~TIZZ-A~OS~ZCNlAY" 

IF CREALC8ETAINlAY".LT.O.O' BETACNlAY':-BETAtNLAY' 
GAHCNlAY'=C~PlXCO.O,o.O) 

IF tNLAY.EQ.1) RETURN 
DO 1 J=!,NLAYI4 

H=NLAY-J 
HP1=!'!+1 
BETAO=9EU IMl'l' 
GAMO=GA"ICMPl) 
BETACH)=CSQRTCZ2-A~OSM2(H') 
If CREAL(a£TACHI'.LT.~.O) BETAIH)=-9ETAI"' 

C OVERFLOW ~~OTECT 

C 

C 

2 

IF ICAaSC3~TAIH,).LT.1.0E-50.AND.9ETAO.~E.GAMINLAY" RAT=CHPL~ll 

1.0,0.0, 
If ICABSCBfTAIH)'.LT.1.0E-50.ANO.BETAO.NE.GAHtNLAY" Gu TO Z 
EPS=RATHUIM)·e~TAO/9~~AIH) 
ALPHA=1.0-EpS 
KAPPA=1.0+EPS 
NUH=ALPHA+KAPPA·GA~O 

OEN=Kk~PA.ALPHA·GAMO 
RAT=NUM/O~N 

CQNTINU:: 
PW~=BETAIM'·H2(M) 
OVERFLOW PFOTfcr 
If (AeSI~lAL(PW~"~GT.Z50.0' GANIH'=CHFLXCO.Q,G.Q, 
If (AeS(REALIPWR".GT.Z5~.O) GO TO 3 
CP=CEXPIPrlR' 
GA'1CH,=F.AT/CP 

J CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 

REfU~N 

EhO 

s~eROUTINE IMP (SU~,BTtlO.GO.AO.O"l,REIHP,CII"P' 
COHPLE~ SUM,CCZ,CONST,uIsoL,OEN,OM1 

C IMP CALCUL~TES TH[ REAL A~C IMAGINARY PA~TS Of ThE RA~IATION I"PEOA~C~ 
C FRCM BT, GO 'NO TH£ M£AN ANGULAR OIS~lACE~ENT, CALLED ~Y rORIHP. 
C 

PI = 4.0· AT A:~ ( 1. 0 , 
CONsr:ro.il,:..il' 
SUM=2.G·Slil': 
GISPI.=SlJI'!+EJ 
OEN=AO"BT"OISPL 
CCZ=J~1/CO~~·CONST' 
CCZ=CCZ4GO/PI 
I'.EIHP=I'.EAL Icez) 
eII~p=-A~·AI~AGlec2t 
REiU~N 
ENO 
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C 

SUBROUTINE INTG~T (~LH,ITOT.FESULT) 
EXTE~NAL FUN 
COHPLEX R£S~LT,~ES1,FUN 

C INTGRT INTEGPATES EQU~TI ON (3.22) FO~ THE ~£AN ANGULaR DISPLACEMENT 
C OVE~ A H~LF-CTCLE OF THE BlSSEL FUNCTION IN TH~ lP.ANSFCRM OF THE 
C STR~SS DISTRI3UTICN, CALl~) BY TO~I~P. 
C 

OI~ENSION AL~(6UI 
C 
C INTEGRATE OVE~ THE RANGES SPECIFIED IN AL~ 
C 

C 

c 

ABSERR=1.0E-D8 
RHERR=D.O·· 
PESULT=CHPL(O.D,D.D' 
lTl1=ITOT-l 
00 1 I=l,U"I 

IP1=I+l 
A=ALM (II 
6=ALH (IP1) 
CALL QUANC~C (FUN,A,B,A9SERR.R£LERR,RESi,~RRtST,~CfUN,FLAGI 
If (FLAG.~f..u.~) ~RINT 2,I,A.B,f~'EST,~OfUN,FLAG 

RESJLT=~!S~LT+~~Sl 
1 CONTINUE 

RETUP.N 

Z fOR~AT (lI,lX,·INTEG. FO!' IMPED. IN INTGFT·,I,lX,·STEP NO. = ·,15, 
1/,lX,·A = ·,f15.8,l~X,·~ = ·,E15.8",lX,~RR[ST = .,F.15.9.'.1~, 
Z·NOfUN = ·.I5,I,lX,·FLAG = ·,F1D.4, 

END 

C LIH!T CALCULATES T~l NUMeER OF ~ALF-CYCLES T~AT lNTEG~ATION fOR THE 
C "EAN ANGULA~ DISPLACE~ENT WILL 9E CARRIEC OUT BEfOJ;E l~ EUlE~ 
C TRANSFOR H Ii EMPLOYeD. CALLED BY TORIMP. 

OIHENSIC~ A83(DO',AJ!(ZDD) 
INTLIM=~ 
SMAX=AiJecrCTI 
00 1 I=1.1~:' 

INTLIH=INTLIH+l 
IF (AJZ(I1.GT.St:An RE.TURN 

1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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C 

S~8ROUTINE P~OUT (NlAY) 
REAL H 

C PRC~T PRI~TS THE INPUT HOD~L PA~A~~TERS ANC THE tAlCULATED VALUES 
C PRCUT PRINTS T~E INPUT MeDEL PA~AHETERSA~O THE tALCULATEC VALUES 
C OF R AND I. CALLtO 6Y TOFI~p. 
C 

C 

c 

COHHON/FI/NU,8F.NTYP~ 

COHHON/INpr/NA.DAHP,AHAX,VS(20',OENS(20,,~(20),PSI(~3' 
COHHON/CTPT/FREQC200"RI~P(20C),CIHP(200) 

PRINT 730,NTfPE,NU 
IF (NTYPE.El.2) P~:::NT 13I.eF 
PRINT 700.NLAy,N~,OAHP,AHAX 

PRINT 7 O!+ 
PRINT 701,(V$(L',L=l,NlAY) 
PRINT 705 
PRINT 7Cl,CJfNSIL',L=l,NLAY) 
IF (NLAY.GT.1J PF-INf 706 
N-lA YM=NLAY-l 
IF (NLAY.GT.!' PFI~T 7Ql,(H(L"l=l,NLAY~) 
PRINT 712 
PRINT 701, (PSHL),L=l,NLAYJ 
PRINT H7 
PRINT 701,(FPEQ(IAJ,IA=1,NA' 
PRINT 705 . 
PRINT 701.(~IH?(IA',IA=l,NA' 
PRINT 709 
PRINT 701,ICIMP(IA',IA=1.NA) 
RE.TU"N 

700 FORMAT (11,lY-,·NO. OF LAYEFS = ·,I5,I,lX,.NO. CF F~EQUENCIES = ., 
lI5,I,lX,·~AMPING IS PFOPO~TIONAl T~ FREQUENCY TO THE .,EI0.3,2X, 
2·POWER·,I,1X •• M~X. VALU~ OF DIMENSIONLESS FREQlENCY = ·,EIO.3) 

701 FO~MAT (8(2X.E13.6" 
70~ FORHAT (1I,lX,.LAYEF MATERIAL PARAHETERS·,II.l~,.SHEAR NAVE VELOCI 

HIES lIeH/SEC'·) -
705 FaRHAT (11,lY,l~"DENSITIFS (KG/M·.!" 
70& FORHAT (1I,1X,·THICKNESSES (~).) 

707 FORMAT (1I,lr.,.OIM:NSIO~LESS F~EQUENCIES USED·) 
708 FORMAT (II,U,·REAL PART OF THE IMPEOHCE FUNC1IO",.) 
709 FORH~T (1I,IX,-IHAGINARY PART OF THE I~PE~ANCE FUNCTION·' 
712 fORMAT (lI,llC,.OAM~ING CONSTAt.TS-' 
730 FORMAT lUil,lI. n, ·I'fPEOANCE FOR STRESS TYPE·, IS" ,lX,·PARAHETER 

INJ =.,I~) 
731 fORHAT (l",·PARAI'IETfR 8F = -,EI0.!) 

ENO 
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C 
C 
C 
C 

c 

suaROUTINE PUCUT (NLAY, 
RE:AL H 

PUC~T PUNCHES T~E INP~T ~(C:L PA~AMETE~S A~D THE CALCJLATEO VALUES 
OF ~ ANO I, CALLED BY TO~I~P. 

CCMMCN/F1/N~,eF,NTYPE 
COMMON/INPT/NA,OAMP,A"A).VS(ZO).D~NS(20).H(20,.p~!(20) 

COMHON/CTPT/F~EQ(20C',~I~P(2CO',CIMP(200' 
NlAYM=NLAY-l 
P~NCH ~9,NTfP~,NU,9F 
PUNC~ SO,NL6Y,NA,OAMP,AMAt 
PUNCH 51, (V5 (L) .L=1,NLAy) 
PUNCH 51,"iOEtjS (L ',L=l,NLAY, 
IF (NLAY.GT.ll PUNCH 'l"~(L).l=l,NL.AYIf' 
PUNCH 51, (PS!(L.' ,L=l,NLt.Y, 
PUNCH 51,(F~£Q(IAI,IA=1,NA) 
PUNC1 51,(RIHP(IA'~IA=l,NA' 
PUNC ... 51,cCIHP(Itd ,IA=l,t-OA, 
"-EfU~N 

49 FORM:'T (2I5,E10.3) 
511 FORMt.T (2IS,2C1G.~) 
51 FOPMAT (9Elll.31 

END 
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C 

SU9ROUT:NE QUANC8C IFU~,A,B,ABSlp~,RELER~,RESULT,ER~FST.NOFUN,FLAG 

l' 
I ~TEGE" NOFU~l 
R~AL WO.W1,W2.W3.w~.Xn,S!ONE.STEP,TEMP 

R~AL ESTR1,:ST~2,Al.AZ,~STER~ 
"EAL XC16'.'-SAVEI!I,30' 
r~rEGE~ L~V~IN,LEVMAX,LEVOUT,NOMA~.NOFIN.LfV.NIH.I.J 
CO~~LtX FUN,o.ESULT.A~EA,Fa,COR11,fSAVEI6.3C' 

CO~PLEX QP~~V,QNOw.QJIFF.~LEFT,QPIGHT'31"F(16) 

C QUA~C8C IS A VERSION CF QUANC8 (FORSYTHE, ET AL, 1977' "O~IFIE~ FOR 
C CO~PLE1 VAlU~D INTEG~A~OS. IT INTEGRATES A CCHPLEX VALUED FUNCTION 
C BETWE~N SP~CIFIEO LIMITS CSING A~ A~APT!VE 8-PANlL NEWTON-COTES RULE. 
C CALlEO 3Y INTG~~ AND EULSBC. . 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

Lf V"'IN=1 
LE.VMA!C=30 
Lc"VOi.:T=6 
NCMA).=500C 
NOFIN=NC~A~-S·CLEVMAX-LEVOUT+Z··(LEVOUT+1" 

"C=395~.O/1~17~.C 
Wl=Z35SZ.0/1~175.Q 

h2=-3712.0/1~175.0 
W3=~19A~.0/1~175.0 

W~=-18160.0/1~17S.Q 

FLAG=O. Q 
~ESULT=C~PL((O.D,O.Ot 

C~~11=C~PLJ(O.0.O.0' 
E"UST=O.~ 
A~EA=CrpLt(a.C.o.o, 
NOFUN=D 
IF U.:!J.6' Rf.lU~N 

LEV=D 
NI'1=1 
)(O=A 
X116'=9 
QPREV=C~PLX(O.O,C.C' 
FG=FUN(XD, 
STONE=19-A)/!E.D 
XI8,=IXO+XC16"/Z.D 
XC~I=(XO+XC81)/Z.O 

X(1Z'=IX(8)+~(16')/2.0 
XI2'=(XG+XI~"/Z.O 
J (6'=I( 1c.1+1C (8 ))/Z.O 
X(10'=()18'+XI1Z"/2.0 
XI14'=IX(1Z'·XI1E"/2.0 
DC Z5 J=2,1S.2 

F (J, = f UN ex 1 J , , 
25 CONTINUt 

NOFUN=3 

30 X(1'=IXO+X(Z,'/Z.0 
f(1 ':FUN()\ (1)} 
00 3S J=3.15.2 

)(IJ'=IXIJ-lI+XeJ+1t)/z.o 
F (J'=fUNIX (J" 

35 CONTINUE 
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C 

C 
5~ 

C 

52 
C 

55 

C 
&0 

C 
6Z 

C 
70 

C 
72 

,;-

75 

C 

NOFUt-=NCFUN.~ 
STEP=(l( 11&I-Xo)/l&.O 
QLEFT=(WO·(Fo.F("I+~1·(F(11+F(~II+WZ·(F(2)+F(~I) 

I+W3·IFI31+F(;I).W4·IF(4')I·STl~ 

QRIGHT(LEII.11=I~Q.IFI8'tF(I&)'+Wl·(FI9'tF(lS))+W2-(F(1O)tF(14)) 
1+W3-(Fll11+F'131'+W4·F(lZI)·ST~p 

QNJW=QLlFTt~~IG~;(LE~tll 
QDIFF=O~OW-~~REV 

ARi;A=A~l~.Q:lIFF 

~STR1=A9SI~EAL(QD!FF')/l023.0 
EST'Z=AeS(AIMAGIQ~!FFI"10Z3.0 

ESTE~R=A~AX1(EST~l,ESTR2) 
Al=A9S'~~AL'AR£A)' 
A2=AES(AI~AG(AREA)1 
STST=STEP/STONE 
TOLE~=A~AX1(ABSEFR,~~LERP.-All-STsr 
TOLEI=AHAX1'A6SL~R,FELERR-A2)-STST 

IF ILEV.i..T,LrV"tINI GO TO 50 
IF 'L E 11-. Gf • L; V M A), I GO TC -., 0 .. 

IF (NOFUN.GT .NOFINI GO TO f.O 
IF (ESTR1.LE.TOLE~.AND.EST~2.LE.TOLEI) 

NIM=2-tlllo4 
L~V=L£Vtl 

00 52 1=1,8 
FSAVE(I,LEV)=F(It~' 
XSAV~(I,LEV)=X(I+~I 

CONTINUf 

QPREV=QLEfT' 
DO 5S I=I,5 

J=-I 
F(Z·J+151=F(J+Q' 
((Z-J +18 I ='1 (J+91 

CONTIN!JE 
GO TO 30 

NOFIN=2-NC.FIN 
LEV I'1U=LEVOU' 
F LAG = F LAG + (a -1 a , " e - AI 
GO TO 70 

FLAG=FL AGt1.1i 

~£SULT=RESULT+QNOW 
£R~EST=ER~EST+ESTER~ 

CO~11=CO~11taDIFF/l023.0 

IF (NIM.EQ.Z·'Nl~/211 GO TO 75 
N 111= .... IMI2 
LEV=LEII-l 
GC TO 72 
NI~=NIH+l 
If (LEV.LE.OI GO TO ao 
QPREV=Q~IGHT(LEV) 

XD=X 11&' 
FO=F(6) 
DO 7e 1=1,6 

F (Z-r I=FSA~~ II ,LEV) 

GC TO 7(; 
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C 

C 

X (z·r '=)(S~VE tI,LE V) 
78 CONT INUE 

GO TO 30 

8~ R~SULT=RESU~T+COR11 

IF (e:R~t:ST.::O.O.O) r:nURN 
ez T£MP=CAES(RaSULT'+ERREST 

IF (TEHP.N~.CA3S(kESULT" RETURN 
ER~EST=Z.O·E~~f!T 
GO TO ez 
END 
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C 

SU3RO~TIN~ )UA~C~~ (FUN.A.B.AaSER~.~ELER~.PF.SULT.ER~EST.NOFUN.FlAG 
1) 

1<[4 L FU N •. 4.3. A9~f RF.. Rr.LE ;;O(.~.E SU L T .E RPEST .FLAG 
INTEGEF NOFUN 
Rf'L HO.Wl.W2.W3.W4.AqEA.XO.F~.STONE.ST~p.COR11.TEMP 
R~AL Q~REV.JNOW.aOIFF.QLEFT.ESTERR.TOLERP 

REAL ORIGHT(311.F(lEI.~(161.FSAV~(8.30).XSAV!(8.3GI 
I~TEGER LE~~IN.L~VM'X.LEVOUT.~JMA.tNOFIN.Lr~.~L~.I.J 
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C QUA~CS~ IS QUANCe (FOFSYThE. E! AL. 1~77). IT IhTEGRATES A REAL VALUEO 
C FUNCTION BErH~EN SPECIFIED LIMITS USING AN ADAFTIVf 8-PANEL NEWTON-
C COTES RULE. C~LLED BY CALCEO. EULSBP. ANO CALCBr. 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

LC::III'1IN=l 
L~V:-1AX=30 

LEVOJT=c 
~CMA"(=50GO 

NOFIN=NCHAX-8·(L(~MAX-LE~OUT+2··(LEVOUT+l)' 

HC=3956.0/1~175.0 
Wl=Z355Z.0/1~175.0 

H2=-3712.0/1~175.0 
W3=~19S4.0/14175.0 

W~=-la160.1/14175.0 

FL.:.G=C.O 
"ESULT=O.O 
CORll=".:: 
ER~:::ST=O.O 
AHA=D.D 
NOFUf>=!l 
IF 1f..EO.6) F.E~l;Ft. 

LE~=Q 
tUM=l 
)C O=A 
)I (16'=S 
QPI<EV=D.O 
FO=FlINCYO' 
STON:=IB-A,/16.0 
X (8)= IXO+X (H.I I/Z.O 
l\ 1 .. '= IXOtX IS' '/2.0 
X (lZ'= ()'(S, +) 116')12.0 
)( (Z)=UO+)(:."12.0 
)(IE,)=(X (4)1-1((811/2.0 
XUO'=(X(8'+).11ZII/2.0 
XI1"'=(XI12)+XIHI)lZ.0 
DO 25 J=Z.B.Z 

F IJI=FU,..OC (JI) 
25 CONTI~UE 

NOFUN=9 

30 X(U=IXO+XIZJ)I2.0 
F 11 I =FU N (X (1 , I 
DO 35 J=J.15.2 

X (J,= (X IJ-ll +X (Hi' tlZ.O 
F(J )=FUN (I( (J» 

35 CONTINUE 
NOFUN=NCFUN+8 
STE P= IX (1&) -)ill 1/16. C 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

OLEFT=(WO·(FD+F,ell+W1·(F'1'+F(7)I+W2·'F(2'+F(~" 
1+W34(F(31+F(SI)+W~4(F(~')·ST~~ 

Q~IG~T(LEV+l'=(W~.(F(8).F(1o)I+W1.(F(q'.F(15"+W2·(F(1OI.F(1~" 
1+ W 3 • C F ( 11 I + F (1 3 , ) + W ~. F ( 12) I· S TE P 
O~OW=~L~FT+~F.IGHT(LfY+1) 
001 FF =0 NQw-QPI\f V 
Al\tA=A~EA+QJIFF 

fSTEF~=ABSCJrIFF)/10Z3.U 
TCLE~R=A~AX1(ABSlR~.~ELE~R·A~S(AREA)I·'STEF/STON[) 
IF (Lt:.V.LT.L.EVMIt.) GO TO 50 
IF (L.EV.GE.LfV"A~' GO TO &2 
IF (NOFUN.GT.NOFIN) GO TO ~O 

IF (:STERR.L.E.TOL~Rq GO TC 70 

50 N 1M=2 aN If': 
LEV=LEV+1 

00 52 1=1.~ 
FS:''I£ CI.L.Ev'=FC1ttl) 
(SAvt(I.L.~VI=X'I+~' 

52 CONT INU£ 

CFREV=Q L.EFT 
00 55 1=1,! 

J=-I 
F(2'J+18)=F(J+~' 
It (zaJ+18I=) (J+9) 

55 COIliTINUt. 
GO TO 30 

6:: NOFI"=2·~;OFIr-. 
lE'I"'AX=L.EV:>JT 
FL.AG=FLAG+C3-XOI/(S-AI 
GO TO 70 

62 FLAG=FLAG+l.0 

7~ ~ESULT=RESULT+QNGW 

E~REST=~P~f~T.EST~RP 
COR11=COR11+QCIFF/lC23.0 

72 IF (NIH.EO.2 4 (N1t'-IZII GO TO 75 
NIM=NHU2 
LE V=LEV-l 
GO TO 72 

7~ NIM=NIH+1 
IF (LEV.L-E.OI 'GO TO 80 

QP~EV=Q~lGHT(LEV' 
)tD=X(!o' 
FO=FC161 
00 78 I=1.8 

FC2·I)=FSAVEl1.L.fV' 
~(2·II=ASAVE(I.lfVI 

78 CONT INU[ 
GO TO 3D 

80 RfSULT=RfSULT+COF.l1 

IF (fR~EST.EQ.D.OI RETURN 
82 TEMP=AaS(R~SLL.T)+E~REST 
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c 

IF nEHP.NE.A~SCHSI,;Lnl RETU"N 
E~~EST=2.0-~RR[ST 
GO TO !2 . 
EN::! 

SUBROUTINE ~F~I~ INLAY' 
REAL " 

C REDIN REt-OS INPUr .. COll PARAMlHRS AND CtlECI(S TtU'1 .FeR VUIDITY, 
C CALL!D BY TD"I~~. 
C 

C 

CCHHON/F1/NU,8F,NTYPf 
COHMON/INPT/NA,D'HP.AMAX,VSC20l,DENSC20l,~C20"PSIC20' 

READ 4;.NTYPE,NU,BF 
IF INTYPE.N~.1.ANO.NT'PE.N;.2l PRINT 20Z 
IF IBF.LE.~.0.ANO.~TYPE.EQ.2l PRINT 203 
IF CNU.LT.-l.0R.NU.GT.6l PRINT Z04 
READ 50,NLAy,NA,OA~P,AM~X 

IF CNLAY.GT.20l PiO.I~T 2CIl,NLAY 
IF (NA.GT.200) PFINT Z01.NA 
IF CNTYPE.N!.1.ANO.NTYPE.NE.2) STr.~ 

IF CNU.LT.-l.CR.NU.GT.6) STOP 
IF CBF.LE.O.O.ANO.NTYP[.EQ.Zl STOP 
IF CNLAY.GT.20.CP.NA.GT.ZOOl STOP 
NLAYH=I'olLAY-l 
READ 51,(VSCLl,l=l,NlAYl 
READ 51,(OENSCL',L=l,NlAYl 
IF CNLAYH.GT.O) I'£AO ~1.cHlll,~=1,NLAH·' 
READ 51,CPS1Cll,L=1,NlAy) , 
00 1 L=1,NLAY 

IF (PSICLl.lf.Q.O' PRINT 205 
IF CPSICLl.LE.D.O) STCP 

1 CONTINUE 

tog 
50 
51 

zoo 
Z01 
ZOZ 
203 
204 
205 

RETURN 

FORMAT 
FOPHAT 
FaRHAT 
FORMAT 
FORHAT 
FOR ""AT 
FORMAT 
FORMAT 
FORHAT 
END 

(21:;,E10.3) 
C2IS,ZEI0.3) 
C~UO.3l 
C1X,-hLAY = -.I5,lDK,-IS TOO LA"GE-' 
ClX,-NA = -,15,10),-IS TO~ L~R~E-) 
UX,-NTYPE HL:ST EQUAL lOR Z-' 
C1K,-aF HUST ~E GREATER THAN 0.0 FOR NTY?E=Z-' 
(1X,-NU MUST SE IN THE RANGE -1 TO 6,INClUSI~E-' 
UX.-PSICLl MUST BE GREAER THAN D.O·' 
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SUgRCUTINE 5INGUl eVS,NlA1,SING,ICTI 
C 
C SI~GUl CALeCLATfS ~!NIMUM AND ~AXIHUM VAlUeS OF VS (II/VSel1 FOR THE 
C LAYE~EO MeDEL AND DIVIDES T~E IN TERVAL 8ETWEEN THEse TWO LIMITING 
C VALUES INTO lJ SUBDIVISIO~S. CALLED BY TCRIMP. 
C 

DIMENSION vseZO),SONGI20),SINGI&DI 
C 
C CALCULATE MA~ AND ~IN ~ATIOS OF SHEAR VELOCITIES 
C 

C 

DO 1 I=l,NLAY 
SONGe !)=vs (1) IVS eIl 

1 COt.TINUE 
SMAX=O.D 
SP'!IN=1.0E+05 
00 Z I=l,NLAY 

SMAX=AHAX1(SHA),SONGCI)) 
SHIN=AI1IN1ISHIN,SONGIl)) 

Z CONTINUE 

C CALCULATE T~c A~~AY QF SINGCLARITIES, SI~G 
C 

NHAX=1C 
NH1=NMA)-1 
IF ISMAX.GT.l.0.AND.SHI~.LT.l.0) GO TO 3 

C 
C IF l~T LAYE~ IS HAl ~R ~IN, P~OCEEO. 
C 

C 

ST£P=ISMAx-srIN)/FlOATI~HAX' 
SINGIZ'=SMI'I 
J=2 
IF CNL~Y.Ea.1.01(.SHA)(.Ea.SHIN) GO TO It 
DO 5 I=l,NMl 

J=J+l 
SS=S~ IN+ r·STEP 
SINGIJ)=Soi 

5 CONTINUE 
J=J+l 
SINGeJI=SMAX 

~ CCNTINUE 
ICT=J+l 
RETURN 

3 CONTINUE. 

C IF 1ST LAYE~ IS IN THE HIOOLE 
C 

S~IO=l.C 
Dl=St'lIO-SHIN 
02=SI1AY,-SI1IO 
DT=SMt.X-SHIN 
NLEFT=!NTCN~AY·Dl/0T' 
NRITE=N I'AX-NLHT 
NL1=/I;LEFT-l 
NIH =NRITE-l 
SINGeZI=SI1IN 
J=Z 
STL=Ol/FLOATeNLEFT) 
STR=OZ/FLOATeNRITE) 
00 & I=l,NLl 

J=J+l 
SS=Sl1IN+I·STL 
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C 

SING I J,= S5 
6 CONT INUE 

J=J+l 
SINGIJ'=SMIJ 
DO 7 I=l,NC;l 

J=J+l 
SS=S'1IO+I·STR 
SINGIJ'=SS 

7 CONTINUE 
J=J+! 
SINGIJ'=SMAlC 
ICT=J+l 
RETUI'N 
END 

SU8~OUTINE SINGU2 (AO.SI~G.ICT.AB' 

C SINGU2 SCALES THE LIMIT A~O INTE~VAL POI~TS CAlC~lArEO BY SINGU1 
C TO FREQUENC Y1 CALLED BY TCRIMP. 
C 

OI~E~S~C~ SIN~lfO"A3160' 

ICTM=ICT-l 
DO 1 I=2,rCr" 

AB!I'=A!l·iINGII) 
1 CONTINUE 

A B I 1 , =1>. e (2 , - D .1 
IF 1t.6(U.LT.D.O' AEI(U=O.O 
ABIICT'=Aa(ICTM'+O.l 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTI~~ SINGU3 (ICT,AE3,A,B,ALM.ITOT' 
c 
C SINGU3 SPLITS !HE ~ALF-CYCL~ OVE~ W~ICH INT~G~ATION IS TO ~~ PE~FOP~~) 
C INT~ SUeI~TERv~LS IF THE ~ALF-CYCLE OVE~LAFS ANY OF T~E RANGE OF 
C NEA~ SINGULARITIES OETERMI~ED gy ~INGU2. CALLEO BY 'C~IMP. 
C 

OIMENSICN A68(&O"AL~(60' 
C 
C SP~IT INTf~VAL A-5 I~TC NECESSA~Y SUBINTFQVALS Te INTEG~ATf CAREFULLY 
C NEA~ SIN~U~ARITIES 
CALK = ARRAY CJNTAINING THE LOW~R ANO UPPER LIMITS OF INTEG~~TION FeR 
C ThE SUBINT~RVALS. 
C ITCT =TOTAL NU~BE~ OF ElE~ENTS IN AL~. THEFE ARE ITOT-1 sueINTERVALS 
C TO INTEGRATE OVfF. 
C 
C LOAD APRAY JF LI~!TS 

ALI'IU)=A 
ITOT=2 
IF (A.GE.A~e(ICT'.C~.6.LE.AB9(1)' GO TO 1 

C IF IN RANGE OF SINGLL4RIT!ES DETERMIN~ SU9I~TE~VALS 
J=1 
DO 8 I=1,ICT 

IF (A!!3(1).GE.9) GO TC q 
IF tAeS(I).Ll.A) GO TO 10 
J::J+l 
ALI'! CJ '::AB3 (1) 

10 CONTIf'.OUE 
8 CONTINUE 
I) CCNTINUE 

ITOT=J+ 1 
1 CONTINlJE 

ALH (ITO; 1=3 
RETURN 
END 



c 
C 
C 
C 

SU8~OvTINE TfUL IFCT,5U~,MAX,EPS,IE~) 

TCUL PE~FO~~S AN EULEP TRA~SFOR~ ON AN INoUT ARR'Y OF D~TA. CALLED 
61 EULSr~ O~ E~LS9C. 

OIMEN~ICN FeTIIS) 
o I Mc.t. SIC N Y 1 1 5 , . 
IF I~AX.LE.D) IE~:-l 

IF I~AX.LE.O) RfTU~N 

!E~=l 
1=1 
f'I=l 
N=l .• 
Y (1 '=FCTI~' 

5:,1M=YI1'·0.5 
3 J=O 
10 1=1+1 

tF (I-M~~.GT.C' RETURN 
N=1 
AMN=FCTINI 
DC E 1(=1,1'1 

AMP=(A~N+Y(K)I·O.~ 

1 (K'=ld1N 
6 AHN=AMP 

IF (A9SCA1NI.GE.A!3S(YOll11 GO TO 9 
IF (I1.G': .151 GO TO C3 
H=I1+1 
Y,M,=AMtl 
AH~=O.5·AMN 

9 Sli'4=~U~+A"'N 
IF (lies (AI':NI .(;T .U·S·A~S (SL'M' I GO TO 3 
J.=J+l 
IF 'J. LT. 5' GO TO. I. 
H~=O 
RETUi:N 
END 
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c 
C 
C 
C 

C 

·SU3~CJr INE ZEROE S (N, AJZ' 

ZEROES CALCULATES TH( ZE~CES Of 3ESSEL FUNCTICNS OF T~~ fIqST KIND 
OF ORDER 0.1,2,3.~.5,6.7,8 AND 3 / 2, CALLED BY TO~IM~. 

[) I ME ~5I eN to J Z ( 20 Ii J , B j 0 ( 2 OJ , 6J 1C 20' • BJ 2 ( 2 0 J ,eJ3( 2 0' ,3 J:' ( 2 0' ,9 J5 ( 20' 
DIMENSICN 9J6(201.3J7(201.SJ3(20) . 
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C CALCULATES ANJ S~O"ES THE Fr~ST zoo ZERO!S OF ~,~ ORD€R BESSEL FeN 
C FOIt N BET IiEEN 0 AND e. INCLUSIVE. 
C 

C 

DATA 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

DATA 
1 
2 
3 
lo 

CATA 
1 
2 
3 
'+ 

DATA 
1 
2 
3 
4 

DATA 
1 
Z 
3 
10 

DATA 
1 
2 
3 
10 

DATA 
1 
2 
3 

DATA 
1 
2 
3 

DATA 
1 
2 
3 

(BJO(1),I=I.201/2.4048255577,5.5200751103.8.6537279129, 
11.79153~~391,1~.93031770t&.le.0710639679, 
Zl.Z1163t6Z99.2~.35Z:'7153C8,27.~93~191320. 
30.634606468~,33.77~520213E,36.9170983531, 

4C.05e~2576106.~3.1qS7917132.~6.3411e83711, 
109.~8Z6Q9e~7~.52.E2~0518411.55.7655107550. 
S8.90E9839261,62.048~E~13~ZI 

(BJ1(1I.I=1.201/3.e317060.7.0155867.10.1734£el.13.3236919, 
lE.4706301.1Q.615a585,22.76COS44,25.903E721, 
Z9.0468285,32.1896799.35.3323016.38.4747662, 
41.E17t942.104.75~319J.47.9C14fC9.51.0435352. 
54.1SS5~36.57.327SZ5~.6~.46910578.&3.61135671 

(9J2(1).I=1.Z01/5.1356223.S.4172441.11.619~~12.14.7959518. 
17.9598195,21.116~971.Z4.'701123,27.42G5736, 
3G.5692045.33.71651~5,36.86Z8565,40.0084467. 
~3.153453S,4E.29799E7.49.~4Z1~101.52.55~0235. 
55.7296271.58.8730158.62.01E2224.65.15927321 

(6 J3 ( I I ,I = 1, Z 0"6.3 8C 1619,9.7610231,13.0152007, 16.2234640, 
19.4D941~8.22.582729S,25.74el~&7.28.90~3508. 
32.0648S2~,35.218E7n7,3e.37041Z4,41.5207197, 

4L.~697~31.47.8177e~7,50.9650Z99.54.111EI56, 
57.Z576516.6D.4032241.63.~4e4022.66.69324171 

(SJ"( I) .1=1 .20) 17.58113427.11. 36 .. 7095, 1/t.3iZ53E7.1 7 .6159660, 
20.8269330.24.0190195,21.1990578,30.37 10077. 
33.5371377,36.6990011,39.6576273.43.0137377, 
46.1678535.49.3203E07.52.4715514,55.6216509. 
58.7708357,61.9132 .. e2,e5.0S~99~3.~~.21417491 

(3J5(11 .I=I.201/5.7714838.12.3386042,15.7C01741.18.9801339, 
22.2177999.25.4303411,2,.62E&183,31.8117167, 
3/t.9867e13.3s.1598686.41.32E3e33.44.4~93191, 
47.649399~,50.8071652.53.~6!DZ&e,51.117302~, 
60.27a2451.S3.42205~a,6E.5728919.69.72289121 

(3J6 (I) ,I= 1 .20'/9.93611.13.58929,11.00 B2, 2 o. 32 \)79. 23.5 S60 8. 
26.82015,3D.C3372,33.2330~.36.42202,39.60324. 
42.77848'''5.94902,''9.11577,52.27945,55.4~059, 
58.59961,01.75682,64.91251.E8.06689.71.220131 

Ie J7 II' .1= 1.201/11.08637,14.82127,1 e. 2 8758. Zl.€- "'15,.,2 ... 93493, 
28.19119,31.42219,34.E370~.37.~3e72,101.03071. 
..... 21541.~7.39 .. 17.5C.56B1~,53.73833.56.90S25. 
6u.05948.&3.23142,66.39141.69.54971,72.706551 

IBJ8(II.I=1.20"1Z.22509.16.03777,19.55454.Z2.~~517,26.26681, 
29.5 .. 566,32.79580.36.0256,.39.240/t5.42.104389. 
45.6381t1o,~8.82593,52.0Q769,55.18475,5S.35789. 

61.52774,64.69,.r8.67.85943,71.02200,74.182771 

C C4LCULATE FIRST ZOO ZEROES OF NTH ORDER BESSEl FeN, a~N~5, N INTEGER. 
C IF NcO, CA~CU~ATi ZE~~ES CF BESSEL FCN OF CROER 3/Z. 
C 

~1=~.O·ATAN(1.0) 

IF Ct'.Ea.-lI GO TO 1 



.. 

OJ It I=l,ZO 
IF (1j.~a.D) AJZ(!)=9JOU) 
IF (N.c:a.1J AJZ(!)=9Jl(I) 
IF (I, • E Q • 2 I AJZ(II=BJc I!I 
IF (N.~a.31 AJZIII=BJ31l) 
IF (N.~Q.'" AJZ(I)=6J4 (II 
IF (N .;a .51 AJZ<II=3J~III 
IF IN.E. a. & I AJZ(II=~Je: In 
IF (N.£Q.71 AJZc!I=9J71~I 
IF IN.Ea.' I AJZ(II=SJS(Il 

CCNTINUE. 
AhU=FLOt.Tlhl 
AM:J=:'.O-ANU-·Z 
El=0.5-ANU-G.25 
A~1=A"'U-l.0 
CO 3 I=21,cOO 

S=hOATCII· 
BETA= IS+91 I -PI 
B6=6. (i"BU A 
882=98"·2 
3.~3=3e"3e2 
86:,=883-S8Z 
B!!7=88S-&eZ 
FCT1=A,,1/38 
FCT~=4.(i·A~1·(7.C·A~U-31.01/(3.D"S831 
FCT3=32.0.A~1.(83.D"AHU--2-;d2.0·A~U+3779.DI/(15.D·985I 
FCTIt=~4.0.AM1·(69~9.C·A~U-·3-153855.D·A~U.·Z+1585743.0"A~U-

1 EZ77Z37.01/(lGS.o·eSil 
AJZ(II=BETA-FCT1-FCTZ-FCT3-FCT4 

3 CO~TINUE. 
Pc. TUr;.N 

1 CCNTrNl.!E 
C CALCULATE ZE~DE5 OF J3/2 

00 2 1=1.200 
AJZIII=pn 

Z CONTINUE. 
RE.TU~.N 
END 
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FUNCTION AJO(Z) 
c 
C AJO CALCULATES TH: VALUE OF A ~ESS~L FU~CT!ON OF THE FIRST (INC CF 
C OROEQ 0 FO~ REAL AFGUE~EN!S GREATER THAN -3, CALL~D 3' FU~, FUN2. 
C FUN3, FUNZQ. AhJ A IN. . 

c 

OI~E""SION AlE) ,BH))'C(61 
OAT A (A I I) ,!= 1,0) I r;. 0 a 0 2100, - 0.0 il H It;'r., 0.0 L" 10'" 73, - O. 316386(,. 

1 1.Z656208,-2.Z4999971 
OA TA (B ( n ,I = 1,6 II C. 000 1 It It 76, -0.00 a 72e 05,0 .. 00137237, -0. 00009512, 

1 -0.OO~~Z71t0,-~.C~0000171 
DATA (C (It ,1=1,6)/0. 00:113558,-0.00029333,-0.0005"125,0,'00262573, 

1 -0.0000395",-0.0"1663971 

IF (Z.GT.3.0) GO TO 2 
AJO=O.O 
X2=(Z/3.0)··Z 
00 1 7=1,& 

AJO=(AJow~II»·X2 

1 CONT IN:n 
AJO=AJO +1.0 
RETU~N 

2 X=3.0/Z 
FO=D.O 
T 0= 0.0 
00 3 :=1,& 

FO=(FD+BlI)'·X 
TO=(Til+ClIll·X 

3 CONTINUE 
FO=FO+D.7978e45& 
TO=To+z-0.7a~39!16 

AJO=FO·COSITC'/SQRTlZI 
RETUI\N 
EN;) 
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c 
c 
c 
C 
C 

C 

FUNCrzOll; AJI (ZI 

AJI CA~CULATES THE ~ALUE OF A 9ESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FTRST (INO OF 
O~D£q 1 FO~ R~AL ARGUEMENTS GP.E~TE~ THAN -3, CALLED Bt FUN3. FUNZa 
AND AJN. 

DI~E~SION A(61,9(51,C(6) 
DATA (A(I).I=1,6"O.OQa01S09~-O.D00311El.0.0D443319.-0.039S4289, 

1 D.ZI0q3573,-O.562499~SI 
DATA (B(I).1=I,6)/-G.aJC2'C~3,J.DGI136S3.-C.DO'4~511.c.ooal1105, 

1 D.Olf5S661,O.OOOOOI561 
DATA (C(II,I=l,6)/-C.ODOZ9166.0.aDo79~24,O.DQD7434e,-D.oa631819. 

1 a.OOOC~6sa,o.12~99&121 

IF (Z.GT.3.DI GO TO 2 
AJ1=O.O 
1(2= (Z/3.0 I"Z 
00 1 1=1,& 

AJ1=(~Jl+A(I')·X2 
1 CONTINUE 

AJI =UJ1+0.5 , .. z 
HTUQN 

2 )(=3.0/Z 
F 1= 0.0 
Tl=O.O 
DO 3 1=1.& 

f1::(Fl+B(I"·)' 
T 1= (T1 +C CI J I"X 

3 CONTINUE 
Fl-il+D.19788456 
Tl=Tl+Z-2.356194L9 
AJ1=Fl'CCS(rl1/SQ~T(ZI 

"ETU~.t<I 
ENJ 

FUNCTION AJN(Z,N1 
El(rE~NH AJO,AJI 

C 
C AJII; CALCULATES THE VALUE CF A BESSEL FUNCTION OF T~E FI~ST KINO OF 
C INTEGF.~ O"DE~ GREATE~ THAk 01< EQUAL TO 0 FeR ~EAL A~GUE"ENTS GRE~TER 
C THAN -3, CALLED ev rUN.J AND FUNza. 
c 

IF (N.EO.O) AJN=AJO(ZI 
IF (~. U: .l I A J ill:: A J 1 (Z , 
IF ( ". to. 0 • :l F • N. t Q.l' RE TU R N 

'IF'(Z.EC.D.lI AJN=D.O 
IF (Z.EO.O.O' RETUFN 
AJM2=AJO (Z) 
AJM1=AJI al 
DO 1 !=2.N 

AJI=2.0"(I-l,·AJMI/Z-AJMZ 
AJMZ=AJ"'l 
AJ~:l=AJI 

1 CONTINUE 
A IN=AJI 
I<~TU"N 
ENJ 
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F1;NCTIOI\ AJJZ(Z' 
c 
C AJ32 CALCULATES THe VALU~ OF A BESSEL FU~CTIO~ OF THE fIRST ~I~O CF 
C O~DE~ 3/Z FO~ ~EAl A~GutH~NTS G~EATE~ T~AN OR EQ~AL TJ 0, CALLED BY 
C FUNZO. 
C 

C 

COH~ON/HtL~/F:OZ 

:F (Z.£Q.C.Ol· AJ32=O.O 
IF IZ.~Q.O.Ol RfTUFN 
FACT=SQ~Tll.C/(Z4PI0211 

AJ32=(SIN(Z'/Z-CCSIZ')·FA:T 
HTURN 
ENJ 

C AJM12 CALCUL~TES T~E VALUE OF A BESS:L FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KINO OF 
C ORDER -lIZ FO~ REAL A~GUE~ENTS GREATE~ THAN OR EQUAL TO 0, CALLED 
C BY FUN3. 

COH~CN/~£LP/PIOZ 

IF IZ.E C.O.al AJ"'12:1.0E.+I0 
IF (Z.E:l.O.Ol Ii.E1Ur:N 
AJM12=CCS(Z)/SQ~TIgIOZ·Z) 
~fTUJ;'N 

END 

CCHPL~X FUNCTION fUN(ZI 
LXTE~N~L FUNZ~,AJO 
I<E A L HZ 
CO"PL~X A~OS~2,~ATMl.BETA.GAM,RATIC,9ET1.DUHB.CO~VG 

C 
C fU~ CALCULATES THE VALUE CF THE INTEGPAND FOR TH~ ~EAN ANG~LAR 
C DISPLACEMENT FC~ A GIVEN ARGUE~ENT, CALLED ev QLANce:. 
C 

c 

CCH~GN/Gl/6(CS~ZI20).~ATMUIZOl,H2(ZOI.NLAY.NLAV~ 
COMMON/G2Ii3£TA (20' ,GAM(20) 
CCH~ON/Fl/NU.BF,NType 

C CALCULATE ~ALU! OF II\TEG~AND AT Z 
·C 

DUM9=C~FLX(1.0.1.0E-IZ' 
Z2= Z·"2 

C CALCULATE REFLFCTICN COEfFICIENTS RECURSIV:LV 
CALL GAI""1A IZI 

C CALCJLATE. INr~G~ANC 

RArIO=(l.Qt;AMll')/(l.C-GAI"(l" 
5 E T1 = BE T A ( 1 ) 
IF (CABS(9ET~(l".LT.l.0E-lZ1 aET1=CSQ~T(Z2-AKOS~Zll'/~U~9) 
CONVG=~AlrO·Z/a[Tl-1.a 

EESSJO=AJOIZ) 
IF IZ.N~.o.a) RAT1=(3:S~JD-l.0)/Z 

If (Z.EQ.D.Ol RA'T1=O.O 
FZO=F~NZO IZI 
FU~=~Arl·FZO·CONVG 
RHUr;,N 
E NO 
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c 

FUNCT :;:0'" FU~2 "( 11 
EXT~RNAl FU~7.0,AJO 

C FUN2 CALCUI.ATES THE VALUE OF TI;E INE:;~AND IN EQ\';A~ION O.Z1) 
C FOR A Gl~~N A~GUE"lNT. CALLED 9Y QUANC~~. 
C 
C 
C INTEGRAND FOR :0 C~lCULATION 
C 

c 

BESSJD=AJO (11 
IF (l.NE.O.O) RAT1=(9ESSJD-l.01/Z 
IF (l.EQ.D.D) RAT1=C 
fZO=FUNZO(ZI 
FUN2=RAT1·FZO 
RE.TUI<N 
END 

fUNCTIO~ FuN3 (F' 
EXTEkNAL AJ~,AJ"lZ 

C fU~3 CAlCULAT~S THE VALUE OF THE INTEGRAND IN (Q\,;ATION (3.15' 
C fOP A GI~EN A~GJEH~NT, CALLED QY aUANC'~' 

C 
COHMCN/F1/NJ.BF,NTYFE 

c 
C INTEGRAND FOR PT CALCJLATION 
C 

ANU=FLOAT (NU I 
IF (NU.£.a.-1) ANL=-C.5 
1O.2=R··Z 
T=l.t-RZ 
IF (f.LT.D.D) T=O.O 
FCT1=F..·"Z 
IF (NU.EO.O) FCT2=1.0 
IF (NU.NE.C) FCT2=Sa~T(T)·-ANU 
Z=3F-SQRTIT) 
IF (NU.LT.O) FCT3=AJM12(Z' 
IF (NU.Gl.Il' ~CT3=AJN(Z,NU' 

FUN3=fCT1·FCTZ-fCT3 
RHUI<N 
END 
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C 

FUNCTION Fl;~ZD (ZI 
~XT~~NAL AJD,AJ1,AJN,AJlZ 

192 

C FUNZa CA~CULATES THf VALUE OF TH~ TRANSFCR~ OF Th~ ST~ESS DISTp.IeUTIO~ 

C FOR A GIVEN ARGUEM,NT, CALLED BY FUNZ AND FUN. 
C 

C 

COM~ON/Fl/NU.8F,NTY~E 
OIME~SIC~ G~F(81.TA~(a) 

DATA eGAR(I),I=1.~)/1.77Z~~3851.1.0,1.~.Z.0.6.L,Z~.0.120.0.7Z0.0/ 
DATA (iARell.I=1.&)/u.7071DS781Z.1.D.Z.0.~.0.8.0.16.o,3Z.o,&4.0/ 

C CALCJLA~E VALUf OF TRANSFDRHEO ST~ESS 
C 
C IF NU=-l~ EVALUATE TRANSFORMED ST~ESS FO~ NU=-1/2 
C 

C 

IF (Nu.EO.-l) GO TO 2 
IF (NU.LT.o) ~U=-Nl' 

C NU IS I~ THE RANGE FRO~ G TO 6 INCLUSIVE, ~ND IS INTEGER 
C 

NZ=NlJ+2 
Nl=NU+1 
IF (N TV PE • n • Z ) GO i 0 1 

C ST~fSS TYP~ 1 
GFUN=GAR(NZ) 
TN=H"tNZ) 
IF (Z.NE.o.O) RAT=AJN(Z,NZI/IZ"N1) 
IF ( Z .;: 0 • 0 .0) RA T = 0 • 0 
FlJNIO=T~'GFUN'RAT 
R£ TUI<N 

C ST~[SS TYPE 2 

C 

1 CONTlNU~ 
BN= 9F"NU 
El=-(FLCAT(~2)/2.0) 

ZF=Z"Z +3F"2 
IT=Z·ZF··tl 
Z~=SQRT elF) 
FUNZO=9N'ZT'AJN(ZR,N21 
Rf ·U~tl 

C FOR NU=-1/2 
C 

2 CONTINUe 
IF (NTYPE.fO.ZI GO TO 3 

C STR~SS TYPE 1 
GFUN=GAFtl) 
TN=TAR(lI 
IF (Z.N~.o.OI RAT=AJ32(Z'/SQ~T(Z) 

IF (Z .EO.O. D I RAi= O. 0 
FUNZO=T~'GFU~'RAT 

RHIHN 
C STRESS TYPE Z 

3 CONT INUE 
BN=1. a/SORT (PFl 
E1=-0.75 
ZF=Z"Z +9F"Z 
ZT=Z'ZF"~l 
Zf<= SQ;<T (ZF) 
FUNZD=8~'ZT'AJ32(ZR) 
RETU"N 
Er~J 
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C 

PROG;AM TORIES (IN?UT,OUTPUT,P'JNCHI 
COMPLE~ JM,AHUC.AKCSM2.RATMU.AK,C,D,WA,BD,Bl.0SAVE 
"~AL H,HZ 

c····················································· ............••.•.. 
C 
C AUT~OR ••• G£OFFR[~ A. DO~~ 

C EN~IN£E~ING GECSCIENC~ 
C UN~VFkSITY OF CALIFOP.NIA 
C Bl~KElfY, CALIFORNIA 9~72C 
C 
C REVISED ••• JUNE 1980 
C 
c····················································· ................. . 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

PURPOS£ ••• 

PRCGRA~ TO~IES CALCULATES THE RADIATION l~PE~ANCl CF a TORSIONAL 
VIBRArOR OVER PLAN£ LAYrR~C ANELAS!!C HEOIA, W~EhE THESOU~CE IS 
SPECIFIED IN TERMS OF A OISPLACE~ENT DISTR!3UTION eN THE SU~FACf 
OF TWE MEDIUM. . 

C····················································· ................. . 
C 
C 

C 

C 

COHMON/eIG/OMI201,A~UCI20l 
CCMMONIG1/AKOSHZ(201.RATMUI201.H21201,NLAY.NLAY~ 

COMMON/liE L P/FI02 
COMMON/INPT/NA,O~"o.AMAX.V~(201,JfNS(ZDl.H(20),PSI(ZDJ 

COHMON/K1/A3160l.TOL,ICT,NEU,PIZI 
COHMON/OTPT/FREa(2ac,.~I~~(ZCa,,:I~~(20C) 

COHMON/PTOT/~RIMP(ZOD,51,CCIMP(ZOO,S) 

COHMON/WICH/IWCH,FACT(51 
DIMENSION A~U(20"PVR(ZOI.VRAT2(ZO' 
DIMENSION AK(50,5DI,C(41,~1).D(41),WA(2000) 

o I ME NS ION )( (~C ) ,PS T Ct.l. 5 C I ,W ( I.; 0' • w)( (It l' 
OIHENS~ON SING(&O',OSAVEI~ll 

PI=4.0·ATAN(1.!il 
PIOZ:PII2.0 
PIZI=1.0/(Z.O·PII 
FACT(1':1.0/SQRT(PIOZI 
FACT(Z':3.0/(8.0·FACT(1" 
FA:T(31:FACT(1'/3.0 
FACT(4':15.Q/(lZa.O-FACT(1" 
FACT(S'=FACT(1'/10.D 

C INPUT INT~G~ATIO~ CONTROL PAFA~rTERS 
c 

REA 0 &O~, TOl • NEll 
IF (NEU.GT.1!;' NtlJ=15 

C 
C INPUT HODfL PARA~ETtRS 
C 

ZZ CONTINUE 
READ 1tNINF 
IF (NINF.GT.S' PFINT 2 
~F (NINF.LE.O.OR.NINF.GT.51 STOP 
PRINT T10,NINF 
DC 2C3 NFAH=1.NINF 

CALL PEOIN (NLAY.IWCH,~,M,tHINI 
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c 
C PARAMETER INITIALrZATIO~ 

C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

720 

10 

It 
13 

NP1:N +1 
D~=(AMAX-A~IN)/NA 
NLAl'M=NLA'f-l 
SHEA~ ~ODULUS ~A~IOS AN~ SHEAR VELOCITI!S 
JO 720 L=l,NLAY 

AKUIl'=~~ILI··2·)E~SILI 
VRAT2(LI=IVSlll/VS(LII··Z 

CONTH-UE. 
DAMPING 
00 10 IL=l,NL"V 

PVR IlLl= PS I (IL). 'VS' 11/VS IIL I ''':>AI1P 
CONUN:JE 
LAYERlt-.G 
IF 'NLAl'.EO.ll GO TO 13 
00 e lL=l,NLAY,", 

112 (IL) =2 .O·H I III 
COt.TIM.;E 
CONTlt\UE 
LOCATE Sl~GULA~ITI~S 
:ALL SIN::iJl 'VS,NLA'f,SING,lCTI 
CALCJLATE ~BSC!SSAS At.u WE!GHTS 
CALL GRUL! I~,),W' 

CALCULATe LEGEND~f POLYNOMIALS AT EACH AeSCISSA 
CALL LEGN') IN,~,)(,PSTI 

CALCULATE'OIJ', THE RIGHT HAND SI~E 
CALL OJ I~,M,)(.W.PST,O' 
STCR~ 0 IN DSAV£ FOR ~E-USf 
00 It 10=1, t:P1 

DSAVEIIJ'=OIIO' 
CONT INL'~ 
CALCULATE 8T 
CALL CAlCBr 10.IWCH,ET) 

C LOOP FOR DIMENSIONLESS FREOUENCY 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

5 

9 
11 

6 

00 3 IA=l,NA 
AO=IA"OA+AMIr. 
F RE Q I I A' = A 0 
A&2=AO·"2 
DAMPING 
00 5 IL: 1,NltoY 

THETI1=PVI1 (!L '·AO"OAM? 
OMlll'=CHPLXll.0,THETHI 
AMUCIIL'=A"'UIILI·OHIIll 
AKOS~ZIIL'=A02·VRAT2IIL"O~IIL' 

CONTINUE 
LOCATE SINGULARIT:ES 
CALL .5INGUZ CAO.SING,ICT.AB' 
SHEA~ H:lDULUS RATIOS 
iF INLAY.EQ.l' GO TQ 11 
DO 9 Il=l,NLAYM 

I Pi = II. +1 
RATI1UIIL'=AH~C(IP1"AMUCIIL) 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
REINITIALIZE 0 ARRAY 
00 6 IO=l,NPl 

onO'=OSAVEIIOI 
CONTINUE 
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C CALCULATF ~EF~fL 
CALL KST~~ (~,~,AK) 

C C4LCULATi C(J,N) 
CALL CJN (N,~.~,W,PST,AK,C) 

C SOLV~ LINEAR SYST~M CA=O, RESULT STO~EO IN 0 
CALL LtJ2C (C,N~1,41,~,1,~1,O,WA,Wt.!ER) 

IF CIEI(.NE:.O) ~~INT SOO,IER 
C CALCULATE I~PEO~NC£ 

90=0(11 
Bl=C( 21 
CALL I~'! (9a,91,IwCh,~o,aT,~~I~P,CII~PI 
I<IHPUAI=RElt'~ 
CI",P(!AI =CIII"P 

C LOAD A~~AYS FOR PLOTTING 
~~I"'~(IA,NFAH)=~IHPIIA) 

CCIHP(IA,NFAM)=CIMPIIA) 
3 CONTI t-UE 

C PRINT OUT ,",OO[ l AND r£S~l TS 
CALL ?ROUT (NL~y,I~CH,~,~) 

C PUNC~ CUT ~ODEl AND ~ES~LTS 
CALL PUOUT INLAY,IWC~,N,~) 

203 CONTINUE 
C PLOT T~E RESULTS 

C 

e 

CALL PLCU! (NA,NINF) 
GO Te. 22 

1 FOR HAT US)· 
Z FORMAT (/.l~,·NINr IS GREATE~ THAN S·) 

SOJ rO~M~r (11,l),-HATRIX IS NlA~ SINGULAR IER = -,151 
60 .. FORMAT IE 1G. 3, I 51 
710 FORHAT (1Hl,II,1),·T~I~ Fa~IlY CO~TAINS·,I5.ZX,·HODcLS·) 

f. NO 

SUSRO~TINE =ALceT (O,I~CH,BT) 
CO"'PLEIC 0 

C CALCST CALCULATES ~T WALUlS 'S S~OW~ IN TAeLE 3, CALLED 9Y TOP.IES. 
e 

DIMENSION O(ltll 
OO=R~AL (J (1) I 
01 = F.~ A L (J ( 2 1 ) 
PI=~.0·ATAN(1.01 

Tl=Z.O·SQ~TI~I/3.01 . 
TORQ=T1-(SQRT'3.GI·~O+D11 
DISP=2.0/(I4CH+l.0) 
BT=TC~Q/(PI·OISFI 
I\ETUI<N 
ElilO 
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C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

SUBRCUTINE CJN (~,M,X,W.PST.AK,C' 

CCM~LEX C,A<,AKST,S~~ 

CJ~ CALCULATEi THE ELE~ENTS OF T~~ E MAT~I1 USIN€ EQUATIONS (3.36) 
AND (3.38), CALLED BY TO~IES. 

OIM~~SION C(~1,~1),AK(50,50) 

DI~~NSION '(50),w(SO),FSY'.1,50' 
NP1=t.+l 
00 1 IN=l.N~l 

00 2 IJ=l,~Pl 

SUM=CMPL~(O.t,O.O) 
)0 3 IL=1,,,", 

WL=Ij( III 
PJ=PST (IJ,Ill 
PF100=PJ-WL 
00 It IP=l,~ 

WI'=iOIIIP) 
PN,,':»ST' IN, II" 
AKST=AK(IL,IP, 
SUM=SUMtPP-OO·Wp·PN-'KST 

lo CONrI"IVf 
3 CONT INU:: 

CIIJ,IN,=SUM 
2 i:ONTIIIU~ 
1 CONT INUE. 

00 5 Ij=l,N"l 
:: lIJ, IJ'=:: UJ,rJ' +1. Ii 

5 CONTINUe: 
I<ETUPN 
Et.O 

sueROUTINF JJ (N,~,~.W.~ST.~, 
ElUEPNAL GFUN 
COMPLEX 0, CO 

C OJ CALCULATES ~Ht TEFM5 ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF EQUATION (3.35) 
C FRCM ECUATION (3.3~) JSING "" POINT GAUSSIA~ INTEG~ATION. CALLEO BY 
C TOR.IES. 
C 

DIMENSION ~(t.1) 
DIHENSICN X(~O'.W(501,FST'lol,50',GST(501 
00=C"PLX(1.0,O.OI 
00 3 IL=l,M 

XO=x (IL >. 
GST(IL'=GF~N(XO' 

,. 3 CONTINliE 
NP1=N+1 
DO 1 IJ=l.NPi 

SUP1=O.J 
00 2 IL=l," 

WL=W(IL., 
PJ=PST UJ, IL I 
GO=GST tIL) 
SUH=SUP1.~L-PJ·GO 

2 CONTINUE 
o lIJI=SU'1-00 

1 CONT IHUE 
RETURN 
END 
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c 

sueRCUTI~£ ELLSeC (IND.A.8,SUM.NEU.AJZ.!OL.NZ1) 
EXTHNA L FUN 
COMPLEX FUN,SUM,SU~T.~fSlLT 

C EULSBC APPLIES AN EULER TKANSFO~~ TO T"~ CALCULATION OF EQUATION 
C (3.~~). IF NECESSAFY. CALLED BY KSTAR. 

DIMENSICN AJZ(ZDO).TAPFI15),TAPI(15) 
EPS=TOL· 0.01 
AB5ERR=1.0E-tS 
RELERR=O.O 

Z CONTINUE 
SUt1T=SUP4 
IST=IND+1 
IND=IST+NE.;-l 
ICT=1i 
IF (lND.GT.1471> FR:NT I. 
IF (INO.GT.NZ1) F£TCRN 
DO 1 I=IST.IN:J 

ICT=ICT+l 
A=a 
B=AJZ (n 

.CALL QUAN~eC (FUN,A.E.ABSEFk.~ELERR.RESULT.E~REST.NOFUN.FLAG) 
IF IFLAG.~E.O.O' PRINT 5.I.A.9.ERREST.NOFUN.FLAG 
PC~l=ABS(~rAL(FES~LT/SVHT)' 
PCH2=A9SlA!MAGlP£SULT/SUHT» 
PCH=A~AXllPCH1.PC~Z)·100.0 
SUHT=SUHT+~ESUlr 

IF (PCH.L~.TOLI SL'H=SL''-' 
IF (PCIi.L::.iOL) RETU"~ 
TAPR(ICT)=~EAL(RESULT) 
TAPIlICT)=AI~'Gl~ESuL1) 

1 CONTINUE 
C APPLY ~ULE~ TRAN5FC~1 TO ~£AL AND It1AGINA~Y PA~TS 

CAL.L TEUL U/OPR.TORS .NEU .EPS. I:RR) 

C 

CALL TEliL (fAPI"~OIS.N~U.EPs.IrRI) 
IF lIERR.EQ.O.AND.IERI.EO.O) GO TO 3 
SU~=SUHT 
GO TO 2 

3 CONiINJE 
CAOO=CMPLXITCRS.TOIS' 
SUI4=SUMtCAOJ 
RETURN 

4 FORHAT CI,U,.REOUlr;EO ACCURACY NOT REAChED BY EULF.R TRA"~FOI("'·' 
5 FORHAT (11.l)'.·It;TEG.FCR It'!PfO. IN EULSBC·,I,iX. ·ST~F NO. =·,15,1 
1,lX.·A = ·.E15.~.10~.·~ = ·,£15.8.1.1X,·E~~ESi = ·,E15.8.1.1X, 
Z·NOFUN = .,I5,I.l1.·FLAG = •• Fl0.~) 

ENO 
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C 

SUep.OUT lilt: :;~I'1M~ 'Z) 
I'E A", 1"12 
COMPLaX ~K05M2.~'T"~.EPS.BET~.3ETAO.ALPHA.KADPA.NU".OEN.GAI'1.GAMC 

CC~PLEX Cp,~WR.~~T 

C GAMMA CALCULATES THE FATIC OF COEFFICIENTS FOR THE UPGOtNG WAVE TO 
C TH~ COW~GCING WAVF IN ~ACh LAyrq, C~LLE] 9Y FUN. 
C 

CCI'1~CN/G1/A<CSM2'20"FATHU(20',H21ZD'.NLAY.NLA~t1 
COM~ON/G2/B!TAI2u).GAM(2C) 
Z2=Z""Z 
eETA'NLAY'=C~QP.T (ZZ-AKOSH~ INlAYJ' 
IF (~EAL(e£TtlNLAYJ'.LT.C.C' eETA(NLAY)=-BETA(~LAY' 
G'M'NLAYI=C~FLrlC.O,O.O) 
IF (NLAY.Ee.:1 RETUFN 
CO 1 J= 1, N LAY M 

M=NLAY-J 
I'1P1 =1'1 +1 
SETAO=8!U (MP1 J 
GAMO=GilMIP1P1' 
eETAIM)=CSORTIZ2-A~OS~ZIr.I) 
IF IRfALI&£TAIMJ).LT.C.J) ~ETA(t1)=-BETAIMI 

C JVERFLOw D~OTFCT 

IF ICA8SISETAH'I'.LT.l.0E-!::0.ANO.8ETAO.NE.GAfo;It.lLAYlI IUT=Cf'4PLXI1 
1.0,0.0) 

If ICAeS(B[TA(MII.lT.1.DE-50.ANO.9ETAO.NE.GA"'(~LAY1) GO TO 2 
EPS=RATMU(~'·eETAO/9fTA(HI 

ALP"t.=1.l!-(PS 
KAPPA=1.0+EPS 
NUh=ALPHA+KAPPt.·G~~O 
DE~=K~PP~+ALP~A·GA~O 

<AT=NCM/OEN 
2 CONTI NUE 

PW~=3ETA(1'·H2(1'1) 
C CV~RFLOH P~OTECT 

IF (ABS(REAL(PWRI).GT.250.~' GA~'M'=CMPLX(O.6.0.0) 
IF (AeS(R!t.L(PWR)'.GT.25D.C) GO TO 3 
C?=CEXP(PIII~) 
GA~(I'1I=~AT/CP 

3 CONTIII.U: 
1 CC~:TINUf 

RETURN 
EN:J 
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Su9RCJTINE G~ULE (N,X,WI 
C 
C G~ULE CALCULATrS AfSCISS~S AND ~~1~~TS OF ~ POINT GAUSS-LEGENO~E 
C 1NTfG~ATION ~ULE (DAVIS ,~c RARINQ~1TZ, 1975', C~LlED 9Y TCRIES. 
C 

DI~E~S10N X(NI,W(N' 
~=(N+11/2 
PI=".;)'JATAN(1.0) 
E1=N'JIN+11 
DO 1 1=1,11 

T=(4·1-1,·oI/(~·N+2' 

XO=(1.-ll.-1./~'/IS.·h·N"·COS(T' 
PIC~1=1. 
PK=l(O '. 
00 3 K=2.'II 

T1=XO·P( 
PKP1=TI-P~M1-IT1-PK~1)/K+T1 
FIO"1 =PI( 
PK=PKPl 

3 ::O"'TINU:: 
;)E"'=1.-;";OIJ),0 
01=N·IPKM1-XO·~K' 
DPN=DI/D:N 
J2PN=(Z.+lCO+DPN-£1+PK'/J£N 
D3FN=(~.·XC·D2FN+12.-c11·D~N'/JEN 
04FN=(6. a lCO'J03fN+(6.-E1'·02PN'/OEN 
U=PK/DPN 
"=D2PNnf'~ 
~=-U·(1.+5.+U·(v+~·(v·V-U-03PN/(3.·oPN"'1 
P=PK.~·(DP~+.S ~·(02F"'+~/3.-IJ3~~+.25.H.n4PNI" 

oP=oP"'+H·(r2p~+.5-H·(C3PN+H-Q~PN/3.I1 
r=H-P/JP 
lCUI=XD+H 
FX=D1-t1-E 1- I?I( +.5 -H- (DPN +H/3. - (E 2PN+. 2~-H· (03 P"'+.2 -H-DI.PN' " , 
NUI=2.-U.-X U'"YU),/IFX-FXI 

1 CONTINUE 
IF IM+I1.GT.NI X(~)=C. 
N2=N/2 
NP1=N+1 
00 11 I=1,~i2 

NP,..=NP1-1 
I( (NPHI=X tI) 
ICUI=-XIII 
N (NP,1) =W II) 

11 CONT IN;)!: 
RETU~N 
END 
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c 
C 
C 
C 

c 

SUBROUTINE I~Pl 180.31.IWCM,AO,BT.REII4P.CII'1PI 
COMPLE_ 30,31,Cl.TC~a,OE~,BFACK 

1I1PI CALCULA!~S RHL AND I"AGWARY PA~TS OF TH~ IHPEOANC:: FUNCTION. 
CALLED BY TO~IE$. 

Cl=CM'LXIO.O,1.01 
P1=4.0-ATAN(1.01 
Tl=Z.O-SQ~TIPI/3.01 
TO~Q=Tl-(Sa~~13.CI·BO+Bl) 
DISP=Z.O/(I~C~+1.01 
DEN=Cl-STaPI-AO-DISP 
BRACI(=TOI<QlJfN 
REIHP=~EALI9FAC~1 

CIIHP=-AD·AI~AG(8~AC() 
RnURN 
END 

SU3~OUTINf I~TGRl (ALM,!TOT,I<ESULTI 
lY.HI\NAl FUN 
COMPLEk I<ESUlT,~ES1.fUN 

C INTG~T P~F.FO~~S TH~ I~TEGPAL IN ~QU~TION (3.441 OV£R A HALF-CYCLE 
C OF T~E COSI~~ fUNCTION. CAL~ED gy I(STAR. 
C 
C 
C :NiEGR'TE OV~~ THE FAN~ES SPECIFIED IN AL~ 
C 

C 

DIMENSION ALM(6il' 
ABSt:R~= 1. O~-O!! 
R£LEFR=O.D 
PESULT=C~PL(IO.O,O.Q' 

ITH=ITGT-l 
.OC 1 I=l,IT-. 

IP1=I+! 
II=ALH (II 
B=AU' (IPl I 
CALL QUANce~ (fUN,A,E,AaSEI<R,~fLERR,RES1.ERRfST,~OFUN,FLAGI 

IF (FLAG."f.O.GI P~INT Z,I.A,B,EitI:!.EST.to;:lFUN,FLAG 
Rt:S~LT=~:S~LT+FESl 

1 CCNTIto;U€ 
IUTU".'4 

Z FOI<MAT (1I,I),-INTt:G. FO~ IMPED. I~ INTG~T-,I,lX,-STrp NO. = ·,t5, 
1/.lX.-A = ·,f15.~.lOX.-B = a.~15.8.1.1X.·ERRE~T = -,E1S.9,I,IX, 
zaNOFUN = -,I5.I.l~.·FLAG = ·,F1C.~I 

f ND 
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SUBROUTIN~ (STAR (M.X,AKI 
C CI'IPLEX AK, Sl~. SL.1'11. SlIH2 ,Rc SIILl ,RESUL2, RA ii,RAT 2 

C 
C KSTA~ SOLV~S EQUAT!ON (3.4~) FOR EACH COO~CI~ATE PAI~, CALLEC 9Y 
C TORI::S. 
C 

C 

CC~~ON/K1/~B(6D).TOL,ICT,N~U.~IZI 
CCI'1HON/F2/A~'1,AhG2,NIT 
o If'lE ~S I ON ~ (:. 0) ,I.I< (~Il ,; 0 I ,H"l (6111 ,AL r.Z C F.Q) ,AJ H t2r.O ,. AJ ZZ ( ZOO I 

NZ1=200 
DO 1 IP=!,'" 

EP=)(CI") 
00 2 "IL=I:J.H 

EL=){CIU 
A~Gl= (EP-EL )·O.~ 
ARG2=(EP+tL+~.O)·0.5 
CALL ZtRCC (~RG1.AJZ1,IEUF11 
CALL Z[~0C (~~G2,AJZ2,I£UF21 
CALL LI!1IT C:CT,A6,AJZ1.INTLMl) 
CALL LI1~T CICT,~9,AJZ2,INTLH21 
SUM=CM"LYCO~u,C.DI 
81=0.0 
SUM1=CMPlX(0.D,O.DI 
PCT1=O.0 
t'IT =1 
DO 601 Il=l.INTLHl 

A1=Bl 
91=AJZl (Ill 
CALL iI~GU3 (ICT,AP,~1,91.~LH1,ITCT11 

CALL II.TGR, ULt11,ITCT1,:USU~11 
IF (Il.EO.ll GO ~C 651 
R ATl =U SUL 1/Sl"H 
PCHR1=AaS(rEAl(~AT111 
PCrlll=ABS(A:~AG(~AT1)1 
PCT1=AMAX1(PCHR1.PC~I1)·100.C 

651 CC~TIN~r 
S UHl = SllHl +FESUL1 
IF (P:i1.LhTOL.ANCi.I1.GT.ll GO TO &02 

601 CONTINIJ:: 
IF CIEUF1.EO.1I GO TO 602 
CALL EULSBC (INTLH1,A1.Bl,SUH1,N£U,AJZ1,lOL,~Zl) 

602 CONTINUE 
92=0.11 
SUH2=:I'1PlX(0.O,O.DI 
NIT=2 
PCT2=1I.O 
00 701 12=1,INTLf'lZ 

AZ=9Z 
B2=AJZ2 lI21 
CALL SINGU3 (ICT,AS,A2,B2.ALM2,ITOTZI 
CALL INTGRT (ALM2,ITOTZ.RESULZ) 
I F (n. Ea. 1 I GO 10 7' 51 
~AT 2=USUL2ISU~2 

PCHP.2=~BS(~EAL(~AT2') 
PC~IZ=ABS(AlrAG(~AT2" 

PCTZ=A~AX1(PC~~Z.PCHI2)·10D.O 
751 CO~TI~UE 

SIJH2=SUPf2 +F ESL!L 2 
IF (P:T2.Lf.TCL.At.;O.IZ.GT.U GO TO 1112 

701 CONTINI-':: 
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c 

C 

IF CIE.UF 2 .EO.l) CO ~c. 702 
CALL ~UI.5'BC (lNTLM2,A2.B2.SU"'2.'lEU,IIJZ2.TOL.t~Z1) 

102 CONTINU~ 
SUI1=SUI11-SUl'12 
AK(IL.lol=SU~-PI2I 
AK(IP.I~)=AKIIL.IP) 

Z CO~jTrNL'E 
1 CCNTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SU8RCUTINE LfGND (N.~.X.psr) 

C L~GNa CALCULATfS THE VALUES OF THE FIRST N'l 'lOR~AllZED LEGENDPE 
C POLY~O!1IALS AT ~HE AESCISSA VALUES OETE~~I~ED 6Y GRULE. CALLEO BY 
C TORI~S. 
C 

DI!1ENSIC~ ~(501.PSTI~1.5C) 
N"'I=N-l 
R2=Sa~T 10.51 
~3=SQRT n.S) 
00 1 : .. =1.11 

XO=XIILI 
PNr.1=1 
PN=lCO 
PS T (1 • IL I = F2 
PST (2. IL 1=)(0-;;>3 
:iO l IJ=1.N"11 

NPl = IJ.l 
NP2="'PH1 
~'j= IJ 
)\PN=XD-~N 

FNP1=((2.0-NN+l.0,-XFN-NN-ONH11/NPl 
PST(NP2.ILI=PNP1·S0RT(~Pl+D.51 
PN~l=PN 

FN= oNP1 
l CONTHUE 
1 CONTINUl 

I\ETUR~ 

END 

SUBROUTINE LIMIT (ICT.AB8.AJZ,INTLII1) 

C LIMIT :ALCULATES ThE NUM3E~ ~F HALF-CYCLES THAT lHE r~TEGR ATION IN 
C fQUATION (3.~~) WILL 8~ CARRIED OuT BEFORE AN EULER T~ANSFCR"1 IS 
C EMPLOYED. CALLED 9""STAI:. 
C 

DII1ENSION A8S1601,IIJZllDO' 
INTLI!1=~ 

C LI~IT CALCUL~TES ItTLI!1 SC THA~ INTEG~ATIO~ IS C~RPIED OUT FO~ 5 
C HALF CYCLES BEYOND THE LA~G~ST SINGULAR POINT BEFORE EULER EXPANSION 
C IS USED. 

'SMAX=ASS IICT) 
DC 1 1=1.19,+ 

INTl 1"'= INT LIH+! 
IF (AJZ(I).GT.SMAV) ~[~UFN 

1 CONTINUE 
RE.TU~N 
E NJ 
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C 

S~8RCUTINE PFOUT (NLAY,IWC~,Ni~) 

PEAL H 

C PPCuT ~RINTS T~E INPuT MeDEL PARAM~TE~S ANQ THE CALCUlAT~O VALUES 
o OF R AND I, CALLlO 9Y TOFIES. 
C 

o 

C 

CC~HON/INPT/NA,DA~P,AMAX,VS(20),OENS(20),H(20),PS!120) 

00'1 MON lOT PT I F ~ E a (200) ,R I H? (200) ,0 1M P (Z 0 0) 

PPINT ?3D,IWCH,~,~ 
PRINT 70D,NLAy,NA,O~~P,A~~X 
PRINj 70" 
PRINT 701,IVS(U,L=1,NLAY) 
PRINT 705 
FRINT 701, (,)fNS (U,l=l,NlAY) 
IF (NLAY.GTol) FRINT 706 
NLAYM=NlAY-l 
IF (NLt.Y.GT.11 PFINT 7C!,(H(U,l=1,NlAY!'!) 
P~INT 712 
Pf;INT 701, IPSIILl.L=l,NlH) 
PRINT 707 
PRINT 701.IFFEQIIA),IA=1.NA), 
PRINT 7D~ 
PRINT 7!l1,(~IMP(IAI,IA=1,NA) 

PRINT 70C; 
PRINT 701, (CH1PIIA)tIA=i,NA) 
RUU"N 

700 FOR'1AT (11,lX,"NO. OF LAY£RS = ",I5,I,lX,~NO. OF FR£QUENCI!S = ., 
l15.I,lX,4QAMF!NG I~ PRCPORTIONAl TO F~EQUENCY TO TH~ ".El0.3.2X, 
2"POWE~·.1,1(,·MA). VALUE OF DIH~NSIONLESS F~Eal!~CY = ·.El0.3) 

~Cl FO~~AT IB(2(,~13.6» 

70 .. FORMAT (1/.D'."Lt.YH '1ATERIAl PARAMETER~",II.1)."S"C:A~ WAVE VELOCI 
lTUS (Kt'/SEC)·) 

705 FOR'1AT (l/,1:W,l'h'DlNSITIlS (KG/~""31) 
706 FORHt.T (l/,n."THICKNfSSES (M)"I 
707 FORMAT (11,lX,"O:H~NSIONlESS FREQUENCIES USED·) 
70B FO,MAT 1I1.1:--.·RlAl PAI\T OF THE IMPEDANCf FUNClION.) 
709 FORMAT (11,l~,"IMAGINARY PART OF THE I~PEOANCE FUNCfrON-) 
7'12 FGF,M.H (II.D .... DAMPING Ger,STANTS") 
730 FO~~Ar (lHl,II,!X."I~PECANCE FOR DISPLACEMENT TYPE -,IS"fiX. 

l"N = ".I5,1.1X,"~ = ",15) 
E.ND 
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C 

SU3RCUTINE ~UOUT lNlAy,!WCH,N,~, 
PEAL ii 

C PUOUT PUNCHES THE INPUT ~COEL PARAMETERS AND TH~ CALCULATED VALUES 
C OF ~ A~D I. CAlLfC BY T~RIES. 
C 

C 

C 

CC~~O~/INpr/NA.D~~p,AH~X,~S(2D',D~N5l2a'.Hl2n).PSI(Za) 
CCM~O~/OTPT/F~Eal20G'.~IM'(2GO',:I~~l2~~) 

N LAY 11: N L (. Y-1 
PU~C~ ~9.IW:r.N.~ 
PJNCH 50.~lAY.NA,DA~p.A~A~ 
PUNC,", 51.lVS(L),L=l,NL(.yt 
P~NC~ 51,lGENS'L"L:l,N~AY' 
IF l~lAY.GT,l' P~NCr 51,lH(L"l=1.NlAY~) 
PI)NCI't ~l,(PSI'L'.L=l.NlAY) 
PIJNC" 51'(nEQ'H) ,IA=l.NA, 
PUN C H 51. (R I t"P (IA , • I A = 1 • N A , 
FUNCH 51. (CII'4PlI£) ,IA=l,hAI 
RETU;o~ 

loq FORMAT (JI5' 
50 FCI<MAT (ZI5,2El0.3) 
51 FC",..,AT laE1!I.3' 

lNO 
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c 

SUBRCUTINE Q~ANCSC (FUN,A,6,A9SE~~,~ELE~R,~ESJLT,E~~EiT,NOFUN,FLAG 
11 

IN i a; G t ~ rIO F U~, 
REAL ~O,W1.~2,W3.W4,~O,STONE.STEP,TE~P 

~EAL ~STR1,zSTRZ,Al.A2.ESTERR 
R~Al X(lQ),~~AVE(S.~U) 

rmt.Gt:fi LE VI1IN.l£ V"'t.X,LE VOl'T,NOI'1AX,1OfOFIN.LFV.NI!1.I.J 
COMPL~t. FUN.FESULT.APEA,FO.COR11. FSAVE('.30) 
CCMPLEX a~~~v,aNcw.aDIFF,aLErT,a~IGHT(31"F(1&' 

C aUANC~C IS A ~rpSION ~F a~ANC8 «FORSYT~E, Er AL. 1977' MODIFIED FO~ 
C COMPlE). VALUtO INTLG;;AND5. IT rt\HG~ATES ,.. CCHPLlX VALUED FUNCTION 
C aETW~EN SFECIFIED LIMITS CSING AN ADAPTIVE ~-PANtL NrWTo~-r.OTES RULE, 
C CALLED BY ~STA~ ANt EULSec. 
C 
C 

c 

C 

C 

C 

LEV~IN=l 
LEII'1A(=30 
L:'VOJT=6 
~0fo1AX=500C 

NOFI~=NC~A~-~·(LEV~AX-LEVOUT+Z··(LE\lOUT+l') 

WO=3~56.0/1~175.0 
Wl=23552.0/14175.0 
W2=-37!Z.G/14175.0 
w3=1013e 10.0/1 .. 175.0 
W~=-1~160.0/1417S.0 

FLAG=O.O 
F~SULT=CI"P~t ·O.Q.O.OI 
CORll=C~PLl((.O.~.C' 
E~~EST=O.O 

A~EA=CI'1Pl((O.O,O.O) 
NCFU~=C 

IF (A.Ea.B) FETUf:.N 

LlV=O 
NIfo1=l 
XO=A 
XI1&'=3 
ap~EV=CMPL~(~.O,o.O) 
FO=FUN(XO) 
STONE=(3-Al/lE.O 
). (8 1= (~O +)( U f , ) 12.0 
x (1.0 I = ()' 0 + A (" 11/2 .0 
X(121=(X(S'+~(16"/2.G 
X (2 ) = ()( 0 + x (. » 12 .0 
)' (~):(~ (", +l( U ))/Z.O 
XI10'=(){(SI+) (1Z))/2.0 
)t (1") = «). 11 2 , U (16) ) 12 .0 
DC ZS J=Z,10,Z 

F (JI=FUN U (JJ, 
25 CONTINUE 

NOfU"I=9 

30 X(1'=(_0+)(Z"/2.0 
F U ,=FUN IX (1 )) 
00 35 J=3ti5,Z 

X(J'=(A(J-1)+X(J+1"/2.0 
F (Jl=FUN(X (J)' 

35 CONTINUE 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

C 

C 

C 

C 

NOFUt<=NCFUNtP 
SHP=O: Illil-)OI/!&.D 
QLEFr=(W~·(~O+FI8"+Wl·IF(1'+F(~I'+WZ·(FIZ'+F(t)1 
1+W3·iF(31+FI~II+W4·(FI~')I·STEo 

QP.IGHTILEV+1)=(WO"'(F(e'+F(16"+~1.(F(ql+F(15)I+W2·(FClO'+F(l~" 
1 + w3· (F ( 111 +F (13 II + ~:.·F (12) I.STt: p 
QNOW=QLfFT+QFIGHT(LE~+l) 
QOIFF=Q~OW-~PREV 

AREA=Al<fA+QJIFF 

ESTp.l=AeS(~~'L(aDIFF)/l023.0 
ESTRZ=ASS(4IMAGCOaIFF"/1G23.0 
EsrERR=A~A)(l (ESTl\l,rSH21 
Al=ABS(I\EALIARE'" 
AZ=AeSIAIMA~(AR£A') 
s TST=:;TEP/STO~E 
TOLE~=AMAt1(A9SE~R,F.ELERP.-A11·STST 
TOLEI=A~AX1('aSEF~,~~L£RR·AZ)·ST5T 

IF ILEII.LT.LEVMINI GO TO 50 
IF tLEV.GE.LEVHA» GO TC 6Z 
IF (NOFUN.GT .NOFHU GO ~O 6C 
IF (E.STIU.L~.TOLEF. .• AND.EsrRz.LE.TOLEII GO TO 70 

50 "II1=2·f~ 1M 
lE.V=LE V+1 

DO 5Z 1=1,8 
FSAVE. II,l..::VI=FU+'" 
)\SAVE !I,L~VI=XII+el 

52 CONTINUE 

QPREV=OL EFT 
DC 55 1=1,8 

J=-I 
FCZ·J+1S,=flJ+91 
XIZ·Jt181=)IJ+91 

55 CONTINUE 
GO TO 30 

60 NOFIN=Z-NOFIN 
LBHt.X=LEVOU'!' 
FLAG=FLAGtC3-XOI/(e-AI 
GO TO 70 

62 FLAG=FLAGt1.C 

70 RESULT=RESULT.O~OW 
ERqEST=ER~:STtESTER; 

COR11=COF.11+COIFF/l023.0 

72 IF INIH.EO.Z"'INIMIZII GO TO 75 
N I I1=NII1 /2. 
lEV=LE~-l 
GO TO 72 

75 IolIH=NIt'.l 
IF ILEV.LE.OI GO TO !O 

QPREV=OPIGHT(LEV) 
XO=X lit I 
FO=FUE' 
DO 7e l=j,8 

F 12"'1 I=FSAVt:: (I.LEVI 
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C 

C 

c 

K 12·1 I=XSAVE (I.U'" 
78 CONTINUE 

GO TO 30 

8~ RESULT=~ESUlT.COR11 

IF (ERREST .EO. C. CI Ff.TUF<N 
82 TE~p=CAeS(~~~UlTI+lR~EST 

IF (Tt:~P.N~.CABS ("~SUL TI 1 RETU~;N 
fR~rST=2.0·E~~fS7 
GO TO 82 
END 

SU3ROUTINE ~rOIN (NLAY.IkC~,N,~,A~tNI 
REAL H 

C F<foIr. ~i;.ADS I~FUT rOCEl PARAt'tTfRS ANJ CHECI(S THi.Po! FCR VALIDITY, 
C CALLED 8Y TO~IfS. 
C 

C 

C. 

CCM~CN/I~PT/~A,OAMP,AMA),VS(ZQI,JrNS(20),HI20),PSI(20' 

RLAJ k9,IWCH.N,~ 
IF (N.GT.'o'" PRIt-oT 202 
IF 1I'.GT.501 PRINT 2il3 
IF IIHCH.LT.l.0R.IWCH.GT.SI PRINT 204 
"EA~ Sil,NLAy,NA.rA~F,A"AX,AMIN 
IF 1 iii L AY ~ 1; T • 20 1 PR I iii T ~ 'l 0, N LAY 
IF IN~.GT.2QG) PFINT 201,NA 
IF (N.GT.4C) STOP 
IF It'I.GT.sal STOP 
IF IIHC~.Lr.l.OR.IftCH.GT.31 STOP 
NLAYI1=NLAY-1 
F.~AO 51,IVSILI,L=1.NlAY' 
RlAO 51,(I)~~S(U,L=l,NLAYI 
IF INlAYM.GT.OI FEAO 51,(~(l),l=l,NLAY") 
R£Ao Sl,IPSIILI,L=l,NLAYI 
OJ 1 L=l,NLAY . 

IF IPSIILI.LE.Ii.(j) PJ;IN" 205 
IF (PSIIU.LEoD.O) STOP 

1 CoNTINUf 
Rt:TUPN 

49 FORM"r 13151 
SO FCR:1Ai 1215,3E1".31 
51 FORMAT I~Ela .31 

20J FORMAT (lX,·NLAY = ·,I;,l~X,·IS TOO LA~GF.' 
201 FOR~AT I1X,.NA : ·,I5,10X,·IS TOO LARGE·' 
202 FJRMAT (1IC,·N VALLIe. MUST BE LFSS THAN CR EQUAL TC 40.' 
203 FOF<I1AT (11(,.1'1 VAL~i: ~UST 8E LF.SS TI'1All OR EQUAL TO 50·' 
20~ FORMAT (lX,·IWCH ~UST 3E 1,2,3,4 OR 5·) 
205 FO~"'t.T (llt,·PSIIU MUST BE G"EAHR THAN iI.O.' 

E NQ . 
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SUBRCUTINE SINGUl 'VS,NLAy,SI~b,ICT) 
C 
C SINGUl C'LC~LAT~S M:N:HUH AND H'XI~UM VALUES OF ~S(I"VS(l' FO~ THE 
C LAYE~ED MeDEL AND DIVIDES T~E INrFRVAL BETWEEN THES~ TWO LIMITING 
C VALUES INTO 10 sueOIVI5I~NS, CALL~D ay rCPIES. 
C 

OIME~SICN ~S(ZO',SONGIZO',S!NG'60' 
c 
C CALCULATE HA~ ANG ~IN ~ATIOS OF SHEA~ VELOCITltS 
C 

C 

DO 1 I=l,NlH 
SONGI II=VS U) IVS (1) 

1 CONTINUE 
SHAlC=D.C 
SMIN=1.0E+O!j 
00 Z I=l.NlAY 

S"')(:AHAXllSHA),SONG'II' 
SP1IN=AMINl ISMIN.SONG II" 

2 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATE THE AR~AY OF SINGULARITIES, SI~G 
C 

NHAX=H 
NHl =NI1t. )(-1 
IF ISMA)(.GT.l.0.ANO.SMI~.LT.1.al GO TO 3 

C 
C IF 1ST LAY~, IS MAX QR MI~. ~R~CEEO. 
C 

C 

STEP=IS~AX-S~I~"FLCAil~~AX' 
SING~:,,) =SI"IN 
J=Z 
IF (NlAY.:Q.!.OR.S!"t.".(.~a.SMIN' GC TO ,. 
00 5I=1 .. NI'!1 

J=J+l 
SS=SHIN+I-SHP 
SING'JI=SS 

5 CONTINUE 
J=J+l 
SINGIJI=SI1AX 

It CONTINUE 
ICT=J+l 
RETURN 

J CONTINUE 

C IF 1ST LAY~~ IS IN T~E "'100L~ 
C 

SHIO=1.0 
01=SHIO-SH1N 
OZ=SPU)(-S~1D 
OT=S/1A)(-Sr1I~ 

NLEFT=INrlNI1AX-Dl/0TI 
NR1TE=N~AX-NLEFT 

NL1=NLEFT-l 
NR1=NRITE-l 
SINGlZ'=SMIN 
J=2 
STL=Ol/FLOAT (NLEFT' 
STR=DZ/FLOATCNRITE) 
00 6 I=l.NLl 

J=J+l 
SS=SH IN+I-:;TL 
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C 

SING 1 J) =SS 
6 CONTINUE 

J=Jt1 
SINGIJJ=Sr1IJ 
DO 7 I=l,IIi'U 

J=J+1 
SS"'S~;Iu+I"STF 
SINGI J,=SS 

7 CONTINUE. 
J=J +1 
SINGIJJ=SMAX 
ICT=Jtl 
fiETU~N 
~NJ 

SUB~OUTINE SINGUZ IAO,SI~G,ICT,AeJ 

C S!~GU2 S:AL~S T~E LI~IT A~D INTE~VAL POINTS CALC~LATED ~y !INGU1 
C TO F~EQUENCY. CALLED 3Y TC~IES. 

C 
OIM~NSIOt. SING(~(jJ ,Aelcti) 
leT M=I: T-1 
00 1 I=2.ICH' 

A en) = A C .. :; I NG I I I 
1 CONTINUE. 

A 9 ( 1 I =A 91 Z J - 0.1 
IF (cS(l'.LT.O.O) A('.l)=O.O 
A&IICTI=AS(ICTM)+C.l 
H T lJF N 
n.:: 
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SU6RC~TINE SINGU3 IICi.AS3,~.e.ALH.:TOTI 
C 
C SINGU3 SPLITS TH[ ~ALF-CYCL£ OV~~ W~ICH INTEGR~TION IS T~ 3E P£RFOR~£) 
C INTO SuB!NTEI\IIALS IF THE "ALF-CYCL~ OIlE~LAf'S AH OF THE RHGE OF 
C NEA~ SlNGULA~ITIES DETERMINEO ey SINGU2. CALLED 6Y TO~IES. 
C 

DIMENSION ASS(6CI.ALH(6~' 
C 
C SPLIT INTERIIAL A-e I~TQ NECESSARY SU31N~~RV~lS TC INTEC~ATt CAREFULLY 
C hEAR SIN~ULA~ITIES 
C ALI1 = AR~AY CONTAINISf TIiE 1.0WE.R AN!) UPPER LIMITS OF !"NTECI\ATION FOR 
C THE SUB!NTE~IIALS. 

C ITOT =TOTAL NUMB[R OF ELE~£NTS IN AL~. TIiErE ARE ITOT-1 SUBINTERVALS 
C TO INTEGRATE OIlE~. 

C 
C LOAD AR~AY ~F LI~ITS 

C 

AI.."'I1'=A 
ITOT=Z 
IF IA.GE.Ae~IICT'.O~.3.LE.~eel11' GO !O 1 
IF IN RANGE OF SINGU~A~ITIES OETERMINE S~BINTEkVALS 

J=l 
00 8 I=l,ICT 

IF (_~Eaq).GE. .E.LGJ TO ;I 
IF CAeSII).LE.A) GO iC 10 
J=JH 
ALM(J hASS II' 

10· CONTH-UE 
8 CONTINUE 
9 CONTINU[ 

ITOT=J+l 
1 CONTINUE 

AL"'IITCTI=B 
RETURN 
ENO 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

SUB~OUTINE TiUL (FCT.SUM.~AX.EPS.IE~) 

T£UL PtRFOR~IS At; ~l.'LEF TRUSFORM ON AN INoliT ARRI.Y OF DATA. CALLEO 
BY EJLSaC. 

DIHE~SICN FeTI1S) 
DIMENSION H1S) 
IF (MAX.LE.O) IE~=-l 

IF CMA)'.Li:.C' RnUFN 
IE~=l 
1=1 
t1=1 
N=l 
YU'=FCTCN' 
SUM=YU '·0.5 

3 J=D 
.. 1=1+1 

IF (I-MAX.GT.O) PETURN 
N=I 
AI1N=FCT (N) 
00 6 1(=1.11 

AI1P=(AHNtY(K»·C.: 
Y(KI=A1'1N 

6 A IiN=A!'IP 
IF (ABS(AICN).G:.A9S(Y(M»)) GO TO 9 
IF eM.GE.iS) GO TO 9 
M=H+!. 
Y OO=AMN 
A PIN = 0 • 5· A !'I "I 

9 SUI1=SU1'1tAI1N 
IF (ABSUMN).GT.fPS-ABS(SUI1)) GO TO 3 
J=J+l 
IF (J. LT. 5 ) GO TO It 
H~=C 

. RETURN 
END 

212 

C ZERCC CALCULATi:S THE ZEROES OF Tnt COS!tF.: FUNCTICNS I" ::aL'ATION (3 ..... ), 
C CALLED BY KSTAF. 
C 

DIMENSION AJZ(200) 
C eM MONI HE L P I ~l 02 
N2~=-1 

ALPHA=:' ES (A~~) 
ItUFL=O 
TST=O. c "·PI02 
IF (ALPHA.L::.TSTI T:o'!=25.0 
IF (ALP~~.GT.TST) Tf?H=PI02/AL?HA 
IF (ALFH~:Lr.TST) IEUFl=l 
co 1 N=1.20J 

N2t1=N2Ht2 
A J Z (N )= ~211·TE R~~ 

1 CONT INt.:E 
p.~ TU~.N 
E NO 



COMPL~~ F~NCTIO~ Fu~(Z) 

f:.EAL H2 
COMPLEx AKOS~2,R'THL,3ETA.GA~.RATIO.3!Tl.DU~a.CO~VG 

C 
C FUN CALCULATES THE VALUES CF THE INT~G~A~~S IN EQUATIO~ 13.~4). 
C CALLE~ 3V QUANC!C. 
C 

COMMON/G1/AKCSM2(20'.PAT~U(2Q).H?(20'.Nl~V.NLAY~ 
CO""ON/G2/3ETAI20',~~~(201 

CO~HON/fZI4~Gl,A~G2.NIT 
~UMB=CMFLX(1.0.1.0E-12' 

Z2=Z··2 
C CtLCULATE REFLECTIC~ COrFFICIfNTS RECU~SIVElY 

CALL GA Mr-IA (2, 
C CALCULATE INTtG~AND 

RATIO=tl.u+GArll))/(1.C-GAMI1" 
BET1=BETAll! 

C 

IF (CA3S( BH A (1)) .LT .1. OE-!Z) 3ET1=CSQI\, IZ2-AI(CS~2 U '/OU"9) 
CONVG=~ATIO·ZlacTl-1.~ 
IF It'lIT .EQ.1) ARG=HG1·Z 
IF (~IT .EO.2) AR.G:AFGZ·Z 
CS=COSIARG) 
FUN=COtiVG-C) 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTI':N GF~N IXG) 

C GFUN CALC~LATtS THE V'lU~S OF THE INTEG~ANO IN EQUATION 13.33). 
C CALLED ey OJ. 
C 

COKMON/WICH/YWCH,FACTI~) 

GFUN=FACTIIWCH)-IXQ+l.&'--YhCH 
RE.TUltN 
END 
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Program TORAD Listing 



C 

.PROG~AM TORAO (I1;P'JT,OUTPUT,PUtJCH) 
EXTE'NAL FU~,FUNZQ,AJQ,AJ1,AJN,AJ32 
CCHPLEX O~,AMlC,AKCS~2,RATHU,FUN,~:SULT,SUM,AO,BO 
REAL H,H:? 

c····················································· ................. . 
C 
C AUTHOR ••• G~OFFREY A. OO~N 

C ENGINEEFING GEOSCIENC~ 
C utdVF RS:n OF CALIFOR~IA 

C eHKEL-EY. CALIFORNIA 91t7Z0 
C 
C REVISEO ••• J~NE 19'0 
C 

c····················································· ................. . 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

PURPOSE ••• 

PROGRA~ TO~AD CALC~L~TES ThE RAQIATION PATT~R~ OF A TORSIONAL 
VI6R~TOR OVE~ PLANE. LAYE.HD ANELASTIC MEDIA, WHERE THE SOllRCE 
IS SPECIFIE~ I~ TERMS OF A STRtSS DISTRI9CTION O~ THE SURFACE Of 
THE MEDIUM. 

c····················································· ................. . 
'C 
C 

c 

C 

COMMON/G1/A(CSM2(ZO),RATMJ(ZD),HZ(2a),NLA1.NLAY~ 
COHMCN/C1/AO(ZO),60(?O),~NOR~ 

COHHON/fl/NU,Bf,NTYPE 
COHMCN/FZIZa~.p.O.ILAY 

COHMON/H£L.P/FI02 
COHf10NI INPTO;T .Dt.MP,THO ,\IS (ZO) ,;)E"I$(20) ,H(ZO) ,PSI (ZO' .P.,AO 
COHHCN/CTPT/~HET(181I,OIS~H(1~1),OISPP(181' 
COH~ON/PTOT/DOISFM(1~!,5),O~rSpO(181,5) 

DIHENSION ~1(201,A~UC(20' 
DIHENSION AJZ(ZOC) ,A'1U(20) ,VFAt2(Z!lI,AJZP(1aaO) 
DIHE~SION SING(601,A B(~01,ALH(60"AJZF(1200' 

PI=~.O·ATAN(1.0) 
PI02=PII2.D 

C IhPUT I~TEG~~TIO~ CONTROL PARAHETERS 
c 

READ 60'-, TOL 
IF (NEU.GT.1S) NrU=l~ 

c 
C INPUT HeOEL PARAttEERS 
c 

c 

22 CONTINUE 
REAO 1.NINF 
IF (NINF .GT. S) p~INr Z 
IF (NINF.L~.0.OR.NI~F.GT.5' STO? 
PRINT 710,NINF 
DO 203 NFAM=1,NINF 

CALL REOIN C NUO 

C PARAHETER INITIALIZATION 
C 

RNCRH="··Z 
IF (NU.GE.O) NN=N,,"Z 
IF (NU.LT.C) Nt.=NU 
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C 

C 

C 

c 

c 

720 

10 

9 
11 

CALL ZEP.C~S ("'N,AJZ) 
AJZ CCNHINS THE ZEROES CF BHSEL FCN IN BCUt.DARYCQNL) !TION 
NZ1=20;; 
IF CNTYPE.EC.21 CALL ACJZ (AJZ,NZ11 
JT=THAX·PI/C150.0·NTI 
N~1:NT+l 

NL'YI'1=NLAY-1 
A02=AO"2 
SH~A~ ~CDUL~~ ANO P~llOS OF SHEAR ~ELCCIT!ES 
:30720 L=l,NLAY 

AMU CL I =IIS (l 1·.2·JENS (L) 

~RATZ (Ll= (VS 11 Ins (L I , .. z 
CONTINUE 
OA!"PING 
)0 1C IL=l,NLAY 

TH:: TP'!=PS I( IL'· (AO·VS (1 I/VS CIL I I--OAHP 
OM(IL)=C!"PLXC1.D,THETM) 
AMUC(ILI=AMU(!L'·O~(IL' 
~KOSP'!2(ILI=A02·V~ATZ(ILI/OH(IL) 

CONTINUE 
IF (t'LAY.~Q.ll GO ~o 11 
00 :;! IL=1,NLAYI" 

H2(ILI=~.0·HtIlI 
IP1=ILtl 
Rt.T MLI( H. 1= AMl'C (l 1'1 I I t.l1UC (IL) 

CONTI NUE 
CONTINUE' 
LOCATE SINGULA'ITIES 
CALL SIHGU1 (VS,NL~y,SING.ICTI 
CALL SINiU2 (AC.SING.!CT,ASI 

C LOGP FOR T~ET. ANGLE 
C 

;)0 3 IT=1, NT1 
SUM:CHPL)(O.O,O.OI 
J~AG=O.O 

ITH=!T-l 
THETA=ITI"·OT 
TH~TCITI=THFTA·18C.C/PI 

~O=R·COS (THETA I 
ZO=R·SIN (THE TA I 
IF (RO.LT.O.ll GO TC 603 

C DETER~I~f WhICH LAYER PT IS I~ AND OEPiH IN THAf LAY~R 
CALL WHICH (Zu,~,NLAYH,ZCH,ILAY' 

C CHCULATE ZEI\OES OF J1(F.C.>":01 
CALL ZE.UJ1 (AJZP,IZ) 
CALL AOJZP (AJZP,RD,IZ' . 

C IN!ERLACE ZEFOES 

C 

CALL INrERL (AJZ.AJZP.AJZF,NZ1,IZ,NZF) 
INT L I 1'4=:-.1 ZF 
IR1=INT(PO' 
I RZ :: IN T C1 • 0 IF 0 I 
IR=HAX 0 (1U. I~2 I 
8=0.0 
PCH=O.O 
"'TI~E=O 

C INTEGRA1ION LOOP - INTEGRATE SEV~RAl HALF-CYCLES 8~YONO 
C LARGEST SIN~lLA~ITY 
C 

00 601 I=l,INTLIH 
A=e 
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c=AJZF III 
C O~TERHI~E AND LOCAT(SU9INTE~VALS CUE yo SINGULARITI~S 

CALL SINGU3 (ICY,Ae,A,B,AL~,ITOTI 
C INTEGRATE BETWEEN A AND e 

C 
C 
C 

C 

'C 

C 

C 

C 

651 

601 

6DZ 

603 

3 

ZD3 

CALL INTGRT (DLH,ITOT,RESULr, 
IF II.fa.l) GO TO 651 
PCH1=ABSIFE~LIFES~L~/SUH" 
PCH2=~BSIAIMAGI~ESULT/SU~11 
PCH=A~A)!(FC~l,PCh2'·10G.Q 
St.:~=SUM+RC::SULT 

IF P::RC:'NT CHAt-.G=.It. TOl AL INTEGRAL (PCH' IS ~t1ALL ENO"GH II< 
TIMES I~ A "OW, ACCEPT THE QESULT FOR THIS'ANGLE ANO PQOCEED 
TO THE NfXr ANGLE. 

IF (per.GT.TOl) JYIMf.=C 
IF (PC~.LE.TCL.ANC.I.GT.1J JTIHE=JTIt4E+l 
IF (JrI'1E.GE.!~' GO TO 602 

CONTINJE 
PRINT 50D,PCH1,PCH2,THET(IT' 
CONTINUE 

STORE ~rSUlTS AS MAGNITUDE A~O PHASE 
CALL OISPL (SUM,:J'1A~,JPr1Al 
OPHA=OP~A·180.0/~I 

CONTINUe 
O:SFMIITI=OMAG 
OISPPIITI=DPHA 
lOAD A~~AYS FOR PLOTTING 
ODISPMIIT,NFAN'=OHAG 
OOISPPIIT,NFAM'=OPHA 

CONT HUE 
PRINT OUT MODfL AND RESULTS 
CALL. PROLiT INLAY I 

, PUNCI1 OIJT !"OOf LAN) I='F S'Jl TS 
CALL p\,;cur INLAY' 

CONTINUE 
GO TO 22 

1 FORHAT US, 
2 FORMAT (/,l~,·Nlt.F IS GREATER THAN 5-' 

60.. fORMAT (El0.3' 
710 FORHAT (lHl,II,l~,·THIS FAMIL.Y CO~TAINS-,IS,ZX,·~OOELS-' 
500 FORMAT 1II,lX,-INCO~PLETE CONVf.RGENC~·.I,lX,.PCHl = -,~10.3.10X. 

l-PCHZ = ·,El0.3.1DX,-TH(TA = -,El0.3) 
END 
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SUBROUT INE AnJZ UJZ, NZ11 
e 
e ADJZ ADJUSTS T~E CALCULATED lOCATIJN5 OF ZE~C[S CF THE BESSEL FUNCTIO~ 
C IN THE T~ANSFO~M Cf ~ Tvrz 2 ST~ES~ DISTRIBUTION, CALLED BV TORAD. 
e 

c 

OIHE~SION AJZ(ZOCI 
COMHON/F1/NJ,BF,~TYPL 
ICT=O 
BFZ=BF··Z 
DO 1 1=1,20:1 

Z=AJZ (rt 
IF (Z.LE.3F'I GO TO 0: 
IC1=ICT+1 
AJZ(ICrJ=SCRT(Z··Z-BFZ) 

Z CONTIfo;lJE 
1 CONTINUE 

NZ1=ICT 
IS1=IC1 t1 
IF lIST.GT.2DDI ".ETURN 
DO 3 I=IST,?,OO 

AJZlIl=1.QE t10 
3 CONTINUE 
HTU~N 
t NO 

SU~ROJTI~E 4DJZP (AJlP,RD,IZ) 

C ADJZP ~DJUSTS T~E lOCATIO~S OF T~E ZERO~S OF THE 9ESSEL FUN~TI:~ Jl 
C IN fQUATION (5.7) TO T~l(f TH~ RADIAL DISTAt-Cf INTO ACCOU~T, CALL::D 
C BV TJ~t.D. 
C 

DIH!~5ICN AJZP(lCOOI 
DC. 1 I=l,IZ 

AJZ~(II=AJZP(I)/R~ 
1 CCNTIIIoUE. 

I\:TUr.N 
END 



", 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

219 

SUHOUTI/Iif :u:FF lILAY' 
CO~P~E1 aET4.GA~,A~P~A,KAPFA.EPS,AO.BO,5G1.A~ 

CO~PLEX AA.4GM.BCM,oWP,E1,:Z,AME,9~E.fPSI 
HAL H 

COEFF ~ECURSI~!LY CA~CU~4TES ThE COEFFICIE~TS FO~ THE UPGOING ANO 
aOwNGOING WAV~S IN EA:~ l~YEK STA~TING AT T~r SU~FACE, CALLED BY FUN. 

COM~ON/INPT/NT.OA~P.T~A~.V~(20',D~NS(ZOI.H(20'.PSI(ZC',R.AD 
CO~HON/G2/~ETA(ZO"GA~(201.A~PHA(ZOI.KAPFA(20'.EFS(Zt' 

COM~C~/C1/A'(ZO'.80(20'.RNOR~ 
8Gl=e~TA(l'''(GAM(11-1.0) 

AO(l'=1.0/8(;1 
80(1'=(;A"'(1,"AO(1' 
IF II~AY.EQ.ll Rt.TU!<N 
DO 1 '1P1=2,ILAY 

1'!=,",P1-1 
~1(=I(AFPio 00 
AA=ALPHA (~l 
AO'1=AOPlI 
3::lM=30,,"0 
PW~.=5E TA ('1 '''I; (~'I 
EZ=Ct:XP(PWF I 
E1=1.0/E2 
AMf.=AOM"E1 
811:: =8 0"'''': Z 
EPSI=D.5/E~S(I'!P11 
AO(~Pll=(A~·A"'f-AA"9~E)"EOSI 
eO(MP11=(A~"e"'f-AA"A~E'''EPSI 

1 ;~O""INUE 

R£ flJ"N 
END 

C OISPL CALCULATES T~E DISPLAC~Mt:NT MaGNITUDE AND P~ASF. CALLED BY 
C TORAD. 
C 

RD=~EAL ISU'I' 
CID=A U~AG (S:.JH) 
OHAG=SQRT(REna"Z+CIO""ZI 
OPMA=ATAN2(C:D.~EO) 
I\ETURN 
E NJ 



c 
C 
C 
C 

sua~OUTINl GA~MA ~ZI 
"EAl ~2 
COMPLE~ A(Oi~2,~AT~U,fPS,a~T~,9ETAJ,~LoHA,KAP?A,NUM,DEN.CAM,GAHO 
CO~oLEX CP,PWR,~AT 

GA~MA CALCULATes T~E FA!IC. OF COEFFICIENTS FOR ThE UPGOING WAVE TO 
THE OOW~GCIN~ WAVE IN EAC~ L~Y~R. CAlLfG ~Y FUN. 

CCMMON/G!/LKOSM2(2CI,RATHJ(ZQ),H2(ZO),NlAY.NlAYH 
CO~HCN/G2/B!iAIZO'.GA~I~O"ALPHAI2a'.~AOF~(20l.EPSI201 

Z2=Z"'2 
B~r~INlAYI=:SQ~TIZ2-AKOSH2(NLAYI) 

IF I~EAlIB~T~(NlAYII.LT.O.O' BETAI~LAYI=-BF.TA(~LAY) 
GAHINLAY'=C1FLXIO.O,I.OI 
IF (NLAY.E.Q.1) RHlr;N 
DO 1 J=l.NL~Y!1 

H="'LAY-J 
MP1=~ .1 
BETAO=8ETA 11'11'11 
GAI10=Gtd1('1Pl I 
BETAIM'=CSO~TIZ2-AKOSM2(r)' 
IF IREtLIBEiAH'II.LT.il.O' 8ETAPlI=-BETAI"" 

C OV~~FLOW P~OTECT 

c 

2 

I F Ie ASS 1 BE TA ItO'.l T .1. OE -5 o. AND. SETAO. NE .GH (NlA'" RAT=CHPlX 11 
1.0,0.0, 

IF ICA3S(B:TAI""I.LT.1.0(-50.ANO.BETAO.Nt..GA~(NLAY)) GC TO 2 
EP)(MP11=RAr~U(M)·efTAO/eETA(M' 
AL?HAIH)=1.0-EPSIH 0 11 
KAPPAIM'=1.0·EPS(~P11 
NUH=ALP~A(M'+KAFPA(""·GANC 

D~N=KAPP~(HI+ALPHAI~I·GA~O 
~AT=NUIo4/DEt, 

cor~TINU:: 
PWR=8ETA(H)·H2(HI 
OV[RFLCW PF<OTfCT 
IF IAeS(RE~L(PWRI).GT.250.0) GA~(HI=C~FLXIO.O,O.o, 

IF (ABSIR:;ALfl'WFU).G7.250.:l) GO TO ! 
CP=:~XP(P"r) 

GAHI!")=RAT/CP 
3 CONTH-UE 
1 CO~ITI~UE 

RETUI<N 
END 
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SUBROUTINE I~TE~l ('JZ,AJZP,AJZF,NZ1,~ZP,~ZFI 
C 
C INTERL INTE~L4C~S T~E ZEF-OES OF THE aESS~L FU~CTIONS IN THE T~ANSFOR~ 
C OF THE STPES~ aOU~OA~' CONDITION AND THOSE OF THt BESSEL FUNCTION 
C Jl IN THE I1At-.ICE L HA"SFO~I1, CALLED TORA;). 
C 

c 

DI~ENSICN AJZ(2DOI_AJZP(!ODOJ,AJZF(1Z001 
IZ1=1 
IZP::1 
IZN:l=NZ 1 +Nl aJ 

DO 1 IlF=1,Il~D 
NlF::IZF 
U::AJZUZ1) 
AZ=AJZ? CIZPI 
IF CA1.GT.i.ZI GO TO Z 
AJZF (IZF'=:'1 
Ill::IZ1+1 
IF (Al.EO.AZI IZP=IZF+l 
IF UZ1.GT.NZ:,.0l\.IZP.GT.NZPI GO TO 3 
GO TO " 

2 CONTINl'E 
AJZF(IlFI::/.Z 
IZP::I ZP+1 
IF (IZP.GT.NZP) GO Te 3 

.. CONTIM'E 
·1 CONTINUE. 
3 CONTINUE 

RETU~N 
END 

SUBROUTINE INTG~l (AL"tITOT,~ESClT) 
EXTE,,~AL FU'f 
CCMPLEX RES~lTtRES1,FUN 

C INTG~T INTCGR4TES EOliATICr-.. (5.7) FOR THE CISPLACEHENT, BETWEEN 
C ZEROES OF THE e~SSfL F~NCTIO" PRODUCT 1N THE INT~GRAND, CALLED BY 
C TORAJ. 
C 

C 
C 
C 

c 

DIME.NSICN AL"'(601 

INTEGRATE OVE~ THE RANGES SPECIFIED IN AL~ 

ABS£R~::1. DE-De 
R EL H,R:: 0 .. 11 
PESUlT::C~Pl(IO.D,D.O) 
ITI'i=ITOT-l 
DO 1 hI.IT" 

IF1::I +1 
A::/.LM(II 
B=ALt1(IFt11 
:AlL QUAN:8C (FUN.A.E,ABSE~R.RELERR.RES1,ERRiST.~QFUN,FLAGI 
IF (FLAG.NE.D.OI PRINT 2,I.A.9,~'~EST.NOFUNtFLAG 
RES~LT=PESULT+RlSl 

1 CON':'INlIi: 
IlETU~N 

2 fORHAT (//.1',.INTL~. FO~ IMPED. I~ INTG~T-,/,1X,·STEP NO. = ·,15, 
1/,1X,-A = -,E15.8.10'.·~ :: ·,~15.&./.lX,-EFP.EST : -,Els.a,/,1X. 
Z-NOFUN = -,IS./,!X,-FLAG = ·.F1~.~) 

I: "0 
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C 

S~9RCUTIN~ o~OUT eNLAY) 
Ii.EAL H 

C PROUT P~I~TS THc IN~UT HCu~L PARAHETE~S AND THE ,AlCULATFD VALUES 
C OF DISPLACEHE~T MAGNITunE A~D PHASE, CALLED BY rCRAO. 
C 

C 

C 

CC'1:10N/ Fl nlU, e F. t-liYPE. 
CCHMON/INFT/hT,CAMP.rHA~,~S(20),OENSe20"HC20),PSI(20).R.AO 

COMHON/OTPT/TH~T(181),OISP~C181),DISPPC181' 

NT1=m+l 
PRINT 730.NTYPE.NU 
IF HJTYPE.Ee.2) PRINT 731,BF 
P~INT 700,NLAY,NT,DAMP,THAX,R,AO 
PRINT 70 .. 
PRINT 701,cVSCL).L=1,NLH) 
PPINT 705 
PRINT 701. IO[·~S(LhL=1,t.LAY) 
IF (NLAY .GT.1) PF INT 70~ 
NLAYH=NLAY-l 
IF (NLAY.GT.l) PI\INT 701,(lieLltL=1,NLAY~) 
PRINT 712 
PRINT 701, (PSIIL),L=l,NLAY) 
PRINT 701 
PPINT 701,(THTlI71,IT=l,NT1) 
PRINT 70S 
PRINT 701.(JISP~IIT),IT=1.NT11 
PRI NT 709 
PRINT 701.()!SPP(IT),IT=1,NT1) 
RETlIl\N 

700 FORMAT (//,l),·~O. CF LAY~RS = -.I;,/,lX,.~C. CF ANGLE STEPS = -, 
lI~,/,lX,·DA~PING rs PROPORTIONAL TQ FR~QUE~CY TO THE -,El0.3,2X, 
2-POW~R-,/,1(,-MA/. VALUl OF ANGL~ THETA = ·,El'.3.2(,·OEGP.EES-,I, 
31X,-NOl\rALIZED PADIAL OIsrANC~ = -,~10.3,/,lX,·OIHENSIONL£SS FREQU 
~ENCY = -,El0.3) 

7Dl FOI{MloT (a(2l(,E13.6)) 
70;.. FJRI'1"T (1I,1)t,-LAYE:( MATERIAL PARAI1ETERs·,II,n.-sHEAR WAVE VELOCI 

1THS «M/S:='-) 
705 FC""fAT (1I,1)(.l'3hOFNSlTICS (I<:G/H--3)) 
70& FORHAT (ll.D.-THICKNESS ('0·) 
707 FORMAT (1I,l),-A~GLlS I~ DEGREES-' 
708 FORHAT ell,lX,-~1t.Gf\ITUOE OF THe: OIAPLACEI'!ENT-) 
70S FOI<I'4U (IItl)'.-PI-ASE OF T~E DISPLACE"fENT-) 
712 FOR'1AT (1I.1X,-O"Ht:>ING CCNSTANTS·' 
73" FOR",AT I1H1,1I.1)f,·f:ADIATION PATTERN FeR STRESS TYP;4.IS.I.1X, 

l·PA~A~ETE~ NU = -.15) 
731 FO~MU (1J(,-PARA"'tTER SF = -,E10.3) 

END 
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C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

SUSRCiUT INE I'l!OUT (NLl.Y, 
RtAL H 

PUCUT PUNC~ES TrlE INI'JT ~OO!L ~ARAMETE~S ANJ THE CALCULATED VALUES 
OF DISPLAC~ME~7 HAGNIT~Ot AND PHAS~. CALLED BY t~RAO. 

CO~MCNI Fll NU,? F. t.':' VI': 
COHMON/1NPT/NT.O'~I'.T~AX.~S(20'.OENS(20).~(20"PS1(ZO),0,AO 
CCMMCN/O~I'T/THET(1811.QIS~~(181'.~ISPP(181' 

C PU NCH OUT 1N~~T ~EC( AND IMPEDANCE FUNCTION 
C 

C 

NLA 'f'~=NLAY-l 
PUNC~ ~9,NT'FE,N~,eF 

PuNCH 50.NL~Y.NT,DA~p.TM~X.R,A~ 
PUNC~ ~1. (\15 IU.L=l.NLAY) 
P~NCH Sl,ID;~S(~).L=l,NLA') 

If INLAY.GT.l' P~NCH 51.(H(L',L=1,NLAVH, 
FLiNCI'> 51t1PSIIL) ,L=l,NLl,Y) 
NT1=t.T+l 
?I.'NC~ 51. (T>4tT (:::T) ,IT=l.r-.TlI 
PUNCH ~1,(~I~FM(lTI,IT=1,N11' 
PUNC~ 51.(~ISPP(IT),IT=1.NT1) 
HTUFN 

109 FO!;!'!AT (215,£10.:31 
5y FC~HAT (215.~El0.3) 
51 FOR'1.:.r (SUD.3) 

lNO 
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C 

SUB~OJTINE QUANC!C (FUN,A,B,A9SERR,~ELER~,RESULT.ER~fST.NOFUN.FLAG 
11 
INTEG~R NOFJ~ 
REAL Wu."1.W2.W3,W.,XO,STONE,STEP.TEMP 
~EAL ESTR1.~STR2.Al.AZ,EST~RP 
!<C.AL 1(16),(SA\lE(8.~!I) 

INTEGE~ LEV~IN,LtVMAA.LEVOUT,NOHAX.~OFIN,LEV.NIH.I.J 
ceMPLEX FU~.~ESULT.A~EA,F~,CGRll.FSA\I~I~.30' 

COHPLEI( QP~~V.QNOW.QDIFf.QLEFT.Q~IGHT(31),FI16) 

C QUAN~8: IS A VF~SION CF QUANe8 IFORS'THE, fT AL, 19771 MOOIFIED FOR 
C CO~PL£A VALUED INTEGFA~DS. IT INT~~RATES A COMPLl~ VALUED FUNCTION 
C 9ETWEEN SFECIFIEO LIMITS USING AN ADAPTIVE S-PANtL NEWTON-COTES RULE, 
C CALLED qy I·NT~F\T. 

C 
C 

c 

C 

C 

c 

LE VHIN= 1 
LE V Ht.X= 30 
LEVOliT=6 
NOMA1=50QC; 
NOfIN=NeMAX-~·ILfV"A~-L[VOUT+2··(LEVOUT+l') 

WO=39~t.0/1~17~.u 
Wl=Z35~2.J/l~175.C 

W2=-!71Z.0/1-175.0 
W3=~1~8~.0/1~175.0 

W~=-1S160.0/1417~.0 

FLAG=O.C 
P.ESULT=CMPL((O.O.O.D' 
CC~ll=C~PLtIO.O,G.O' 
fIiREST=O.O 
AR£A=CMFL1.(O.O,O.O) 
NOFUN=O 
IF. lA.lQ.BI F':TUFN 

LEV=O 
NIH=1 
X·O=A 
X1161=8 
QPRE~=:HP~~IG.O.~.t' 
FO=FI,)NIXOI 
STONE= 19-A 1116.0 
X (S)= IXO +X IH' IIZ.O 
XI41=II(O+Y.C!'I/Z.O 
X(1ZI=IXI81+) (161)/Z.0 
) IZ 1= (X 0 + I( C:. ) ; 12.0 
X (61= (I( litl +X (S))I2.0 
X(1C'=IX(S)+~11ZI"2.0 
XU .. ,=IXI121'X(lEl'I2.D 
DO 25 J=Z,16,Z· 

F IJ I=FUN (X IJ) I 
25 CONTlNUf 

NOFUN=~ 

3:1 Xlll=(XD+)((2))1Z.0 
F C1 I=FUN(X (1 I' 
oc. 3:; J=3.H,2 

)( (J I = (X I J-11 tX (J+l" 12 .0 
F (J):FUN « IJ' I 

3:; CCNTINUE 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

NOF'JN=NCFUNtf 
STE.?=(l( l!fI'-YCl/!!).C 
aLEFT:(W~·(FC.FlBl'+Wl·IFlll+FI7l'.WZ·IFlZ).fC~)' 
1.~3·lF(3)+F(S)l+W~·(~I~)"·STEP 

Q~IG"T(LlV.l'=CWC.IFI3,+r(16)+Wl.l~(91+F(15".W2.IFllO'+Fll~') 
1+W3·lF(II)+Ff13ll+~~·FI12"·STEP 

aN~W=QLEFT+JRIG~TlLE~+I' 
a~IFF=QNO~-~F~~V 
A!\E A= toR E.A +QlIFF 

[STR1=AESIRE'LlQDIFF)'/l023.0 
EST~2=AeSCAI~AGIOOIFFl)/1J23.0 
ESr~RR=A~A)(lfEST~1.ESTR2) 
Al=AESlR~AL(ARlA" 
A2=ABSIAIMA~I~~E~» 
STST=SH~/STCNt: 
TOL£~=A~A(1(t.3SE~R.~ELtRR·Al'·STST 
TOLEI=AMA)(IIASSE~~.~ELEQF4A2)·STST 

IF CLEV.LT.LEVHIN) GO TO 50 
IF ILEV.GE.LfVMA~) GO TO 62 
IF I~OFIJN.GT.NOFIN' GO TO &0 
IF It:STR1.L.;:.TOLE~.A"'0.ES!'R2.L~.TOLEIl GC TO 7t 

50 NIM=Z4NIH 
LE.V=L!::V +1 

00 S2 1=1,8 
F S A V E I I , i. E V) =F II + 8 ) 
XSAVE (1.L::V)=X!I+Bl 

52 CONTINUE 

QJ)UII=ClEFr 
00 S5 I=l.e 

J=-: 
F(2 4J+18l:FIJ+9) 
(2 4J+1!)=XlJ+S) 

5!: CONTINUE 
GO TO 30 

60 NOFlh=Z4NOFIN 
lEVHAX=lcVOJT 
FLAG=FLAG+CB-YO'/Ce-Al 
GO TO 70 

62 FLAG=FLAG+1.0 

70 RESULT=RES~LT+QNOW 
EP.~EST=ER~EST+ESTE~~ 
CCR11=CCR11+CJIFF/!D23.0 

7Z IF (N1H.EQ.Z4CNI~/Zl) GO TO 75 
N1H=Nlr./2 
LEV=LEV-l 
GO TO 7Z 

7~ NIfoI=NIH+l 
IF (LEV.L:.Ol GO TO ~D 

QPREV=Q~IGHT(LEV) 

XD=XUfd 
FO=F 11&) 
DC 78 1=1.15 

F (2 41 )=FsaE I I ,lEV) 
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c 

c 

c 

)( (2-1 l=tS~Vi:': (I.LfVI 
78 CONT INUE 

GO TC 30 

eo RESULT=~ESULT+COR11 

IF (ER~EST.!C.D.C) 'f~U~~ 
8Z T~~p=CAeS(~~SULTI+E~~EST 

IF (EI'4P.NE.CA3S(~ESULTII RETURN 
E~~E~T=Z.O·~~R~ST 
GO Te, 8Z 
END 

SU3ROiJTINf ~Eil!N (NLAY) 
REAL H 

C REDIN ~EADS INPUT ~ODFL PARAM~TERS AND C~EC~S THlH·FO~ VALIDITY, 
C CALLED a~ TO~Ar. 

C 
COMMON/F1/NJ.8F.~TYP[ 
COM HCNI IN P T I NT, ot. I1P. T HA X, \I $ (20) ,DE NS (Z 0 I • H (Z 0 I ,PS I (Z 0 I .R ,A 0 

c 
C READ ~ODEL INPlT PA~AMETERS 
C 

C 

RE~D 49.~TYPE,NU.BF 
IF (NTYPE.NE.l.A~D.NTYPE.NE.Z) PRINT ZOZ 
IF (BF.LE-.O.C.ANO.NTYPE.fQ.Z) PRINT Z03 
IF (NU.LT.-l.0R.hU.GT.61 PRI~T 204 
READ 5Q,NLAY.NT.DA~P.~~AX,R.AD 
IF (NLAY.GT.20) P~IN' ZOO,NLAY 
IF (NT.GT.BOI PUNT Z01,NT 
IF (NLAY.~T.zo.or.NT.GT.1SD) STOP 
IF (NTYPE.NE.l.ANi).NTYPf.NE.2) STOP 
IF (NU.LT.-l.0R.hU.GT.f) STOo 
IF (eF.LE.O.O.ANC.~TYPt.~Q.Z) STOP 
NL.AYM=NLAY-l 
READ 5:',(IIS(L),L=1.NUYI 
RE'D 51.(D::N~(L).L.=1.NlAYI 
IF (~LAYM.GT.O) FEAO 5i,(H(LI.L=1.NLAYM) 
READ 51.(PSI(L).L=1,NLLY) 
DC 1 L=l.NLAY 

IF (PSI(l'.LE.O.O) Pf.INT 2C5 
IF (PSIIL).lE.C.Q) STOF 

1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

.. 9 FORMAT (ZIS,ri0.3) 
50 FORriAT (215,LoEl0.3) 
51 FORHAT (SUD .3) 

ZOO FORHAT (l~,-NLAY = ·,I5,lD~,-IS TOO LARGE·) 
ZD1 FORHAT I1X,-"'T = -,!';.10X,-IS TOO LAI\GE-) 
202 FORMt.T UX.-NTYPt HLIST EQUAL 1 OR 2-) 
Z03 FORH~T (lX.-~F HLST 3E GREATLR THlN 0.0 FOR NTYPE=Z·) 
20" FO~HMT I!X.-~;U ~UST aE: 1I~ THl ~ANGE -1 TO 6.INCLUSIIIE-) 
205 FORMH (l)(,-PSIIL) ~UST BE G"EATE~ THAN D.O·' 

END 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

SUBROUTINE SINGU1 (VS,NLAY,SING,ICT) 

SINGJ1 CALCUL.TES ~INI~U~ AND MAXIMUM VALUES OF VS II'/VS(1' ~O~ THE 
LAYE~EG MOD~L AND DIVIDES THE INTE~VAL ~ETWEE~ T~ESE TWO L!MITING 
VALUES INTe 10 SU9DIVISIO~S, CALL~~ ay TORAD. 

DIMENSICN VSI20'.SONGI20',SI~GI50' 

CALCULATE MA) ANO ~IN ~ATIOS OF SHEAR VElOCITIlS 

DO 1 I=1,NLAY 
SOr;GI I I =VS 11 I IVS II) 

1 CONTINUE 
SI1AX=O.O 
S"'1 1~=1. ilE"+t5 
00 2 I=1.NLAv 

SMAX=AMAY1ISMAX.SONGII" 
5~I~=AMIN115~I~.SJ~G(III 

2 CO~TINJE 

C CALCULATE. 1HI AI<FAY OF SINGUlARITI~S. SHG 
C 

NI1A X: 10 
NM1=~I'\AX-1 

IF ISMAX.GT.l.G.ANO.S~:~.lT.~.OI GO TO 3 
C 
C IF 1ST LtY~~ IS MA) OR HIN, ~ROCtEQ. 
C 

C 
C 
C 

ST!P=ISI1~X-SMIN"FLOAT(NhA~' 
SINIiIZ'=SMIN 
J=2 
IF INLAY.EC.l.01<.S~AX.EC.S~IN) GO TO ~ 

C.C 5 1= 1.N~1 
J=J+1 
SS=SMlt-;+I·!:TEP 
SING 1 J )=~S 

5 CONTINUE 
J=J +1 
SINGIJI=SM6J( 

10 CONTINUE 
ICT=J+1 
RETU'N 

3 CONTINUE 

IF 1ST LAYE~ IS IN THE MIDDLE 

SI110=1.0 
Dl=S"'IJ-S!1r~ 
02=SI14)( -SMIJ 
OT=SI14)(-SI11N 
NLEFT=I~TINHAX·01/0TI 
NRITE=N~AX-NLEFT 

NL1=NLEFT-l 
NR1=N~ITE-1 

SINGI21::S'11111 
J::2 
STL::Dl/FLOATINLEFTI 
ST~=02/FLOATINRI~EI 
00 6 I=1.NL1 

J=J+1 
SS=SMINt PSTL 
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c 

SINGeJI=SS 
& CONTINJf 

J=J +1 
SING eJ I=SMD 
DC 7 I=l.NIH 

J=J+1 
SS=S'1ID+I-STr;. 
SING e J 1= SS 

7 CONTINUE 
J=J+l 
SIN(jeJI=S'1Al( 
ICT=J+l 
R~TU~N 
ENJ 

SU3~CJTIN~ iINGUZ CAO.SI~G.ICT.ABI 

C SI~GUZ SCAL~S THE LIMIT A~D INTERV'L POINTS CAlCLlATE~ 3Y SINGUl 
C TO F~EOUENCY. CALL~D 21 TO~~O. 

C 
DIMENSION SIN~C60l.A~(fO' 
ICPI=ICT-1 
DC 1 I=2.ICU' 

A3eI'=AO·SINGCIl 
1 CONrINU~ . 

A 6 C1 , =A Be 2' - 0.1 
IF CAB(ll.lT.O.O' AeCl'=O.D 
A e ( I en =A.3 (! CT '1 I + 0.1 
.. .:ru~~ 
END 
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,., 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

229 

SUBRCUTINt; SINGU3 (ICT,AE9,A,'3,ALI',ITOT' 

SI~GJ3 SPL!TS TH~ ~ALF-CYCLE OVER WHICH INT~GRATIO~ IS TO ~E PERFOR~~) 
INT~ SU81~TE~V'LS IF THE ~ALF-CYCLE O~E~LAPS ANY OF T~E RANGE OF 
NEA~ SINGULARITIES DETER~I~ED BY SINGU2, CALLED BY TORAD. 

uIHE~SION AatI6a"AL~(60) 

SPLIT INTE~V~L A-a I~TO NECESSARY SUBINTE~VALS TC IHT:G~ATE CA~EFULLY 
NEA~ SINGULARITIES 
ALH = A~~~Y CO~TAINING THE LOWER AND UPPE~ LIMITS Of INTEGRATION fCR 

THE Su5INTLRVALS. 
ITOT =TOTAL N~HaER Of EL~~fNTS IN ALH. THERE ARE ITOT-l sueINTERVALS 

TO 1NTEGF.ATE OVER. 

LOAD A~RAY JF LIMITS 
ALI'1(1)=A 
1TOT=2 
IF (A.GE.ASSI1CT).OF.6.LE.Aa311)' GO TO 1 
IF Ih RA~GE CF SINGULARITI~S DETERMINE SU3INTE~VALS 
J=l 
DO S 1=l,::T 

IF (A9B(II.GE.~) GO TC' g 
IF (AE311).lE..~) GO TC 10 
J=J+l 
ALI'11J':AB3(II 

10:0NTINUE 
8 CONTINuE 
9 CONTINUE 

ITOT=Jt1 
1 CONTI~'W£ 

ALH IITOT )=3 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTIN~ ~H!C~ (Za,H,~LAy",ZOH,ILAYt 
REAL H 

C WHICH DETERM~~~S w~:c~ LAYE~ T~E oeSERVATIC~ PCI~T IS IN AND CALCULAT!S 
C ITS DEPTH WIT~IN T~AT LAYEP, CALLED BY T~QA~. 
C 

C 
o I H( NS leN H I 20 » 

FIND LAYER OBS:PVATICN PCINT IS IN (IlAY) A~O DEPTH I~ THAT LAYE~ (Z01' 
ILAY=l 
ZO'1=ZO 
If (~lAYH.EQ.O' ~ETU~N 
ZRUN=O.C 
ILt.Y=O 
00 1 I=l,NlAYM 

ILAY=ILt.Y+1 
ZRUN= Z~UNHiI I) 
IF (ZD.L T. ZRUN) I<nURN 
Z D"= Z 0 - nUN 

1 C(lNTINIJL 
ILAY=II.AY+1 
RETU~N 
END 



C 
C 
C 
C 

SlISRO~T INE ZH.AJ1 lAJZ, IZJ 

ZERAJ1 CALCULA7ES THE Zr~GlS OF THE dESSEL FUNCTION Jl(Z), CALLED 
ev TCfi,AO. 

CIM~~SIO~ AJZll00ul.SJ1(ZO) 
o AT A (a J1 (l) , I = 1,20113. e 31 70 EO. '7.01558 E '7,10.173 H!!1, 13.3236919. 

1 16.~706301.1~.615B5BS.22.76006~~.25.9036T21. 
2 2~.D4ESZ~5.32.18967~9,35.332307E.3B.~7"76&2, 

3 ~1.E17094Z •• 4.759319Q,47.S014ED9.51.0435352, 
~ 5~.1655S36.57.3Z7525~,6~.469457Bt63.61135671 

PI=4.0-ATANll.0) 
00 4 I=1 •. ?D 

AJZ II h9J111' 
.. CONTI~t.:E 

AI'4U= ... O 
9l=0.2~ 

A"1=3.D 
OC 3 1=21.1000 

S=FLCATll) 
BETA=lS+B1,·PI 
S8=e. O-BU to 
B82=6 e-.z 
B83=B!!·S!!2 
B85=B~3aB~2 

887=68S a 9"2 
FCT1=AM1/e~ 

FCT2=4.0·~M1·(7.0·A~t.:-31.0)/(3.0·983' 
FCT~=3Z.D·AM!·l"3.0·A~u·a2-98z.ta4HU+3779.0)/(!5.0·3!!5J 

FCT~:E ... O·AI'41·lc9 .. ~.oaA~U··3-1S3855.0·AMua·2+1~'57~3.0·A~J-
1 E277237.0J/(105.0-ge7) 

t.JZ (I )=9ET A-F CT1-FCTZ-FCB-FCH 
I Z= I 

3 CONTINUE 
RE.TUr<N 
END 
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C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

SUBROUTINE Z£RO[S IN.AJZl 

ZEROES CALCULATES THE ZERC~S OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS Of THE FIRST KIND 
OF O~DE~ 0.1,2,3,4,5.E,7,8 AND 3/2, CALLED BY TO~AD. 

DI~E~SION AJZIZOO).BJOI20l.BJ1(201,8J2t20l,SJ3120),3J4(20l.BJ5(201 
DIMENSION BJ61201,BJ7(20),BJ'(ZOI 

C CALCULATeS A~J STO~ES THC FIRST ZOO ZEROES Of NTH C~DE~ 8ESS~L fCN 
C FO~ N BETWE~N 0 AND 8, [NCLJSIVE. 
C 

1 
2 
3 ,. 
5 
6 

1 
2 
3 ,. 
1 
2 
3 .. 
1 
2 
3 ,. 
1 
2 
3 ,. 
1 
2 
3 ,. 
1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

c 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

(BJO (r I .1=1 ,20 I 12. ,.046255S 77,5.5200781103,8.653 7Z19129, 
11.79153~~391,14.930917708&,18.D710639&79, 
21.211636&299,24.352"71530~.Z7.49~"'91320. 

30.E3"606"68".33.77S~20213&.36.9110983531. 
"0.058"257646'''3.19~7~1713~,''E.3''11e63117, 
"9,"826D~6~7".52.E2"051e"11,55.7655107550, 
58.9069839261.62.0 .. 84&919021 

(BJ1IIl .1=1,201/3.8317060.7.0155861.10.1734681.13.3236919, 
16 ... ,06301.19.615e5es.22.7&00S ..... Z5.903&,21. 
29.0 .. &S285.32.18961~9.3~.3323076,38 ... 7 .. ~662. 
.. 1.E1?09 .. 2 ...... 15q319~, .. 7.9014609.51.04353S2. 
5 ... 1855536,57.321525 .. ,60 ... 6~ .. S7~.&3.&1135E11 

tBJ2(I).I=1.201/5.1356223.8 ... 172 .... 1.11.61~8 .. 12,1 ... 1~5951S, 
17.9598195.21.116Q911,Z4.Z1C1123.27 ... 205736. 
3D.5692C~5.13.71&5195,36.8628565,40.0084467. 

43.1534538,46.2979967 ... 9 ..... 21641,52.5660235. 
55.7296211.58.813015~,62.Q1E2224.65.15921321 

IBJ3(II.I=1.20)/6.J80161~.9.7610231.13.0152007,16.22346~O, 
13 ... 0;~1~S.22.5~212~5.25.74e1f67,2e.9D835D8, 
32.06~8524,35.21SE707.38.370~724.41.5207191. 
.. ~.6697~31,47.8177657,50.9&~029q.54.11~~1~6, 
57.Z576516.60 ... 0322~1.63.548 .. DZ2,66.6932 .. 111 

(9J~(I).I=1,2DI11.5AS3~27,11.36470q5,14.372!367.17.6159660, 

20.8269330.24.01901~;,27.19~0878,30.3710071. 
33.5371377.36.6930011.3S.C576273.43.0131371. 
~6.1678535 •• 9.3203607.52.471551",55.&Z16509. 
58.7708357,61.91924e2.E5.G6e9q~3,68.21"17491 

(SJ5(II.I=1.201/8.7714838.12.33860"Z,15.70011 .. 1.18.9801339, 
2Z.2177999.25.~3D3411.Z6.t2f6183,31.~117167, 
34.S887813.38.1598&86,"1.32E3833.44.4~93191. 
47.&4~3998.50.8071652,53.9630266,57.1113028, 

t~.21024S1.63."2~054D.6e.5728919.69.12289121 
(8 J6 (I) • I= 1 ,2 0) 19. 93611,13.58929,11.00 3e2, 2 C. 32 079, 23.5860 e. 

26.82015,30.03312,33.23304,36.4220Z.33.6032", 
42.71848,~5.94902,"9.11517,52.219"5,55'''''059, 
58.59961.61.75682.& ... 91251.66.06689.71.220131 

(BJ7(:I.I=1.201/11.08637.14.82127.1e.28756.21.& .. 15 .. ,2 ... 93493. 
Z8.191!9.31.42219.34.E3109.31.83872.41.03017. 
4 ... Z1541,~7.39417,5C.56e18.53.73833,56.90525, 
&D.D&9 .. e,63.2314Z.6E.391~1.e9.5"~71.72.70655' 

(BJ8(Il.:=1,201/12.22509,16.03777,19.55454.Z2.94517.Z&.2&E81. 
Z9.54566.32.79580,36.02562,39.Z4045.42.4 .. 3e9, 
.. 5.63844,48.82593,52.007&9,55.18415.58.35189. 
&1.52774,&4.&9478,61.85943,11.02200.7 ... 182111 

C CALC~LATE FIRST zoo ZEROES OF NT~ ORDE~ 9fSSEL FeN. O~N~!. N INTEGE~. 
C IF NcO. CALCULATE ZlROES OF BESSEL FCN Of CRDER 3/2. 
C 

PI=4.0·AT~N(1.01 

IF (N.EQ.-1) GO TO 1 
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DO It 1=1,20 
IF (N.Ea.D) AJZ(!J=3JDUI 
IF (N.Ea.lI AJZ(I)=BJ1UI 
IF (N.Ea.~) AJZ(I)=8J2(I) 
IF (N.Ea.JI AJZ(I)=~J3(I) 
IF (N.EO.~) AJZ(I)=3J4(I) 
IF (N.Ea.5) AJZII)=9J5II) 
IF IN.EO.51 AJZ(II=3J6(II 
!F (N.~O.71 AJZ(II=BJ7(I) 
IF (N.Ea.5) AJZIII=9J8UI 

It CONTINUE 
ANU=FlOAT(~) 

AI'4U=It.O·ANU·-Z 
81=O.S-A-NU-0.Z5 
A"!1=A~U-1.0 

0::1 3 1=21,ZOO 
S=fl.OAT (I) 
BETA=($+B1)·?I 
B'3=8. O-BET A 
B52=38- ... 2 
B'33=ge·el\~ 

835=se3-S'Z 
887=885"'B32 
FCT 1= AI"1/98 
FCT2=~.0·AM1"'e7.0-IM~-31.01/e3.0·Be3) 
FCT3=32.0-AH1·183.0·A"~··Z-9~2.0·AHU+377~.0)/(15~O·38S, 
FCT4=6~.0.AM1.eS9~~.O.A~U.-3-15385S.D·AMU··Z+158S71t3.0~A~U-

1 6Z77237.0)/e105.0·9&7) 
AJZeI)=9ETA-FCT1-FCTZ-FCT3-FCT. 

3 c ONT I~UE 
R'::TUF:~ 

1 CONTINUE 
C CALCLLATE Z~F.Of$ OF J3/Z 

00 2 I=1,20il 
AJZ(I)=I·~I 

2 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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F U NC TI 0 r~ A J 0 (Z ) 
C 
C AJ~ CALCULAH:S THE VALUE C'F A eESSEL f'UIICTIO OF THE f'!~ST '<IN!) 01" 
C ORD~~ 1 FOR REAL ~~G~E~ENTS GRfATER THAN -3, CALLED 91 FUN AND AJN. 
c 

C 

OIMENSIONACEI.B(6),CC61 
OIUA 

1 
OATA 

1 
DATA 

1 

CAlr).I=1,61/0.000Z100,-O.OD39~44,O.044~4;9,-O.31~3~66, 
1.2656ZD6,-Z.2~999971 

Ce(I"I=l,6"D.00014~76,-O.0007ZSD5,O.00137237,~O.OOOO9512, 
-D.Or55274G,-D.OOD000771 

CCCI),I=1.6)/C.OOC13558,-O.00029333,-C.DO(54125,O.00262573, 
-C.C0003S54,-O.D~16&3971 

IF CZ.GT-.3.0' GO TO 2 
AJO=O.D 
)12= (ZI3.0'''Z 
CO 1 1=1,& 

AJD=I~JD·t(I"·X2 

1 CONTINUE 
AJD=AJ0+1.0 
RETll~N 

2 ):=3.01l 
F 0= 0.0 
T 0= 0.0 
00 3 1=1,6 

FD=CfO+B(I1)·)' 
iO=CTQ+CCII)·) 

3 CONTINUE 
1"0=1"0.0.79781'456 
TO=TO+Z-O.78~39!!16 

AJD=Fa·COS(T~)/SQRT(Z' 
RETURN 
END 
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C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

c 

FUNCTIO~ AJl (ZI 

AJl CALCULATES THE V~LUE CF A BESSEL FUNCTION CF T"E FI~ST <INO OF 
ORD£~· 0 FOR REAL A~G~E~E~TS G~EATE~ THAN -3, CALLfC BY FUN AND AJN. 

DIMENSION A(E',Slo"Clo' 
DATA IAII',I=l,~I/D.DOO~110q~-0.DD031761,O.OD~~l319,-O.O!q5'289. 

1 D.21093S13.-0.S62'99~51 
DATA 16II'tI=l'~"-O.00020033,O.ODI136S3,-O.002'9511.D.OOOl7105. 

1 O.Ol~596E7,O.OC~OD1561 
DATA (C(I',I=1.61/-D.Q~029!o6,O.00079824.0.0007'3'S,-0.00637879, 

1 O.00005650.0.12'9~6121 

IF (2.(;T.3.0' GO TO 2 
AJ1=0.0 
X2= (Z/3.0 , .. Z 
DO 1 1=1,0 

AJ1=IAJ1+AIII,-X2 
1 CONTINUE 

AJ1=(AJ1+C.5'·Z 
RETURN 

2 X=3.0/Z 
Fl=O.O 
Tl=O.il 
DO 3 !=1.e. 

Fl=IF1+B(I""X 
H= (Ti+ C (I" "X 

3 CONTINUE 
Fl=F1+0.7978~456 

Tl=Tl+Z-Z.3~~13~-9 
AJ1=Fl-COS(T!'/SORTIZ' 
HTU~N 
END 

FUNCTION AJ~ll.N' 
fXTEP.NA L AJO ,AJI 

C AJN CA~CULATES THE VALuE OF A BlSS~L FUNCTION OF THE FI~ST ~INO OF 
C IN1EGER ORD[~ G~EA'E~ TH~~ Ok EQUAL TO 0 fCR RF.Al A~GUEMENTS GREATE~ 
C THAN -3, CA~LED qy FUNZO. 
C 

:F (N.::a.OI AJN=AJO(ZI 
IF (N.EQ.l) AJN=AJ1IZ' 
IF IN.tQ.D.~R.N.lQ.lI RETURN 
IF 1 Z • E Q. 0 • ::J, A IN= 0 • 0 
IF IZ.EO.O.O) RE"TURN 
AJI12=AJOIZ) 
AJI'11=AJllZ' 
00 1 I=2,N 

AJI=2.0·II-l'·AJH1/Z-AJ~2 
AJP12=AJP11 
AJ~ll= AJ I 

1 CONTIIIIUE 
AJN=AJI 
RETU~N 
rNO 
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c 
C 
C 
C 
C 

FUNCTION AJ32(Zt 

AJ32 CALCULAT~S T~~ VALUE OF A aESS~L FUNCTION OF THE FIRST ~INO OF 
ORDE~ 3/2 FOR F~AL AFGUEMENTS GREATE~ THAN OR £QlAL T~ 0, CALLEQ ev 
FUNZO. 

COHHCN/nELP/QIOZ 
IF (Z.£O.O.O) AJ3Z=O.0 
IF (Z.EO.O.O) R~TUJ::~ 
FACT=SQRT(1.0/(Z·PIOZ» 
AJ32=(SIN(ZI/Z-CCS(Z)'·F~CT 
HTU~N 

E NO 

CO~PLE~ FUN:~!ON FUN (1:' 
E~rE~NAL AJ1,FUNZO 
HAL .,2 
C~KPLEX ~ETA,G~~,ALP~~.KAPPA.EPS.AO,BO 
COMPL£X AO~,80~,9ET~O~,9Z,UO~ 
COMPL~X AH,a~,AO~E.eO~L.A(OS~2,RA'MU,APWF,ep~R 

C 
C fUN CALCULATES THE V~LUE Of THE INTEG~ANO IN EQU~TION (5.7., CALLED 
C BYQUA~C8C. 
C 

C 

CO~HON/F2/Z~~,RO,ILAY 
CO~MCN/G1/A(OSMZ(20.,~AT~U(2~),HZ(20),NlAy,NLAY" 

COM~ON/GZI9~TA(ZOI,~A~(20),ALPHA(2~),KAPP~(20),EPS'20' 
CCHMO~/C1/AO(20I,BC(20),~~ORM 

C EVAL~A1E INTfGPANO 
C 

CAL L GA ..... A () H 
CALL COEFF (lLAY) 
AC~=AO'ILAY)·~NO~~ 

eOM=aO(ILAY)·~NOF~ 
9ETAO~=8~TA(ILAY) 

e Z= B: T A C H- Z H' 
AOME=CMPLX(O.O,O.O) 
IF (CA9SIA0l1l.LT.l.0~-ZODI GC TO 2 
A~=CLCG (AO'1) 
APWR=AM-6Z 
IF I~EALIA?WF'.GT.-fOD.O) AO~E=CE1P(APW~' 

;: CONTINUE 
aOME=CMPLJ( (0.0,0.01 
IF (ILAY.EO.NLAY) GO TO 1 
IF (CA6S(BO~).LT.l.C~-;:&u) GO TO 1 
B"'=CLCG (60l'11 
BPwR=3M +8Z 
IF (RtAL(apW~).G'.-50C.C) eorE=CEXP(9PWR) 

1 CONTINUE 
UCI"=AOHt: +BO'4f 
FZO=FUNZO C),I) 

6ESS1=AJ1(~I·RO) 

FUN=UOM-XI a 9ESS1-FZD 
R;:rUc;.~ 

END 
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C 

FUNCTIOt\ FUNZa (ZI 
EXTE~NAl AJD,AJ1,AJN.AJ3Z 

C FUNza CALCULATlS T~E VALUE OF THE TRANSFORM OF T~E ST~ESS DISTRIBUTION 
C FOR A GIVEN A~GUE~ENT. C~LLEO ~y FUN. 
C 

C 

CO~~ON/F1/~U,BF,NTYPE 

DIMENSION GA~(e'.TA:(81 
D~TA (GAR(I'~I=1.8)/l.772~53e51,l.G.l.C,2.C.&.t,Z4.D,lZD.D, 7Z0.01 

OAT A CT A R , 1 , • 1= 1 • B 1 1 ~. 7 0 7 1 0 67 81 Z • 1. 0 • Z. 0, 4 • 0 , B • 0 • 16. 0, 3 Z • O. 64. 0 I 

C CALCULATE VALUE OF TPANSFCRHEO STRESS 
C 
C IF NU=-1. EVALUATE TRANSFORH~D ST~~SS fC~ NU=-l/Z 
C 

C 

IF (NU.EQ.-lI GO TO Z 
IF INU.LT.OI NU=-NU 

C NU IS U. T!1£ P,.ANG~ FROM 0 TO 6 INCLUSIVE, AND IS INTEGEP. 
C 

NZ=NU+Z 
Nl=NU+1 
!F INTYPE .El..ZI GO TO 1 

C STRESS TYP( 1 
GFUN=GAI\INZI 
TN=TARI NZ' 
IF (Z.NE.O.OI RAT=AJN(Z,NZIIIZ·"N11 
IF (Z.~Q.O.DI RA-:'=O.O 
FUNZC=T t\"GF;Jr-.;"I<AT 
RETUI<I~ 

C ST~ESS TYPE 2 

C 

1 CONTINUE 
B N=9F ·"NU 
El=-(FLOAT (~2"2 .0) 
ZF=Z"·Z +9F·"Z 
ZT=Z"ZF··El 
ZR=SQ~r (ZF, 
FUNZO=9N"ZT"AJN(ZR,NZI 
R£TUI\N 

C FOR NU=-1/Z 
C 

c 

C 

Z CONTINiJE 
IF (NTYPE.£Q.21 GO TO 3 
ST~E:SS TYPE 1 
GF UN=GA 1<(1 I 
T N=TAR (1 I 
IF (Z.NE.O.31 RAT=AJ32(ZI/SQ~T(ZI 
IF (Z.EQ.O.OI RAT=O.O 
FUNZO=T t\"GFU~'· RAT 
RETU~N 

STRESS TYPE 2 
3 CONTINUE 

BN=1.0/SQRT(SFI 
£1=-0.75 
ZF=Z"·2+3F··2 
ZT=Z·ZF··El 
ZR=SQRT (ZFI 
FUNZD=9N·Z;·~J32'Z~1 

"ETURN 
END 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

C 

SUB~~UTINE PUOUT CNlI') 
R(A l H 

PlJC'JT PI.INC~~S Ttit INPJT "C~::L gARAHETER.S ANJ THE CAlCULATEO VAlUrS 
OF OISPLAC~~E~; MAGNIT~Ol ANa PHASE, CALLED BY t~R.AO. 

CO"P1CN/F1/NlJ.?F.t,'~YP: 
COHHON/INgT/Nr,o,~p.r~A.,VS(20).DENSC20),~C20),PSI(ZO',o.AO 

CCMMCN/O~PT/THET(181),QISP~I!81l,nISPPI181) 

C PU NCH OUT I~?~T aEC( ANO I~PEOANCE FUNCTIO~ 

C 

C 

NLAY~=NLA'-l 
PUNC~ ~9,NTYFE.N~.eF 
PuNCH 50.NL~"NT.OA"P.TM~X,R.AC 
PUNC~ 51.CII5ILl.l=1,NLA'(' 
P~NCH 51.(O~~S(Ll,L:l,NlAY' 

IF (~LAY.GT.l) PlNCH 51,(k(L),L=l,NLAY~) 

FI,;NCI'I 51t1P5I1Ll,l=l,NLl.') 
NT1:~T.l 

?I:!IIC~ 51. P'UT (:1) ,IT:l, "Tll 
P~NC~ Sl,I~I~PMIIT),IT:1,NT1) 

PUNC~ ~1.(~ISPP(IT"IT:1.NT1) 
FHUFN 

'~9 FOI<I'!AT (2I5,£10.31 
5G FCKHl.T 12I~,~El0.3) 
51 FOR'1.:.r (SE10.3) 

lNC 
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